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Abstract

Nursing has a tradition of subservience and obedience. History provides an account of secular and religious orders of nursing shaping a view of virtuous and tireless dedication in carrying out the doctor’s orders. Nurse Practitioners were first introduced to the health care system in the 1960s as a solution to the medical shortage being experienced in United States of America at that time. They assumed clinical tasks, traditionally regarded as doctor’s work. Since then the Nurse Practitioner movement has expanded globally.

Australia introduced the Nurse Practitioner role in 1998, heralding a new era in the health system of that country. Its introduction has created diverging views which are influence role implementation. This study examines social and political discourses that are affecting the development of Nurse Practitioners in Australia, using text and language to identify discursive practices. It has set out to determine whether Nurse Practitioners have the autonomy that professional nursing leaders have described in policy, or whether the introduction of the role has merely shifted nursing’s sphere of influence within a traditional health care system.

Using Fairclough’s notion of power behind discourse, the language and discourses of Nurse Practitioners were explored in relation to what was happening around role development and how Nurse Practitioners positioned themselves within the environment where they worked. The use of a Critical Discourse Analysis has allowed for the various social, historical and political perspectives of nursing to be examined. Fairclough’s three levels of social organisation have been used to identify the divergent discourses between the truths of implementation of the role at individual and organisational level and comparing it to that of the rhetoric of health policy.

The discourses surrounding the creation of this advanced nursing role have been the focus of analysis. This analysis has revealed how role development is controlled by powerful groups external to the nursing profession. The dominant discourses use the traditional health care divisions of labour to maintain control through a financially driven focus on health care which does not necessarily revolve around clinical need. Further complicating the position of Nurse Practitioners is the internalisation of those
dominant discourses by the nurses themselves. It reinforces Fairclough’s view that the dominant power lies behind the discourse, using the system itself to maintain a status quo, rather than overtly opposing it.

Nurse Practitioners, despite being held out by the nursing profession as clinical leaders, are not able to influence change in health care or in their own roles. The results have further shown that nursing managers do not have an influence over the direction that health care and nursing takes. Further research is necessary to examine the broader leadership role of nursing within health care nationally and internationally, in order to establish the real position of nursing within the decision making framework of health care service development.
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Preface

This study has been fraught with personal tragedies and professional challenges. It has its beginnings in my early life as a nurse back in the bush war of Rhodesia, now known as Zimbabwe. As nurses and civilians at that time, we contributed to the war effort because there were no military hospitals and civilian hospitals became their substitute. As such my nursing training was a mixture of the tragedy of war and the routine of surgical and medical patients. In this unusual situation we, as student nurses were delegated responsibility far beyond what our training and nursing regulations supported. As such, we learned the value of accountability and responsibility very early on, in order to practise safely and effectively within logistical and professional challenges that the situation imposed upon us.

These reflections only crystallized in my consciousness many years later when I was involved in developing the newly created Nurse Practitioner role in the outback of one state in Australia. My own values and outlook of what nurses are capable of doing, which were so natural and normal to me, came crashing down around me when I realised that this role, with all its potential to provide expert and valuable care to communities that were far away from the specialist centres, was unable to do so because of the obstacles being thrown in its way. What for me seemed a simple matter of development became the most complex challenge that I have encountered in my nursing career. From this the seeds for this study were sewn.

I never anticipated uncovering the hidden discourses that have emerged from this study. What started out as questions around why the Nurse Practitioner role was struggling to progress in Australia, became a study fraught with politically charged findings. As a result of this I have had to reflect on my own position as a nurse and a leader in my various professional nursing roles, because I am as much a part of that system that has created the political and economical web as those involved in this study, either directly through interviews, or indirectly through the examination of literature relating to Nurse Practitioner role establishment.

This study views the position of Nurse Practitioners from one lens only, using the chosen theoretical framework to uncover the discourses behind those obstacles that
we are all aware of but are not sure why they exist. Some nurses may not like what has been revealed and others may welcome the findings from this study. Either way, this study always had one objective in mind, to uncover issues influencing Nurse Practitioner role implementation in a way that supports nursing sustainability for the future.

I owe it to the Nurse Practitioner pioneers who participated in this study, to share their views and truths about their role.
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<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACT</td>
<td>Australian Capital Territory is the territory in which the seat of federal government is located.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMA</td>
<td>Australian Medical Association is an industrial organisation for doctors in Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANF</td>
<td>Australian Nursing Federation is an industrial organisation for nurses in Australia.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANMC</td>
<td>Australian Nursing and Midwifery Council is the guiding policy body for nursing in Australia. They are not a regulatory authority rather they develop overarching policy and regulatory recommendations for states and territories to adopt.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APN</td>
<td>Advanced Practice Nurse is the umbrella term recognised by the International Council of Nurses as those nurses who are considered advanced in their field of practice. They include, but are not exclusive to, Nurse Practitioners, Clinical Nurse Specialists and Clinical Nurse Consultant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDA</td>
<td>Critical Discourse Analysis is a methodology used by social researchers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNC</td>
<td>Clinical Nurse Consultant is a nurse who has considerable clinical experience in a chosen field of health. The actual scope of practice differs in Australia between the states, in the way it is configured in terms of education, clinical practice and co-ordination.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNS</td>
<td>Clinical Nurse Specialist is a clinical expert in the chosen field of practice. The scope of practice differs between states in Australia.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPG</td>
<td>Clinical Practice Guidelines are clinical advisory documents developed to support evidence based clinical practice.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DON</td>
<td>Director of Nursing is a person who is in charge of a nurse workforce in a hospital or health care facility. There are many different titles that mean the same thing and the scope of work has expanded to include service budget and human resource management.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN</td>
<td>Enrolled Nurse is a nurse who has undergone a tertiary level diploma course and is allowed to work as a practical nurse following admission to the role on a nursing and midwifery regulatory authority. Recently extensions to their practice have endorsed them to take on tasks that are normally considered within the scope of practice of a Registered Nurse. Enrolled Nurses are mentioned in this study but their role is not examined in this thesis.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GP  General Practitioner is the term given to medical doctors who work in the community and who provide a general health care service to the public.

ICN  International Council of Nurses – “The International Council of Nurses is a federation of national nurses’ associations, representing nurses in more than 128 countries…Operated by nurses for nurses, ICN works to ensure quality nursing care for all, sound health policies globally, the advancement of nursing knowledge, and the presence worldwide of a respected nursing profession and a competent and satisfied nursing workforce”. <http://www.icn.ch/abouticn.htm> accessed 5th November 2009

NMRA  Nursing and Midwifery Regulatory Authority is a board promulgated by a nursing or health professional act and is charged with maintaining public safety by maintaining a register of nurses and regulating training and practice. In Australia each state and territory has a NMRA. This is set to change with a national registration scheme anticipated for implementation in 2010/2011. Also known as Nurses Boards.

NP  Nurse Practitioner a protected title by legislation. It is a Registered Nurse who demonstrates advanced nursing practice skills and has been registered by a nursing and midwifery regulatory authority to practice as such.

NSW  New South Wales is a state in Australia

NT  Northern Territory is a territory within Australia

NUM  Nurse Unit Manager is the general term for a clinical manager in charge of a clinical unit or department. There are numerous iterations of nurse/clinical managers in terms of job description and title. All have similar scopes of practice.

PCA  Patient Care Assistant is a person who has undergone a short training period after which they can carry out basic nursing duties. In some countries the training is more formal and they are also on a role. In Australia they are not regulated. Also called Care Assistants or Nursing Assistants.

QLD  Queensland is a state in Australia

RAN  Remote Area Nurse – Nurses working in the remote regions of Australia are often called Remote Area Nurses. They are also called Rural and Remote Nurses or Outback Nurses.

RCNA  Royal College of Nursing Australia is a professional organisation for nurses in Australia.

RN  Registered Nurse is a nurse who has undergone an undergraduate degree leading to the registration by a nursing and midwifery
regulatory authority.

SA    South Australia is a state in Australia
TAS   Tasmania is the only island state of Australia
VIC   Victoria is a state in Australia
WA    Western Australia is a state in Australia
WHO   World Health Organisation – “WHO is the directing and coordinating authority for health within the United Nations. It is responsible for providing leadership on global health matters, shaping the health research agenda, setting norms and standards, articulating evidence-based policy options, providing technical support to countries and monitoring and assessing health trends.” <http://www.who.int/about/en/> Accessed 5th November 2009
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Times New Roman font size 12 with 1.5 line spacing has been used throughout this thesis.

Short text quotes and field note quotes are identified by the use of parenthesis within the main body of text.

Where long sections of text and field notes are quoted, these are identified by separating them from the main text using single line spacing with no parenthesis.

Participant interview quotes are identified by the use of italics.

Short participant interview quotes are kept within the main body of the work in italics with no parenthesis.

Longer participant interview quotes are separated from the main body of text using single line spacing and italics with no parenthesis.
Chapter 1 - A White Rabbit: Nurse Practitioners and the Dreams of a Profession

In this war at any rate at its commencement, some members of the Royal Army Medical Corps appear to have had difficulty in divesting themselves of the old traditions of the Service, which are undoubtedly antagonistic to the employment of nurses in military hospitals (Royal Commission on South African Hospitals, August 1900 cited in Bassett 1992, p. 20).

This excerpt was written during the South African Boer War (1896 – 1902). At that time, nurses were being sent from British Colonies such as Australia, to assist in caring for the casualties from that war. It tells of the resistance to the introduction of nurses into the military hospitals, at a time when the traditional workforce of these hospitals was orderlies and doctors\(^1\). With the initiation of the role of Nurse Practitioner (NP), nursing is experiencing similar resistance today. In 2000, some 100 years after the Boer War, the first NP was endorsed in Australia by the Nursing and Midwifery Board of New South Wales. This role was set to take on tasks considered extensions to practice that are not normally undertaken by a nurse. Doctors, represented by the Australian Medical Association (AMA) were opposed to the concept of NPs from the very beginning, as this media release, some four years later shows,

Plans to let nurse practitioners - senior nurses who are trained to perform basic medical procedures - work nationally could be delayed because the Australian Medical Association remains opposed to the idea. Nurse practitioners currently work in NSW and Victoria and could be introduced in South Australia and Western Australia within the next 12 months... The AMA's opposition puts it at odds with other medical groups, including the Doctors Reform Society of Australia and the College of Nursing. But chairman of the AMA's council of general practice, David Rivett, is worried the nurse practitioners could deny doctors the opportunity to properly assess patients (Pirani, The Australian May 2004, p. 3)

The differences in eras but the similarities in outlook suggest that the role of the nurse has not changed over time.

---

\(^1\) The term ‘doctor’ in the medical sense is a title given to a person who has completed a bachelors degree in medicine and surgery, and should not be mistaken with the academic title of ‘doctor’ that is awarded to a person who has completed a higher degree such as a PhD at university in any discipline. Other names that medical doctors are called include physician, resident and intern. In this thesis, the title of ‘doctor’ is used because this is the title that is universally used when referring to a physician in Australia.
New Concepts in Old Shoes

…the sister\(^2\) has to go round with the surgeon, take his orders, pass the dressings – the orderlies fetch and carry and clean up after dressings. It is puzzling to define the work the sister does (Lempriere papers, letter to her family Wynberg, 16 April 1900 cited in Bassett 1992, p. 18).

Traditionally nurses have always been considered subservient to doctors, with confusing views of what a nurse really does, depending on what part of society the nurse is viewed from. The Lempriere letter goes on to say that “She [the sister] has all the anxiety and the worry”. A hundred years later the people of Wanaaring, New South Wales, said much the same thing when describing ‘their sister’, the first NP of Australia (Shine 2001). Although the NP is allowed to undertake extended practice\(^3\), the perceptions and attitudes of others toward the nursing profession does not seem to have changed. There are examples of the adaptability of nurses internationally throughout history, where nurses accept extensions to their practice in the absence of a doctor, and who are not acknowledged for this work (Farmborough 1974; Bassett 1992; Keyzer et al. 1995; Hegney 1996; Hegney et al. 1997; Hegney 1997). The present day remote regions of Australia are a perfect example of this. There are few doctors willing to endure the isolated outback conditions. Many health services in these regions are run by nurses who work alone with the only access to medical support being considerable distances away (Hegney et al. 1997; Gardner 1998; Sinclair 2000).

NPs, it was thought, could fill the remote health care gap with the formal approval and supportive legislation, to undertake what is currently considered as nurses practising outside of their scope of practice (Sinclair 2000). Experienced nurses in the remote areas currently do the job with tacit approval by the health services that employ them, using protocols and standing orders to purportedly comply with the legal aspects of nursing practice. Despite the legitimizing of remote nursing work with the advent of the NP, the road to establishing NP positions has been slow with these same remote areas having the least uptake. Instead NP roles have taken hold in

---

\(^2\) The term ‘sister’ has been until recently, the title given to a registered nurse. It is in fact still used by some remote outback communities in Australia.

\(^3\) Extended practice is the term used in nursing commonly to describe additional competency based tasks that nurses can undertake. They are frequently tasks that the health service requires the nurse to undertake. They are often technical in nature or cross professional boundaries and regularly involve additional learning and development.
the metropolitan areas where in comparison, there is no shortage of medical support. Given that the reason for developing NPs in Australia was to service the needs of remote communities, it is puzzling that NPs have become more prevalent in metropolitan regions, the reasons for which have not yet been explored in this country.

The role of NP first emerged in the United States of America (USA) in the 1960s, in response to a shortage of doctors at that time. Because of this shortage of doctors, nurses were trained to take on additional clinical tasks that were normally in the domain of doctors so that nurses could fill the clinical gaps created by the shortage (Asubonteng et al. 1995). Tasks included activities such as prescribing medication, undertaking comprehensive clinical assessments, and ordering diagnostic tests, activities that were normally within the scope of practice of a doctor. Before this time, nurses were unable to undertake activities that initiated treatment or diagnosed illness (Kerfoot 1989; Hill et al. 1994; Busen & Englemann 1996; Bowles & Cassidy 1997; Barton et al. 1999; Castledine 1999).

Because of the traditional views of nursing which assumes nurses play a supportive role in health care delivery, it became necessary to ensure the clinical and professional safety of NPs when taking on the extensions to nursing practice. USA thus protected the title of NP through legislation, bringing with it a set of rules and standards that describe the role in terms of scope of practice and the rules of engagement within the workforce (Ford 1991; Asubonteng et al. 1995; Wilson 2005). This paved the way for a new clinical leadership and autonomous component to nursing where nurses could direct care rather than facilitate it. From these beginnings, the role of the NP began an in time, the professional, education and clinical processes have progressively reflected the advanced nature of that practice.

Since then, other countries such as Australia, Canada and United Kingdom, have mirrored efforts to establish NP roles with varying success. Despite the fact that the USA experience emerged out of an economic need and a shortage of doctors, nurses internationally have viewed this role as progress in terms of gaining recognition for nursing as a profession rather than an occupation (Asubonteng et al. 1995; Barton et al. 1999; Gardner et al. 2004). Whereas the traditional view of nursing has been coloured with caring and dedication synonymous with terms such as the ‘angels of
mercy’, ‘lady with the lamp’ and ‘Nightingales’, nursing as a profession saw the NP as the white rabbit. The voices promoting the NP saw it as something plucked from the hat and developed in a way that could provide the profession with a new look that would break free of the traditional shackles, to stand as an equal to those of other health professionals, such as the doctor. A review of the literature has shown however that there is significant dissent over the NP role, which has hindered its implementation. Subjects for debate have revolved around professional boundaries, scopes of practice and financial constraints (Dowling et al. 1995; Busen & Englemann 1996; Catalano 1996; Cukr 1996; Catalano 2003; Cameron & Thompson 2005). Neither has the contentiousness of the role declined. Despite the extended period that the NP has been in existence in the USA the role is still fraught with professional and legislative hurdles which prevent the role from realising its full (Ahrens & Padwojski 1990; Asubonteng et al. 1995; Busen & Englemann 1996; Chambers 1998; Armstrong 1999; Catalano 2003; Affara 2006).

This truth was reinforced for me on a field study I undertook to USA and Canada in 2008 (Field Note 18). In USA, NPs are still struggling in some states, to prescribe medication. For instance in Connecticut, NPs are required to have a supervising doctor who oversees all the prescribing of medications. Although the actual control and supervision of this activity has variations between the contexts of NP practice and also the geographical situations, the fact remains that although endorsed to prescribe, these nurses do so under medical supervision.

NPs that I met in Connecticut related a case where a NP set up a paediatric service in a country town, with the only paediatrician in that town as her medical supervisor. The practice very quickly expanded and became a much needed and well used service. Two years after opening the practice, the NP was forced to close it, because her medical supervisor moved away, and there was no-one to take his place. As a result the NP was not legally allowed to practice. Such activities raise questions of why restrictions are created to prevent the continuance of a nursing service that obviously supports the delivery of essential care to a population that would otherwise have to travel considerable distances to access similar health care services.

Canada’s NP development has followed a similar rocky road. Having started on the same track as USA, also in response to medical shortages, the whole development
was phased out with a change of health strategy in that country some years ago. It has only recently re-emerged as a health priority to meet the growing needs of the population in the face of medical shortages and escalating health costs (de Witt & Ploeg 2005; Nhan 2007; Canadian Nurses Association 2008).

**The Australian Journey**

Nurse Practitioners (NP) in Australia first emerged in 1990 when the first ever NP Committee was convened. Only in 1998 was the first ‘NP Framework for Practice’ circulated in New South Wales (NSW) (Nurse Amendment Act (Nurse Practitioner) 1998). NPs were first authorised in 2000, although none were actually employed as such until 2001, when the first NP was employed in Outback NSW (Australian Nursing Federation 2001). It took 11 years of negotiation, pilot projects and steering committees to get to this point (New South Wales Health 1995; Pivetta 1999; Turner & Keyzer 2002). Whilst the original pilot projects in NSW (New South Wales Health, 1995) were situated across a variety of contexts in practice, the general view was that NPs were best suited to the more remote regions where access to medical care was difficult and very often the Registered Nurse⁴ (RN) in the health service⁵ was the first and only entry into the health care system.

Now 19 years on, this country is only just beginning to embrace NPs although the uptake has been slow and hurdles to achieving this status for nurses are significant. Contrary to early belief, the rural and remote regions have been slow in developing NP positions, whilst, as previously indicated, metropolitan acute and specialist settings have taken up the opportunities sooner than anticipated. What is interesting to note is that metropolitan areas do not experience physician shortage such as that which is seen in outback areas, and in areas of predominantly poor socio-economic populations. Overall however, the uptake of NPs to be employed in positions is problematic and Australia finds itself with more endorsed NPs than positions available for employment.

---

⁴ A Registered Nurse is a nurse who has been registered by a nursing and midwifery regulatory authority to practice as such. In Australia, the role is prepared by a baccalaureate degree and is legislated to work within a defined scope of practice. This is discussed in more detail in Chapters 3 and 4.

⁵ The term health service is used synonymously throughout this thesis with the word health care, organisation and hospital.
Since the final report of the steering committee in NSW (New South Wales Health 1995) and the Nurses Amendment Act (Nurse Practitioner) 1998, the various states and territories of Australia have worked towards establishing the framework for NPs with varying degrees of success. Some of the states have followed the NSW example developing pilot studies to establish the need for NPs (South Australian Government 1999; Victorian Government 1999; Australian Capital Territory 2002; Queensland Government 2003) whilst others have gone on to develop the framework but have only just begun to progress the legislation and endorsement processes (Nursing Board of Tasmania 2006). The actual endorsement and employment of NPs has been much slower, with Tasmania (TAS) only just commencing the process in 2008, whilst NSW has been endorsing NPs since 2000. All the states have slightly different application criteria for authorisation and requirements for creating NP positions in the health services. Variations on the theme include preparing a business case and drug formulary, which has to be endorsed by the Minister for Health or equivalent authority, developing clinical practice guidelines (GPG) which inform clinical practice and preparing the scope of practice in the service in which the NP will be employed (Nurses Board of Western Australia 2003; Nurses and Midwives Board of New South Wales 2004; ACT Nursing and Midwifery Board 2006; Nurses Board of South Australia 2006; Nursing Board of Tasmania 2006). Although the varying frameworks are established across Australia, hurdles to NP practice have hindered development with anecdotal conversations citing obstacles to practice and progress ranging from, but not inclusive to, lack of provider numbers, professional boundary issues, lack of understanding of the role and budget constraints. Although the emerging Australian research focuses on comparing the NP role to other health professional roles such as the resident/registrar, and identifying budget savings that the role may create, nothing really focuses on the realities that are emerging from the cultural and labour challenges that this new role is creating within the health care system.

---

6 Authorisation and endorsement is one and the same thing. Nursing and Midwifery Regulatory Authorities (NMRA), also known as Nurses Boards, differ across the country in how they refer to the registration of NPs.

7 Each state in Australia is governed by its own legislation. Whilst the Federal Government manages the national agendas and the territories of Australia, each state is self governing.

8 Since commencing this study the current Federal Government, in 2009, announced their intention to progress with Nurse Practitioner provider numbers. To date the Bill has not been passed in the Federal Parliament due to opposition to it and this is discussed in Chapter 7.
The Professional and Clinical Discontinuity

In 2001 I was employed as a NP Project Officer, commencing my work with the first NP to be employed in this country. I very quickly found that what was stated as support for the role in government press releases did not translate to its establishment in practice. This study therefore has its beginnings in the Outback of NSW where the introduction of NPs seemed the panacea to the problems that are encountered daily in providing comprehensive and accessible health care to small and isolated communities.

In May 2001, the Minister for Health (New South Wales Health 2001) announced the appointment of the first authorised NP to an approved position at Wanaaring in NSW. Like many small outback towns, Wanaaring has a population of less than 150 people, additional to a widely distributed isolated farming population that is serviced by any amenities in the town. The town is accessed by dirt roads which are frequently impassable in the very wet or the very dry conditions. The clinic is run by one nurse and is supported by the Royal Flying Doctor Service\(^9\) (RFDS) whose base is in Dubbo, some 500kms away. The nearest town is Bourke, 200kms away, also a small farming support town with a multi purpose health service of about 50 beds. Although the Bourke has a group of doctors servicing the town inhabitants and the hospital, their services do not include Wanaaring other than to accept non-urgent referrals for general consultation. Specialist referrals and emergencies are dealt with by the RFDS.

Initially the creation of this new clinical role represented the recognition that many senior nurses in clinical practice wanted for the work they did, particularly in the rural and remote areas where they worked on their own and beyond the RN scope of practice out of necessity\(^10\). Once the excitement of the first NP appointment settled,

\(^9\) The RFDS is a not for profit organisation that was founded out of a particular need of servicing isolated communities in Australia. Doctors and nurses are employed to ‘fly in and fly out’ providing supportive clinical services to those communities on a pre-determined regular basis. A significant part of their work is also emergency retrieval.

\(^10\) Remote Area Nurses (RAN) work in small or solo practices with the distant support of doctors in neighboring larger towns or with the Royal Flying Doctor Service. They are often the first and only access that the community has to health care. Nurses in these situations have to deal with clinical presentations that are normally managed by a doctor. Their scope of practice is supported by standing orders and protocols, however, they have to make the clinical assessment and convey this over the phone to a doctor. The grey boundary of practice thus exists in the clinical assessment of a patient by the nurse.
nurses began to realise that to become a NP was more than just being the most senior and experienced nurse in the health service. Initial enthusiasm soon transformed into a challenge to develop a sustainable model of advanced practice with appropriately educated and prepared nurses. This proved far more complicated and convoluted than originally anticipated, not only because of the reluctance of nurses in remote regions to undertake the education and endorsement processes required for NP, and the challenge that remote study and development has, but also because of operational and professional factors that began to emerge.

Examples of this are found in the convoluted community consultation process that was required to establish the approval for the position within the area health service\textsuperscript{11}, the many other health professionals who were involved in the approval process and the extended reports that had to be written to both the local health service and to the state Minister for Health before the position was established and a person employed (New South Wales Health 2005; New South Wales Health 2001). Additional to this, once community approval was gained, there was a lengthy process for Clinical Practice Guideline\textsuperscript{12} (CPG) development, requiring approval by the state Minister for Health. Without CPGs a nurse is not able to practice as a NP even after endorsement and employment as such (Turner 2000; Turner & Keyzer 2002). The reality of implementation was far from easy, yet the public were made to believe that the employment of NPs would be a simple process as indicated in one newspaper article which said that,

“They whole package [for NP employment] is then bundled off to the health department for approval. The formalities satisfied, all that remains is for the individual nurse practitioners to be recruited to the approved local positions” (Hand 2001).

In assisting with the development of NP positions and the preparation of nurses for these advanced practice positions, it became evident that there were inexplicable influences that were affecting the progress of NP development in these remote communities. What was conveyed as a simple step by step process to authorisation

\textsuperscript{11} Because of Australia’s vast and isolated areas where there are vast differences between the densely populated coastal regions and sparsely populated inland regions, some states have set up designated jurisdictions of health service management based on population density. In this way groups of hospitals and health centres are managed collectively. These are called area health services.

\textsuperscript{12} Clinical Practice Guidelines are documents that are developed to guide and inform the clinical practice that the NP will undertake. For NP practice, development and approval is determined by a local multidisciplinary committee before they receive final approval by the state Minister for Health or the delegated representative.
and employment was anything but this. It seemed that the nurses working towards these NP positions were not able to progress nor did they have any influence on role development. This is despite the fact that nurses form the largest and most evenly distributed health profession working in rural and remote Australia and provide a higher proportion of health care than in urban and metropolitan zones (Hegney et al. 1997; National Rural Health Alliance 2002). In the light of this apparent dominance of nurses in the workforce, together with the declared effectiveness that the NP role has with its supporting legislation, the poor uptake of NPs into the workforce seemed incongruent.

**Seeking Answers to Questions**

My experiences in the outback of NSW as NP Project Officer prompted me to undertake a search of the literature in an attempt to gain some understanding into the social and cultural nature of NP development. I found little data on the subject and almost nothing relating to advancing nursing in rural and remote Australia. Although some Australian researchers have examined aspects of role development (Keyzer et al. 1995; Hegney et al. 1997; Hegney 1998; Lumby & Picone 2000; Hegney et al. 2002; Gardner et al. 2004), little outlines the impact of change in introducing the new role of NP from the cultural and social perspectives related to the division of labour in health services where NPs now find themselves in. Because the role is new, it remains unclear what real impact it will have on health care and how the social, economical and political influences will affect the future of the role establishment and its sustainability within such an environment.

The anecdotal evidence points to barriers that clearly affect how the role is developed within the accepted division of labour in health care delivery. These range from a divergence in role expectation by the public, by nursing and by other health professionals, to the types of extensions to practice that place NPs in a situation where their scope of practice challenges the accepted professional boundaries and institutional directives. Differences are further compounded by the tensions between state and federal legislation, particularly evidenced in the inability of the NP to order of x-rays and prescribe simple medication that can be dispensed outside of the hospital within which the NP is employed. This is because the Medicare Act 1973, a
Federal legislation, does not allow NPs to obtain provider numbers\(^{13}\) which would allow them access to the same patient subsidies tariffs that doctors have. One significant example of practice differences includes CPG restrictions. The development and ratifying of these are based on agreements reached between locally based doctors and other stakeholders such as pharmacists and scientists. Not only are CPGs tied to divergent local and legislative directives, but because they are a mandatory requirement for the clinical practice of NPs, the individuality of them and the dependence on local agreement, more often make them restrictive rather than empowering. In addition, each clinical presentation that a NP wants to become involved in at an advanced practice level requires a CPG, without which NPs cannot practice at that level. This creates a mixture of nurse/NP practice even when the incumbent is endorsed as a NP. This requirement is unique to Australian NP practice.

In other countries, the focus is more on the development of a formulary required for prescribing and tasks which NPs are able to manage within a health care team. Further to this some Australian states refer to the CPGs as protocols, which are by definition even more restrictive in nature than CPGs and refer to clinical processes that are approved by a doctor (Western Australia Government 2003). Nurses working particularly in rural and remote practice have indicated that the restrictions placed on the scope of practice of the NP stifles clinical decision making. There are those experienced nurses who are eligible to apply for endorsement as a NP, and who say that it is not worth the effort or the stress to do so.

In the rural and remote context there is also the debate over the division of labour between the NP and other nursing roles which are deemed advanced, including the Practice Nurse and the Clinical Nurse Specialist (New South Wales Health 1995; Mahnken et al. 1997; Lumby & Picone 2000; Sinclair 2000). Despite the international discussion that the investment in the health of populations should be accompanied with an acknowledgement of the important roles nurses play in all aspects of health care delivery at strategic, operational and functional levels of the organisation (Rolfe & Fulbrook 1999; World Health Organisation 2000), there appears to be a lack of consensus beyond the level of rhetoric, and this is becoming evident with NP implementation throughout Australia. This divergence of opinion begs the question of whether role development is really being supported and developed by nurses, and how much influence those who hold power in the health

\(^{13}\) This is examined further in Chapter 7.
services have. The emerging issues indicate more of a political and social influence to NP progress than a clinical one. The political and social influence of role development can be identified in the Nurses Amendment (Nurse Practitioner) Act 1998 and the documentation issued by NSW and Victoria in regard to authorisation to practice as a Nurse Practitioner (Nurses and Midwives Board of New South Wales 1998; Health Professions Act 2005 Victoria).

These documents outwardly stress activities and language suggesting that the new role be defined in terms of the absence of medical staff and the taking on extended clinical tasks which are normally within the medical scope of practice. Nurses have always argued that taking on a specific task did not in itself constitute expert or advanced levels of nursing practice (Hegney 1997; Goolsby 2001; Heartfield 2006). If advanced nursing practice can only be defined in terms of medical practice, then the question must be asked whether the existence of nursing really has the recognition of professional status or whether it remains a semi profession to others, and this position has been alluded to in the literature (Etzioni 1969; Wearing 1999; Cullen 2000; Keyzer 2001). The initiation of the NP role with its emphasis on extended knowledge begs the question of what nurses perceive to be nursing knowledge and whether or not nurses think of such knowledge as 'nursing' or 'medicine'. This is an important focus for attention in the creation of new nursing roles and the search for a new identity in a changing division of labour, where individuality and the possession of knowledge dictates perceived social worth and perhaps continuing existence of nursing as a profession (Castells 1996; Mahnken et al. 1997; Keyzer 2001).

The introduction of the role of NP services across Australia raises many questions about the definition of the role, its acceptance by the public and other health care professionals, the management of change by the health care organisations and the nurses' access to the education required to prepare and support the nurses in their new role. Much of the present problems faced by nurses seeking to develop this new role appear to come from the way in which the government, the medical profession and the nurses are presenting it to the public and to each other. Adding to the complexity of change, nursing professional issues relating to the clarification of the boundaries between NPs and registered nurses, as well as between NPs and General Practitioners (GP), are also impacting on the development of the position.
The journey of advanced nursing in Australia paints a picture of social interaction where powerful influences affect nursing, just as these influences shape the way in which health services are delivered. The question that needs to be asked is who really owns the directions that nursing takes and is the introduction of the NP introducing autonomy into nursing practice or is it merely shifting the sphere of influences that nurses already have? Whilst the overt obstacles are identified in the processes for development it is not clear why they have been created in this way and who is the dominant force behind their creation. In essence the questioning embedded in this thesis highlights how ‘the white rabbit’, seen by many in the profession to be forging a path to fulfil the profession’s dreams of becoming equally respected and acknowledged for their contribution to health care, has been thwarted by differing perceptions and diverging beliefs about nursing and what it stands for, from both within and outside the boundaries of the profession.

Exploring the Discourse of the Nurse Practitioner Journey

It is against the initial truth of NP development that that the need to undertake this study became evident. Despite legislation and policy being promulgated for NP practice, NP implementation has been slow and arduous. At a census in 2008, there were 300 NPs endorsed across Australia and less than half of these were employed as such, and this is after 12 years of discussion and a further eight years of implementation, a total of 20 years from the beginning of the movement in Australia. Public debate, especially taking place in articles from The Australian Medical Association (AMA) has indicated significant opposition to the implementation of the NP nationally (Australian Medical Association 2003; Australian Medical Association 2005b). There is also a dearth of literature emerging from Australia which examines these diverging discourses of NP implementation, yet the lack of NP establishment over eight years is evidence to the continuing blocks to the role.

If systems are in place for NP development and the role is not being taken up, there is a need to explore the social nature of role implementation so that an understanding of the political and organisational influences affecting the advancement of nursing can be established. The questions I ask centre around who owns nursing if NPs cannot establish their role despite policy and legislation being in place for them to do so? Why is it that organisations are reticent to embrace the role when the cost
effectiveness of NPs has been demonstrated in other locations? Are nurses really able to become autonomous practitioners as the Australian policies suggest? Are NPs merely shifting their sphere of influence within what is a traditional health care system? In this system, are nurses beholden to the final medical endorsement of care delivery, even when that care is initiated by the nurse?

**Research Objectives**

It is for these reasons described in the previous section that this study seeks to critically analyse the technical literature on the advancement of nursing knowledge and practice and how the language and views within it impact on the way in which the NP role is developing. In order to understand the way nurses are situated in health, it is important to understand how the influences from the past affect nursing today. Analysing the discourse around the NP role can be assisted by exploring the history of ideas that have given rise to the present attempts to advance nursing practice. I sought to explore, compare and analyse the development of the NP in Australia, identifying the barriers and facilitating factors, which are creating and defining the advancement of nursing practice and the knowledge required for it.

Because the study sought to examine the social interactions and their influences on NP role development, the experiences of NPs themselves in establishing their role in a health service were explored. The study examined the language and actions of NPs in relation to what was happening around them and how they positioned themselves within the environment in which they worked. Wardaugh (2002, p. 219) says that “the relationship between language and culture is that the structure of language determines the way in which speakers of that language view the world.” In the case of NPs, using a methodology which uses language to determine the social context lent itself to understanding the position NPs found themselves in. The way in which people use or adopt language assists a researcher in understanding the influence that society has on their position within it (Scollon 2001a; Wardhaugh 2002). To do this I chose Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) as a framework.

CDA is a branch of Critical Social Theory which examines society, the social order and the effects this has on individuals. It takes into account historical issues of domination and social struggles, providing a critique on society whilst looking for new possibilities of social action (Creswell 1998; Meyer 2001; Scollon 2001b; Van
Dijk 2004; Anievas 2005). In the case of NPs this allowed an examination of role implementation in what is termed a traditional health system. CDA allows the analysis of the overt and covert structural relationships between social power, control and dominance as these are manifested in language (Wodak 2001). The context that NPs are positioned in are those institutions delivering health care as a sub system of society.

Language in this setting, is defined as the written and spoken word, the social processes that such language communicates and influences, and the objects of such texts and action that groups or individuals create as their realities within the institution (Fairclough 2001a; Scollon 2001b; Wodak 2001). For instance in this study texts were examined for converging and diverging discourses in professional and policy literature, media reports and field notes. These were supported by interviews that explored NP experiences and which then compared the language across all written and spoken texts. Such a variety of textual sources is crucial in identifying differences between nursing policy and NP development. Using Fairclough’s approach to discourse as social practice that is produced by a social order, conversations and texts were examined to identify subject positions or subjectivities within them. These positions were then analysed to identify how they developed and how they exposed the operation of knowledge and power through the differences between the rhetoric of NP progress and the actual implementation of their roles (Fairclough 2001b). This approach was used because the observational evidence from field notes indicated that what was being endorsed at policy and strategic level did not appear to be supported or implemented in the health services at the organisational or clinical practice level. Fairclough (2001b) suggests that discourse and practice are constrained by interdependent networks within which actors operate and which represent the social order, in this case, health care. Language is a form of social practice and is conditioned by the social order. People speak, write and interpret the world around them from the social frame of reference so that it is not merely a reflection or expression of social processes, but is a part of those processes and practices (Fairclough 2001b). Fairclough’s approach facilitated the exploration of discursive practices around claims to autonomy in nursing practice from three levels of health hierarchy, namely state, regional and local. It allowed an examination of differences in perception of the NP role and to understand the possible sources directing these developments from an Australian perspective.
Research Focus

The focus of this research was to examine the position that NPs take within the organisational environment of health so that those social and political aspects that have an influence on role development in Australia can be exposed. This was done by using text and language to identify influences on discursive practice. Autonomy became the focus of the study because this word is used throughout the technical literature when distinguishing between what nurses do to what NPs do at their acknowledged advanced level of practice. As Hickey (2000) suggests, the practices of autonomy are not deemed a significant aspect of nurse’s practice because traditionally, nurses merely carry out doctor’s orders in support of care. With the change to advanced practice this became the salient characteristic of NP practice and signalled advanced nursing practice. The way that this term operates to define NPs is further explored in Chapter 3. This thesis examines how NPs in the context of nursing as a profession with a history and as a subset in the health workforce, have developed. It seeks to locate how NPs are positioned, and how this positioning is dependent on, and informed by, other dominant discourses.

Summary of Chapters

Because CDA advises that language manifested as speech and text, shapes the discourse of social reproduction, literature as supporting text is used in analysis (Fairclough 1995; Scollon 2001a; Van Dijk 2004). Chapters therefore do not follow the conventional research process; rather they are guided by discourses emerging from the interviews conducted in the study, the approach to which is supported by the more alternative CDA paradigm (Fairclough 1995; Scollon 2001a; Van Dijk 2004). The thesis therefore does not follow the traditional chapter sequence; rather these aspects are interwoven to form part of the text around discourses that appear from the conversations of NPs. In this way literature is reviewed throughout the chapters and not in a single chapter. Discussion and analysis occur in combination with data collection.

In chapter 2, the research framework is discussed. The choice of methods is explored, including their limitations, and the position that the researcher takes in a CDA study. Methods used were interviews of NPs, the analysis of technical literature
including media, policy documents and field notes. These are explained in detail in this chapter.

In chapter 3, the history of nursing is explored in a way that sets the stage for this study, outlining the traditional views of nursing and how nursing is situated in the contemporary health care service. In this chapter, the legislation and the Australian Nursing and Midwifery Council Competency Standards for Nurse Practitioners are introduced as the basis for analysis throughout the study. This chapter will also review and operationalise the notion of autonomy, which becomes an element of NP practice around which discourses form.

At the beginning of Chapter 4 nursing roles or titles used in Australia and how they work within the health care system are outlined. This information was included here rather than earlier in the thesis, because it also forms part of the discourse that frames how NPs talked about their roles and their identity as nurses.

Chapters 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 review the various discourses outlined by NPs, the technical literature and field notes. Using Fairclough’s (2001b) orders of discourse, three levels of social organisation are examined, this being individual, organisational and wider social orders interrelated with NP practice and development. Discussion is interwoven throughout the chapters with the relevant literature. Literature therefore follows the discourse being described by NPs, unfolding it in a way that has allowed for the analysis of language in interviews and in the technical literature.

Finally, in chapter 9, the discourses are summarised and reflected upon, drawing together the explanations and positions that have emerged and how they affect the way in which the NP role is being established in Australia. It reviews the research and examines the effectiveness of the methodology in relation to the original questions that initiated this study, remembering that the information in this study is only one interpretation based on a particular research framework.
Resistance and change are not only possible but continuously happening. But the effectiveness of resistance and the realisation of change depend on people developing a critical consciousness of domination and its modalities, rather than just experiencing them (Fairclough 2001b, p. 3).

This chapter will examine the theoretical framework that was chosen for the study and the reasons why the particular orientation was identified as appropriate. The methods used for the study will be explored. The focus for research is social in nature, because as discussed earlier, NPs in Australia are a relatively new group of nurses and their impact on the division of labour in health care delivery is largely unknown. It can be assumed then that the introduction of this new role will have an impact on the status quo of the health care workforce. Porter-O’Grady (1999) says that any new role or activity sets in motion anxiety that comes about through the challenge to accepted organisational behaviours. In the case of NPs they can now undertake some of what is normally viewed as doctor’s work, Although the Australian experience is only a few years old in comparison to the global experience, hurdles affecting progression of the NP show strikingly similar trends to the international situation. The complexities of global issues affecting NP practice have recently been highlighted by a survey undertaken by the International Council of Nurses (ICN) examining international NP development (Affara 2006). The survey identified poor role clarification, uncertain identity, mistrust between nurses, scope of practice conflicts and varying levels of autonomy in practice, to name just a few from a considerable list of identified hurdles common to all countries.

Although international and national literature has clearly identified obstacles to practice, there are few studies that have gone behind the overt themes to explain the impetus and power behind them, and to clarify the position of the NP within the web that has been cast around their practice. Hence, when seeking to identify factors for this study there were not only themes to examine but there were also themes behind themes. For instance, when asking others why the progress and ability to implement the NP role is so difficult when legislation and policy for practice has been endorsed, many nurses, including NPs, were unable to articulate the issues. Despite agreeing that NPs could play a very important role in enhancing existing models of care, citing
comprehensive care, continuity of care and an ability to do what doctors do not have time to do, they were unsure of how NPs could ‘fit’ into the current health care system. Fairclough calls this the power behind the discourse (Fairclough 2001b, p.52) where it is not so much what is individually perceived, but how a powerful discourse enforces constraints on practice and thus social relationships within them. In the case of the implementation of the NP role, the traditional models of care that have been accepted by health care institutions are challenged. Fairclough contends that the effects of those constraints are such that social identities, as well as their knowledge and beliefs about such identities, are influenced in practice. In this way the discourses in a social order such as health care delivery are so accepted as part of everyday life that the players within it fail to identify the hurdles. This is because the powerful discourses that are driving the system are legitimised thoroughly in organisational activities, language and policies. These ways of thinking and practising become universalised and are accepted as daily practice of those working within an institution (Fairclough 2001b; Scollon 2001a; Scollon 2001b).

Social interaction therefore, became the central point through which this study attempted to understand the reasons behind the NPs’ struggle to progress. The web of social interaction however, was too large for one study so in choosing the framework it was important to examine one element of the social aspect of NP development. Based on what was not being examined in the literature, I chose to examine the social discourse of nursing within health care from the perspective of NP autonomy, where autonomy, described by Gardner (2004), is the ability of NPs to practice as professionals in their own right. The study set out to explore the practices that took place between policy and the implementation of NP role in Australia using autonomy as the object of the study14. Data was drawn from documents relating to policy and that was compared with the experiences of NPs in developing their role. In order to examine this, CDA was chosen for this study so that the various social influences that affect the development and definition of nursing autonomy could be included in analysis.

14 In Chapter 3 I discuss autonomy in the context of how nursing as a profession uses this term to identify levels of practice between junior nurses and those more experienced nurses such as NPs. In this study, the definition of autonomy is not debated; rather it examines how it is used when describing the work that NPs do from that which is accepted as routine and accepted nursing practice.
Identifying Discourse: Shaping Identity

CDA takes into account the social, historical and contextual environment of the subject, and the power struggles that occur between those in dominant positions and those who are organised within it (Fairclough 2001b; Scollon 2001a; Wodak 2001). It has already been identified that the role of the nurse in the history of health care has been one of subservience to the doctor (Chiarella 2002; Nelson & Gordon 2004). Furthermore, it is well documented that medicine has traditionally directed and designed models of care (Moore 1970; White 2002). Based on White’s (2002) premise of medicine directing how models of care are constructed, it is reasonable to accept that the roles and functions of other health care workers and the models of care used have a biological and a social function. The outcome of this arises from political and economic pressure that has been created through medicine’s control over the language relating to the human body and its related diseases.

Using Fairclough’s (2001b) idea that truth claims are directed by those who have the power to influence activities such as the outcomes of health care delivery, then there are directions influencing health care delivery and the promise that the development of NPs have in that arena, which requires illumination. The status quo of traditional divisions of labour in social systems such as health care when viewed from the perspective of a critical social theory, are maintained when the activities of the system are formed and conformed by its most powerful groups. These systems become challenged when anything new is introduced, thus disturbing the equilibrium (Fairclough 2001a; Fairclough 2001b; Scollon 2001a; Scollon 2001b). If this is the case then it stands to reason that those groups who control the production of knowledge and the policy directions, will be highly influential in the paths of implementation of new roles such as NPs. Accordingly, history, politics and tradition influence and mould the way people view their world in society (Fairclough 1995; Fairclough & Wodak 1997; Fairclough 2001b; Wodak 2001; Wardhaugh 2002). Health as a system within society is no exception to this moulding and so the past, the politics and institution of health will have an influence in shaping the implementation of NP roles.

By using the analysis of practices of autonomy as the object of study, the aim was to compare the discourses in policy at a strategic level with those that emerge in the
implementation of the NP role at a local level about how autonomy is thought to be in operation. In this way, the social influences shaping the NP role are explored, exposing how NPs position themselves within this environment in order to achieve their status within the social constraints of health care. Because the study of language is central to comprehending social action, CDA is positioned within the social theory paradigm, and more specifically uses critical social theory concepts such as power, conflict and alienation.

**Critical Social Theory**

CDA sits under the umbrella of Critical Social Theory relying predominantly on qualitative methods for data collection. Creswell (1998, p. 13) sees qualitative research as,

…an intricate fabric composed of minute threads, many colours, different textures and various blends of material. The fabric is not explained easily or simply. Like the loom on which the fabric is woven, general frameworks hold qualitative research together.

As such, researchers in the qualitative realm study in the social setting from which meaning is drawn in order to analyse situations in the real world as opposed to the structured and scientific environment of randomised controlled trials and quantitative data analysis (Creswell 1998; Robson 1998). Creswell further contends that qualitative research uses a variety of methods involving interpretive and social approaches to the subject matter, and which explore a social or human problem in a way that exposes a complex and holistic picture, based on detailed views of the participants. Although critical social research has traditionally been termed an orientation rather than a tight methodological school, social research investigates those human phenomena that do not lend themselves to quantitative methods, because they cannot be controlled in a way that reduces variables in the subject under study, to measurable means (Carspecken 1996).

Social research concepts assume that all thought is fundamentally mediated by power relations that are socially and historically constituted, and these facts cannot be isolated from the domain of values or separated from social relations (Carspecken 1996; Scollon 2001b; Van Dijk 2004). Language is central to the formation of subjectivity and in any society there will always be those who are privileged and
those who are oppressed. Language forms the thread through which the various social orders accept their social status as inevitable, natural and/or necessary (Fairclough 1995; Scollon 2001b; Wodak 2001; Van Dijk 2004). Carspecken (1996) notes that because social research examines the real world, no research can be entirely objective and results tend to be skewed to the value orientation of the researcher. He argues that what is accepted as “neutral objective science” (1996, p. 7) is not at all neutral, and is biased in favour of those groups who hold the power and the knowledge. With each round of “objective findings” it is necessary to have those affected groups protest against the findings to force re-examination; and so science is profoundly political.

It is against this backdrop that most critical social researchers undertake their studies. Critical social theorists advocate an epistemology that is alternative to what is drawn from traditional research. These theoretical perspectives are derived from those early pragmatists such as Immanuel Kant, John Dewey and William James who shared a value orientation and concern over epistemological issues relating to social structure, culture and social reproduction (Carspecken 1996; Creswell 1998, Horner & Westacott 2001). These early theorists questioned the legitimacy of the scientific method, and argued instead that our own past and value orientation affect the way in which we accept and see things.

James rejected scientism suggesting that it does not allow researchers to view the real life phenomena because of the very unyielding point of reference in which research is undertaken. He argued that not all knowledge can be studied in the customary scientific way and that real world knowledge cannot always be supported scientifically (Carspecken 1996; Horner & Westacott 2001). Kant in the century before James, argued that claims of natural science cannot always bring together morality and religion, and that humans have a free will based on their own position in the world and their experiences (Kant 1781a; Kant 1781c; Horner & Westacott, 2001). He argued that what science gives us relates only to the world that we see with our senses and as such cannot be the ultimate truth in all cases.

Any real research therefore needs to accept that people are rational and responsible human beings capable of making moral decisions about what they do, and so it is not just experience but also the perception of it, that assists in the creation of new
knowledge (Kant 1871b; Horner & Westacott 2001). Based on Kant’s premise, NPs are rational and responsible and so in order to understand the context and situation of their progress, research needs to draw data from the real world situation in which the NPs are working. Any analysis needs to include value orientation, beliefs and experiences of the subject in the context of the wider social and historical environment (Fairclough 1995; Fairclough 2001b; Van Dijk 2004). Using a critical social framework to guide this study, analysis should include empirical knowledge, opinioned knowledge, beliefs and values; and how these are represented in the language that is used in nurses’ experiences and the language that is used in the sources shaping these experiences.

**Language and Text**

Although language in social research articulates what is viewed as the truth and knowledge that creates and perpetuates the threads of society and culture, Foucault (1966) argues that the history behind what comes to be seen as truth is closely related to the way in which operations and relations of power have been transformed over time. From such an assertion, he suggests that society looks back on its origins in order to plan for the future, in a way that allows history to inform our knowledge and our view of today. This premise supports the traditional underpinnings of contemporary nursing. Foucault describes this as the “order of things”, where the understanding of information has been handed down through history by a continuation of facts that are generated in text and action by powerful groups in governments, educational institutions and reinforced and perpetuated through media. Other theorists have supported this position as well (Foucault, 1966, Danaher et al., 2000, Scollon, 2001b). In agreement with Foucault’s version of history as discontinuous, social linguistics also contend that history is discontinuous and written by the dominant groups of the time. These pasts shape the way we view the contemporary world, so that we not only learn and accept the world as it is from a constructed past, but we also view the world from our own individual experiences in a world created by those with, and in, power (Fairclough 1995; Fairclough 2001b; Wodak 2001; Van Dijk 2004; Van Dijk 2005).

In the context of nursing, our contemporary situation has largely been shaped over 100 years since Florence Nightingale and others like her established schools of nursing. Here nursing supervisors who were from middle class families developed
and enacted social perceptions of the doctor’s handmaiden in order to conform to social norms of the day (Dolan et al. 1983; Buresh & Gordon 2000; Wall & Nelson 2003; Nelson & Gordon 2004). This, mixed with the religious and secular orders’ influences in the 19th and early 20th centuries (Dolan et al. 1983), has created a tradition and view of nursing which is challenged by the belief that autonomy is possible in advanced nursing practice roles such as the NP. It can be argued that the conformity to the accepted social expectations is perpetuated through language as the means of expression of social discourse as the status quo, and any new terms or texts created by nurses in advanced roles will in turn challenge the traditional status quo of health care.

Language therefore, is used to explain ourselves, our feelings and our thoughts and it becomes either an individual speech act or a discourse that constitutes the position we take within the environment around us. Language, as the spoken and written word creates the social discourse that acts as a lens through which we make sense of things and shape the understanding of ourselves and our capacity to distinguish what is of value, or right or wrong (Foucault 1966). In so doing using these discourses, we perpetuate the dominant discourse, endorsing, without thinking, the knowledge that is driven by power brokers and their truth claims couched in taken for granted discourses (Foucault 1966; Danaher et al. 2000; Fairclough 2000).

This premise is supported by later theorists who situate themselves in socio-linguistic studies (Fairclough & Wodak 1997; Wodak 2001). If the power behind the action, in other words the discourse, is to be understood, then the analysis of language in text and speech, and how it is used to portray the position that NPs take, will allow an understanding of the hidden agendas manifested in the discourses that are created within the texts of, and about, NP development. This is because CDA allows the researcher to look behind the taken for granted discourses to uncover those more persuasive texts and actions that are unconsciously accepted through social conditioning (Foucault 1966; Fairclough 1995; Fairclough 2001a; Scollon 2001b), and which may be the reasons for the seemingly inexplicable lack of progress in NP establishment, despite the national declarations that this nursing role can enhance existing health care services.
This study engages in the actual world of nurses and the society to which they belong, and identifies the influences that shape their roles and their work. The understanding of conversations from NPs, the texts from technical literature and from media, allow the analysis of the context, showing that the language used and its focus or development provides a discursive lens into the development of NP roles and how they have come to position themselves within the health care system.

This health care system itself however is not only constructing meaning from tradition and history, but it is also grappling with the explosion of information through media, which has created differences in identity within globally influenced economics and information networking (Castells 1997). The identity and the position of NPs have been caught up in this change, where expanding internet networks have allowed for global transference of knowledge. This in turn has impacted on how nursing is viewed and also challenged, in a transforming health care system.

**Tradition, Culture and Networks – NPs and the Dominant Social Order**

If an identity such as being a nurse is created through meaning and experience (Castells 1996) then Fairclough (2001) says that meaning and experience is communicated and transferred by action and text which, according to Scollon (2001b), are socially mediated. In other words, action and text is the point at which text, social action, experience, social identity and social conformity converge. For instance, the long-established identity of nursing as a social group of dedicated and selfless servants in the late 19th and early 20th centuries emanates from a time commonly referred to as the Industrial Age. Since this time, global changes in technology, power relations between genders and economic status, to name but a few of the significant forces, have transformed society from the Victorian industrial age to a more liberated society - emerging in the 1960s - when society as a whole questioned these previously set traditions controlling societal norms (Castells 1997).

At that time information technology was developing giving rise to a sense of knowledge and freedom never before experienced. At the same time, Henderson (1967) was defining nursing, liberating nursing to take on a more active role in health care but still conforming to the conventional view of selfless woman derived from the Industrial Age. The first NPs were also emerging in USA. Not only was the
identity of nursing grappling with a new age, but so too was health care, where roles had to be reviewed in order to replace others which were in short supply. Shortly after these events, essential services became economic units where the finance of supply and demand dictated the division of labour. Management and control of the business units was streamlined, made possible many have argued, through the emergence of the Information Age and with it, its access to information and to knowledge through the explosion of Internet networks (Castells 1996; Bloom 2000; Keyzer 2000).

These connections are important to understand when examining the social construct of NPs in the contemporary environment. As Castells (1997, p. 1) suggests,

Our world, our lives are being shaped by conflicting trends of globalisation and identity. The information technology revolution, and the restructuring of capitalism, has induced a new form of society…by the networking form of organization. By the flexibility and instability of work, and the individualisation of labour…This new form of social organisation, in its pervasive globality, is diffusing throughout the world.

According to Castells, in this new form of social structure, tradition is at odds with the rapid transformations that occur, and with these rapid changes that are brought about through the expanding global networks, social identity and roles that are created within that social construct, are challenged. Castells (1997, p. 6) suggests that identity refers to “the process of construction of meaning on the basis of a cultural attribute…that is given priority over other sources of meaning” and there are inexorably many identities for one person and this becomes a source of conflict both to the individual and also to the way they incorporate society’s values. Roles on the other hand are defined by,

Norms structured by the institutions and organisations of society. The relative weight in influencing people’s behaviour depends upon the negotiations and arrangements between individuals and these institutions (Castells 1997, p. 7).

Castells states that identities can also be created by the influences of dominant institutions but this only occurs when the individuals themselves internalize them. Although both can occur at the same time, identities are a stronger source of meaning than roles because of the internalisation that occurs with identities, that does not
necessarily occur with roles. Castells suggests therefore, that “identities organise meanings and roles organise functions” (Castells 1997, p. 7).

In the network society heralded by the Information Age, Castells (1997, p. 7) contends that meaning is organised around a primary identity which is “self sustaining across space and time” and communicated through networks. These may be either individual or collective. The construction of identities builds from history, productive institutions, and power establishments such as government, by which collective meanings are created according to the social and cultural determinants of society. The creation of these identities always takes place within power relationships that are legitimised by prevailing institutions that are ideological centres. I would contend that such a centre would be, as Taft and Nanna (2008, p. 275) suggest, where “health care policy derives from the interplay of social needs, economic forces, technology, and public policy”.

Here dominant orders rationalise and extend their authority. In this new era, Internet, media and the ability to access knowledge is important in order to participate in developing identities and challenging the roles within the dominant order. Knowledge through text within networks becomes important. This is supported by Ovsiannikov and Monakhov (2007, p. 61) who say that,

A system of education should be seen as an ideological institution: it produces the ideas, socially significant ideals, worldview positions, and hopes that they go together to make up the future society as a whole and the destiny of individuals…Outwardly, of course, Internet education is an instrumental pedagogical tool, but even today it has been recognized that its mastery leads to systemic changes in content, not only in education but also in society as a whole.

If we consider that a health professional will need to read at least 19 articles every day for 365 days a year to keep up to date, then the argument that states that the Information Age is “creating a culture where data drives decision making with timeliness and impact. Today’s educators are data rich but information poor” (Hall 2004, p. 32), because they can only construct a partial view of the subject, given the enormous amount of rapidly changing information available to them.

This is an important point to consider when developing a methodology to examine the social and cultural position that NPs take within health care today, and in relation
to the formation of a new highly contested identity of that role. Their location in the
system is not only influenced by history, tradition and experience, but also by the
contemporary culture which is being manipulated by the immense amount of data
available to challenge, support or direct NP roles and their identity. The link between
social relations and discourses is therefore mediated through text within a network
system that is the contemporary health care system.

In examining the position of NPs within health, methods ought to be used which
unpack the identities to understand what is happening, why it is happening, from
what and by whom, within a social mix of tradition, history, rapidly changing
environments and economic change, which is the hallmark of the information age. If
socialisation takes into account all those external variants in an environment, then
their influence on how the identity of a new role such as the NP is being formed
needs to be explored. This can be done through examining the relationship between
identity and role, by exploring texts which both contain and produce social reality,
because these texts, through their grammatical arrangements, are the most
fundamental element of social exchanges that are legitimised and internalised
through networks, which are in turn, controlled by the governing groups (Fairclough
2001b; Scollon 2001a).

Examining Discourse

CDA regards language as part of social practice and it is thus concerned with
analysing covert and overt relationships of dominance, power and control as
manifested in text, speech and action (Wodak 2001). As a methodology, it critically
examines spoken and written texts as a critical account of social processes and
structures within which people are constituted as social subjects such as NPs in the
health care system. Eriksen (2001) contends that people are social products
developed and shaped by society; however, society is also created by those within it.
Therefore, the totality of social institutions and status of relationships makes up the
social structure of society. This includes such institutions as education, health,
government and the family unit, all of which interact with each other, inform and
influence each other, based on the policy, the history and the directions of those who
direct the society as a whole. The social structure we live in can therefore be seen as
a matrix of social order with language being the common thread through it. Health
care forms part of that matrix and the role of the professions, such as doctors and
nurses within it, shape, and are shaped, by society. These social processes are influenced and created by experiential, relational and expressive meanings of interaction that are reflected in text as written, spoken and enacted discourses (Fairclough 2001b; Scollon 2001a; Wodak 2001).

CDA is often referred to as a group of methods to which many established social disciplines such as anthropology, cognitive psychology and sociology have contributed (Fairclough & Wodak 1997). Wodak and Meyer (2001, p. 2) defined CDA as fundamentally “concerned with analysing opaque as well as transparent structural relationships of dominance, discrimination, power and control as manifested in language”. Fairclough and Wodak (1997) suggest that the main tenets of CDA are to address social problems in the face of discursively produced power relations. Society and culture is historical and ideological; and is played out in discourses that form the link between texts and society (Scollon 2001a). Porter-O'Grady (1999) contends that any change to the status quo in a team of professionals is noisy and creates a sense of chaos. Chaos creates instability and insecurity during which new directions emerge out of the rise of different discourses, positions and changes in the associated rhetoric. In such a situation, in establishing new boundaries the influences of those with power will seek to control the direction of change for their continuing benefit (Porter-O'Grady 1999, Eriksen 2001). CDA is interpretive and explanatory in its examination of language, text and action and as such contends that the creation and enactment of discourse is a form of social action (Fairclough 2001a; Scollon 2001b; Van Dijk 2005) diagnostic of the power relations forming and formed by them. Using the examination of texts in this way allows an explanation of discourses around NP implementation and its affect on role autonomy.

CDA is not a specific direction of research and does not have a unitary theoretical framework (Van Dijk 2005), and so there are many types of CDA which are theoretically and analytically quite diverse. Most kinds of CDA ask questions about the way discursively formed structures are played out in the reproduction of social dominance (Scollon 2001b; Wodak 2001; Van Dijk 2005). In the case of nursing accepted as traditionally subservient to medicine, in exploring the level of autonomy that NPs enjoy, or do not enjoy, the social place of nursing in relation to ongoing medical dominance, can be examined. Other discourses that impact on the creation of the NP relate to the discourses around gender in the long-established view related to
doctors as men and nurses as women, because in this analysis, nursing is women’s work and therefore submissive (Moore 1970; Keyzer et al. 1995). Using CDA methods in data collection and analysis, it was anticipated that those elements could be identified and explained in a way that would support the nursing profession and its progress to advanced practice within the contemporary health social structure. In seeking clarity around the operations of a variety of discourses in practice, Scollon (2001b, p. 157) contends that,

a critical study of social practice and discourse cannot restrict itself to the study of discourse or social practice alone because the significant meaning of both discourse and social practice lies in the linkages among them in the production of the nexus of practice.

In the case of the nurse working at an advanced level in roles such as the NP, the relationships, expectations and the context of practice form the links. The study of discourse and associated social practices is thus inherently personal and subjective because these outline those links which require exploration (Scollon 2001b) around which the NP identity is being created.

**Framing Nurse Practitioner Reality**

As discussed earlier the objective of this study was to examine the discursively set operations of policy (texts and implementation) relating to NPs and the context of NP practice played out in the various locations where these roles were implemented. To do this the notion of autonomy\(^\text{15}\) of NP practice formed the focus for the examination in relation to how NPs position themselves within health care. The framework chosen was based on the notion that all discourse is social practice (Fairclough 2001b). So in the case of NPs, the study sought to understand how the NPs coped with implementing their role in the context of the traditional social environment they worked in and how the practices that emerged, compared with the strategic directions set out in legislation and policy. The premise for this study therefore was that NPs act and behave in the way that society (and nurses), has shaped nursing. In exploring the introduction of the role of NP the aim was to explore what challenges such a change wrought in the social institution of health care as these professional boundaries are tested. In testing these traditionally accepted boundaries, the question is asked if the NPs position themselves in a way that supports their easy acceptance.

\(^{15}\) Discussed fully in Chapter 3
within the existing health system, thus maintaining the accepted discourse that does not challenge or question the traditional subservience of nursing.

Fairclough (2001b) contends that language use is a socially conditioned process and the study sought to listen to the experiences of the NPs so that the process of how they position themselves within the context of their social environment could be analysed. Fairclough (2001b, p. 19) states that social phenomena are linguistic, and that language activity, which goes on in social contexts, is not just the reflection of the social process, it is a part of it. In the case of the NP experiences, what they say and how they say it not only becomes the process of social production, it also becomes the product of social conditioning. Text is produced through a process of interpretation, where it becomes an interpretation of that social environment itself. The two processes are integral to how texts work, but are integrated into social practices by how these processes are made possible through language. In other words, discourse or language is the text which displays social interaction and context. The systematic constraints on discourse and the way in which the social relationship respond to it create social identities within the system. The process has long term effects on knowledge and beliefs that are produced and interpreted in the text, and the relationship between language and power can be analysed, specifically the power behind any discourse (Fairclough, 2001b). By studying structural effects of text as exhibited in knowledge and beliefs, the social relationships and perceived social identities, the content of what is said, and the relationships that are referred to, can provide an insight into who has the use of power and how that power operates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constraints</th>
<th>Structural effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contents</td>
<td>Knowledge and beliefs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relations</td>
<td>Social relationships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects</td>
<td>Social identities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1 Fairclough (2001, p. 62) Constraints on discourse and their structural effects**

Fairclough’s interpretation and assumptions of discourse as social interaction and interpretation has been chosen as the research framework for this study. Using this approach, the language that NPs use in the social context was examined in order to
understand how NPs position themselves and are positioned within the hierarchy of health care. Because language is centrally implicated in power and is replicated through roles and identities, it allows for clarification of the position and location of individuals (such as NPs) within it (Fairclough 2001b). Fairclough further contends that language has an internal and dialectical relationship with society and that linguistic phenomena are also social phenomena. Whenever people speak, read or write, they do so in ways which are determined socially and the nature of this is based on historical social associations and struggles. Text is therefore socially generated by internalised social actions and norms. Because social systems are defined as a set of social relationships that are created and re-created through regular interaction, it makes sense to suggest that the boundaries of the system lie at the points where interaction decreases significantly (Eriksen 2001; Fairclough 2001b). This allows the researcher to identify the conflict arising between discourses from the intersections of those boundaries.

Boundaries are not always absolute but are relative to a kind of social context or a set of activities. Relationships between subsystems within the broader systems that make up a social order, such as nursing as a subset of the health workforce within the health care system, is of great importance when studying social aspects, since it aims to understand the intrinsic connections between different social institutions and activities (Eriksen 2001; Fairclough 2001b; Scollon 2001a). Language and text therefore help to maintain status quo in relationships and situations so that traditional acceptance is perpetuated. Likewise, the variances to common themes, terms and phrases, assist in identifying the internalisation of a system into everyday practice. In the case of NPs, this study identifies the extent to which NPs situate themselves within boundaries prescribed by policy, by analysing what NPs say and how they say it, and if they do not conform to the accepted discourse, what discourse they use and how they position themselves within that.

When examining changes to the system following the introduction of a new role such as the NP, the changes to status quo as reflected in language processes, also reflect dominant discourses in political actions and changes in ideology (Rabinow 1997; Fairclough 2001b). Discourses therefore, involve social conditions which Fairclough (2001b, p. 20) calls the “social conditions of production and the social conditions of interpretation”. This incorporates three levels of social organization. The first level is
the immediate social situation that is the environment in which discourse occurs, and which directly relates to how NPs view themselves in their immediate environment. For NPs, this is the operational or local level of implementation within the health services that employ them. Fairclough states that the second level involves the social institution, in this case the health services. Interactions between the professionals within the clinical team, the wider management structure and the policies that drive the service, are examined and compared against what the NPs are articulating in their experiences. The final and larger level of social situation is society as a whole. This takes into account, not only the public view of the situation, but also the strategic view of health care as manifested in strategic plans, legislation, and state and national policy, relating to NPs. In studying the discourses in operation in such a situation, Fairclough concludes that in seeing language as both producing discourses and as social practices, the researcher is committing to analysing texts and the relationship between them, the processes within which they are found, and the social conditions in which they operate.

**Analysis in CDA**

Corresponding with the three dimensions of discourse Fairclough (2001b, p. 21) states that there are three dimensions or stages of analysis. The process of analysis initially looks at text, identifying and describing the changes that occur between stages. The second and third stages examine the cognitive processes of participants and the relationship this has between the transitory social events and the more durable social structures which shape, and are shaped, by these events.

Stage one examines the formal properties of text at each level of social organisation. In the case of the texts surrounding the implementation of the NP, it is concerned with the differences between the levels of understanding of autonomy as described in policy, the way policy is interpreted and actualised, and the understanding of it by the public as described by the media. The second stage involves interpretation of text in relation to the social interaction that follows the text at the three levels. At operational level the analysis looks at the experiences that NPs have in managing their practice within the operational teams, and how this team’s interpretation of policy has influenced the levels of practice autonomy of NPs. In the second and third levels of social organisation, analysis examines the authors of policy, the objectives and the background to the policy, and how these are interpreted. Media is used to
examine the wider social view and interpretations made about the role of the NP. The final stage is that of explanation during which the relationship between interaction and social context is examined, and the effects this has on the processes of production and interpretation at the three levels.

**Assumptions**

All research designs are based on methodological assumptions that arise from philosophical underpinnings (Patton 1990). Focusing on the autonomy of NPs, the study examines the influences that each level of social organisation is having on the role implementation that occurred and the autonomy that is produced such a change, and how the NPs position themselves in their talk about their practice as this relates to how they are able to manage their work. The assumptions therefore in this study, are that CDA will assist in understanding divergent and convergent discourses that are formed and conformed, around the implementation of the NP role, as the analysis moves between these three levels of social organisation. Such an analytical approach diagnoses the positions that nurses who are seeking to become or to act as a NP take, in order to be accepted in their working environment. In so doing it is possible to understand the position that NPs take in establishing themselves, and to identify whether NPs have gained autonomy in their practice, or whether they have merely shifted nurses’ sphere of influence.

Fairclough (2001b) suggests that in CDA the relationship between discourses and social structures is not one way and so the means by which NPs describe themselves will also have an affect on how the wider social organisations view them. As mentioned previously the relationship between social structures and discourse is dialectical, and as such, an understanding is important in terms of analysing the power relationships and control over discourse, by institutional and societal power brokers (Fairclough 2001b). Social structures thus determine social practice and are also the product of social practice. Using this approach the complex and invisible relationships that occur within and between the three levels of production can be examined. So, in understanding where NPs fit within the health system, the text, language and processes that take place between the three levels of social structure, can be examined. The three levels in this instance comprise of the operational aspects of NP implementation, the policy informing NP development and societal perceptions as viewed from public literature such as media articles and reports,
annual hospital reports and similar public information relating to NPs. This allows an analysis of the discourses in policy and reality in relation to the autonomy NPs are afforded in their role.

**Exploring Discourses**

CDA is not a single approach to research and so qualitative methods from other research disciplines are used when collecting data for CDA (Wodak 2001). Meyer (2001, p. 23) supports this notion by contending that CDA is “not a well defined empirical method but rather a cluster of approaches with a similar base and similar research questions”. Meyer says that CDA follows ethnography and many other forms of qualitative research, in that data collection is not considered to be a specific phase that must be completed before analysis begins.

Because social researchers share a value orientation of concern about social inequalities, they direct their work towards positive social change. Data collection looks for indicators to particular concepts and in this study the concept in question relates to the autonomy NPs have in their practice. The centrality of this concept was noted first in the literature, and then in the policy and standards, and finally it was explored in other texts produced by the study. For such a process to occur, analysis is often concurrent with data collection, which allows social researchers to explore the real world social structures involving interactions between the society, text and its context. This supports the creation of new knowledge or refinement of existing assumptions, rather than merely describing social life (Carspecken 1996; Wodak 2001).

The central themes of Critical Social Theory explore social institutions and their transformations through interpreting the meanings of social life, the historical problems of domination, alienation and social struggles with a critique of society and the suggestions of new possibilities (Creswell 1998). In ethnographic studies, the design needs to include methods that will elicit information on how people respond to change, how they interact and how they form networks, so that the researcher helps participants to examine the conditions of their existence (Creswell 1998; Van Dijk 2004). In the case of nursing and its progress to advancing practice, the data and methods used need to provide the opportunity to identify discourses that influence direction and change within a social system. Scollon (2001b) suggests that all action
is mediated by social influences, which creates discourses that influence production and reproduction of socio-cultural histories and structures, in accordance with social norm and tradition. The use of social research methods for data collection, which allow for the analysis of inter-subjective data, will allow data to focus on the object of autonomy; and the resultant status of NPs within health, can be analysed based on Fairclough’s three levels of social organisation (Fairclough 2001b).

Using Fairclough’s three levels of social organisation, different qualitative methods of data collection were chosen at each level of social organisation in order to observe how interactions occur between the different levels of data through interviews, policy documents, policy implementation and health care practices. In this way information could be gained to allow an analysis of the differences between policy and reality of NP implementation using dimensions of discourse at each of these levels. This approach would allow the identification of the dominant discourses in language and their effects in and on action from three levels of health between its rhetoric and reality. By revealing the operations of discourses in this manner, the power behind the discourse which influences NP development can be identified. This study used interviews with NPs, analysis of technical literature in policy documents, legislation and regulations and media articles pertaining to NP implementation with a focus on autonomy as the subject for analysis.

**Ethical Considerations**

Ethics approval was obtained from the Flinders University of South Australia Social and Behavioural Science Ethics Committee (Appendix 9). Because nurses were approached as consenting professionals in their individual capacity, no ethics approval was sought from any other hospital or institution. There was no patient or client involvement and no minors under the age of 16 years used in this study. All participants were consenting adults and professionals in nursing.

As part of the ethics application at Flinders University, the researcher needs to consider any cultural aspects that may impact on the study’s outcome. No personal cultural or ethnic background information requests formed part of this study. Participants of the study included NPs from all ethnic and religious backgrounds
with the common factor being registered NPs or NP candidates\footnote{An NP candidate is used in some states for those nurses who are either endorsed already as NPs or are preparing for endorsement, to be employed into a project position whilst the role is being developed. How this is constructed is dependent on state policy and also the organisational need.}. Individual backgrounds were therefore not considered. Because the target population was endorsed NPs it was accepted that all participants would be able to speak English, this being a criteria of any nurses’ registration in Australia.

**Interviews**

Fairclough (2001b) contends that there is always hidden power behind discourses which holds together the whole social order. This power is an inherent part of all text, language and action. The use of interviews in CDA allows language to be viewed as a form of social practice (Fairclough 2001b). Language is a social process and it is socially conditioned by other (non–linguistic) parts of society (Fairclough 2001b; Scollon 2001a). This suggests that whenever people speak, listen, read or write they do so in ways which are socially determined, and therefore have social effects. Likewise, language activity goes on in social contexts and as such, is not just a reflection of social processes and practices but is a part of it (Fairclough & Wodak 1997). In this sense, disagreements or differences in standpoints can be seen as preliminaries to the tensions emerging in the views of the autonomy NPs have from real practices, and from the politics surrounding role development.

Interviews are a social process which is governed by rules of practice. By listening to, and interpreting the language and content of language in interviews in this study, the reflection and expression of social practices and processes from the participants’ perspective could be analysed. In the case of NPs, the language and social actions serve to understand the threat to the status quo of health care where traditions and practices are being questioned, changed or modified with the introduction of a new nursing role. The social threat and standpoints in conversation and discourse that Fairclough (2001) suggests, is not so much standpoints, but rather they are politics in action. Politics, he contends, partly consists in the disputes which occur in language and over language. In using the interview method to uncover the perceptions of autonomy by NPs, an understanding of the politics of nursing and within nursing, can be gained. Both these aspects are created by the challenge to the status quo of health care and the change models of care that the introduction of NPs has created and
shaped by the rules of language use. It will also provide a window into how NPs are enrolled in and implicated in the context as well as the sustaining of the status quo.

Participants

The study interviewed NPs from across Australia. Participants were sought by means of calling for volunteers through purposeful sampling (Babbie 1992; Polit & Hungler 1995). Although purposeful sampling was deemed judgemental (Polit & Hungler 1995), for the purposes of this study, it was necessary to select the specific category from the nursing population, that being NPs. At the time of undertaking the data collection for this study, there were less than 300 NPs endorsed across Australia, a handful of whom were working in rural and remote areas. Because there were a small number of endorsed NPs opportunistic sampling methods were also used in which leads (Patton 1990, p. 179) from my own field work was used. I also used field notes to support claims of NP interviews and this allowed for broader information collected thus complementing the small sample size (Patton 1990).

Although the study initially sought to examine the discourses of rural and remote nurses it became apparent that there were too few endorsed NPs practising in rural and remote health and not only would their anonymity have been compromised, but also the target population was too small for interview selection. It also became apparent very early on in the study, that the issues emerging in the rural and remote context were no different from those which other NPs were experiencing. The participants for interviews were therefore drawn from the total population of NPs working in Australia.

Participants were sought for interviews by sending a letter addressed to the registrar of all the NMRAs of Australia requesting assistance with the distribution of packages. The registrars of the NMRAs were asked to distribute the packages included to all endorsed NPs in their state. Initially, 50 packages were sent to eight NMRAs. They included South Australia (SA), Northern Territories (NT), Western Australia (WA), Queensland (QLD), New South Wales (NSW), Tasmania (TAS), Victoria (VIC) and Australian Capital Territory (ACT). Each package included a letter of introduction (Appendix 2), information on the study (Appendix 3), a consent form (Appendix 4) and a self addressed and stamped envelope for return to me as the researcher.
Responses from the nurses’ boards were limited because of the initial intention of targeting rural and remote NPs. ACT, NT and Qld all returned the packages with an enclosed letter stating that they did not have any NPs working in rural and remote areas. SA returned the packages stating that they did not undertake the distribution of such material and advised me to contact the South Australia Nurse Practitioner Association\textsuperscript{17}. Victoria, through a telephone call to me, requested that they keep the packages because although they did not have endorsed rural and remote NPs at the time, they would send packages off as NPs were endorsed. WA also telephoned me to say that they had sent packages out to all NPs as they had no way of knowing the NP classifications. As Tasmania has not yet endorsed any NPs, they were unable to send out any packages. NSW, by telephone, declined to send out any packages.

With such a poor response to my distribution requests, the search for participants was expanded by sending packages to the Australia Nurse Practitioner Association for distribution. This association also declined to send packages and so I used my own field of knowledge to invite participants to participate (Patton 1990).

A total, 60 packages were eventually sent out. From those 20 were returned, and following preliminary contact, eight NPs proceeded to interview. No direct contact was made with the eight potential participants until receipt of the signed consent was secured. Once consent was signed, the participants were contacted by email, to arrange for a telephonic interview. Where participants lived close by, I arranged to meet them in person. Those participants living more than 200kms away were interviewed on the telephone.

Although not formerly interviewed, a NP, who had heard about this study, later came forward and voluntarily signed consent for information to be used, because she wanted to share some insights relating to her journey to NP endorsement\textsuperscript{18}.

Participation in interviews was voluntary and the information provided to the target population clearly outlined their rights as a voluntary participant to the study. Letters

\textsuperscript{17} The South Australia Nurse Practitioner Association in fact no longer existed when this advice was given by the Nurses Board of South Australia. They had already amalgamated with the Australian Nurse Practitioner Association.

\textsuperscript{18} Although information from this participant was used in Chapter 7, it has not been included as a part of the interview process; data has been referred to as a field note.
(Appendix 1) were sent to all NRMAs in Australia asking the registrars to send out a pre-printed package of information which included a letter of introduction (Appendix 2), information on the study (Appendix 3) and consent forms (Appendix 4), to every endorsed NP working in Australia. In this way objectivity in choosing participants was maintained. Potential participants were asked to sign the consent and return to the researcher in the pre-stamped and self addressed envelope.

Australia covers a vast expanse and so it was not practical to travel to all the participants’ sites of work and to view their actions in body language as well as in spoken form. It was therefore accepted that most of the interviews would be conducted over the telephone. Although this reduced the ability to understand the total discourse of the moment (Scollon 2001a) the use of field notes were used to support the information that was given (Fairclough 2001a; Scollon 2001a; Wodak 2001) in understanding the physical situations and physical language that would have been portrayed, had a face to face interview been undertaken. Although, the optimum is to interview face to face, it was not appropriate to further limit the already small sample to areas which were more accessible. By accepting the telephone interview, a broader and more objective sample size could be used.

Of the eight participants, seven were endorsed as NPs but only one was employed into the substantive role. The others were employed in a variety of advanced clinical practice roles. All had successfully completed a master’s degree. The information relating to the participants’ positions is discussed in Chapter 4.

Consent

Once the consents were signed and returned, participants were contacted by phone or email and interview times were arranged. A time was set of not more than one hour for the interview, further information relating to the study was offered and any questions relating to the interview process and the study were answered. Interviews were taped using a digital recorder held to the speaker phone. The transcript was then transferred to a computer as a wave file, stored and coded, so that the identity of the participant remained anonymous after the interview and during the analysis of the data. Because of the smallness of the sample population all data from analysis that could have linked the participant back to the area in which they worked was removed. Although it would have been interesting to further extrapolate data to link
themes to states and territories in which nurses worked as a comparison of attitude and approach to NP development, this could be a study in itself and it would not have protected the anonymity of the population in this study due to the smallness of numbers.

**Question Format**

The guide used for interview questions (Appendix 5) was simple and semi-structured. This gave participants enough freedom to discuss and explore issues that they saw as important to them in their practice. Where discourses were beginning to emerge in the interview and where nurses returned to specific topics, prompts were given to allow for further exploration and explanation. In this way it was anticipated that freedom of speech would assist in identifying common references to stories, ‘party line’ comments that reflect organisational view points, and phrases and words that reflect the NPs’ perceptions of their abilities and standing in the organisational structure (Scollon 2001b; Linde 2005; Van Dijk 2005). In this way systemic constraints on the content of discourses and on the social relationships that supported them were identified, and how these impacted on NPs’ identities of themselves within the institution (Fairclough 2001b).

**Protection of Participants**

All participation was voluntary. Participants were allowed to withdraw from the study at any stage of the interview and they were allowed to read the transcripts following the interview. A transcript and a CD recording of the interview were sent to each participant for their own keeping and examination. No participant withdrew after consent was signed, and none requested changes to the transcript of the interview.

Whilst Australia is vast in its geographic expanse, the nursing population is comparatively small and the specific group of nurses targeted for this study even smaller. With the use of purposive and snowball sampling the target for interviews was 10 nurses working in advanced practice. Despite broadening the target population to all NPs in Australia, the need to maintain anonymity was still of concern because of the small target population. This was maintained by removing all information from the analysis that may lead readers to identify names of participants.
and areas of work. All information that could have identified the participant or the area and location of work was removed from the data. All participants understood that the information given to them would be used in the analysis of data in the thesis, and subsequent presentations and articles.

A professional transcriber used by Flinders University was employed to undertake the transcription of the interview recordings. All participants were sent a copy of both the transcription and the recording, and were asked to check them and identify any sections that required adjustment or were not to be used in the analysis of data. No participant changed any of their transcripts or recordings. Recordings and transcripts were then shared with my supervisors so that interpretation of text and action remained objective.

In cross referencing information that was shared by the participants with data from technical literature, media and information relating to health services was not taken from the health services in which participants worked. For instance, when I sought information from hospital annual reports, none of those documents were from the health services identified by participants. This was specifically done so that not only was participant’s anonymity maintained, but evidence from other sources of literature supported the triangulation and objectivity of information. There were times when information from state policy may have been from the same state as the participant but care was taken not to identify this in discussion. I also separated myself from the demographic information in my analysis by coding interviews and using only pseudonyms to identify participants when unpacking the information from the interviews. Codes related to the interview number and a pseudonym which I assigned to each participant.

**Field Notes**

Qualitative research uses many forms of data collection which provide a diverse range of information. Field notes are often made by the researcher in the course of qualitative fieldwork, and can include observations of participants, locations or events. These may constitute the whole data collected for a project or they may add to it (Babbie 1992; Robson 1998).
The research diary is a point for all of the diverse elements of data collection and can include past experience, observations, readings or ideas. Schatzman and Strauss (1973) suggest that the role of field notes is to arrange activities and ideas that will augment the data collection process. Newbury (2009) states that field notes become short and reflective sections of analysis that assist in explaining or interpreting the data as well as being able to assist in describing findings. There are no rules over what to include in field notes and they can include information such as thoughts on a topic, reflections from meetings, observations and notes on methodology. Notes can include unresolved problems or questions which serve to further expand on a particular topic or data.

Field notes from my own experiences were used in this study in the analysis of text and interviews, where such information would enhance analysis. In terms of CDA approaches, it is appropriate to include the experiences of the researcher as they are as much a part of the text and the context as other sources of data collection (Fairclough 2001a).

**Examination of Technical Literature**

In Fairclough’s three levels of social organisation, the examination of the technical literature applies to collection of data from the second level of social organisation, which involves the wider matrix for the discourse, in this case, health care as a system. Fairclough (2001b) suggests that technical literature relates to the power and access to discourse and so by analysing technical literature a view of who has the power behind the discourse can be uncovered. Fairclough suggests that certain controls are inherent in any social group, created and maintained by those with the dominant power in the group and by those who have access to the discourse.

Technical literature provides the framework to legitimise NPs and to develop the new role, but it also provides the constraints which are ordered and controlled by those in power. Using autonomy as the object of analysis, a review of the policy and legislative documents which have been developed to support NP implementation, should reveal the extent to which NPs are supported in practice, and who affords that support. The data gained from this could then be compared with the information given by NPs as to what was really happening in practice. In analysis, genres or actions which regulate the action of NPs, discourses relating to the language used
and the context in which they are used, and the styles or phrases used, link discourses to the importance that policy makers place on issues such as autonomy of NP practice (Fairclough 2001b).

**Period of Data Collection of Media and Studies for this Study**

Using this framework described, pilot studies, policy and legislative documents were chosen from the Australian context from the period January 1991 to December 2008. This period was chosen because this is the time that the NP movement has been in existence in Australia, to the time that the writing up of this thesis began. Some documents from 2009 were included during the final discussion process, where it related to policy changes directly connected to the data in this study.

Documents were examined for the direction that allowed NPs to practice autonomously. The nature of the text and content of it was then compared to the language used by NPs and how it was explained, with the aim to seeking the diverging and converging discourses that are evolving between policy and practice. Only literature that was freely available in the public domain was used and therefore no application for documents through the Freedom of Information Act 1982 was required.

**The Media**

The scope of the media is far reaching. One only has to look at the television ‘soapies’ on medical practice and hospitals, newspapers, documentaries and cartoons to understand the influence it has on public perceptions and understanding of topics such as health care. Within research relating to social order, practices, semiotics and critical theory, the role of the media provides a huge source of information to be analysed, deconstructed and dissected (Cotter 2005). Fairclough (2001b) sees media as a site of discourse that operates as an intermediary where participants are separated by place and time. The discourses in use in media summarize the news story and the text, and the process involved in producing those texts (Scollon 2001b; Cotter 2005). In both areas, researchers look for text that encodes values and ideologies that impact on and reflect the society at large. Fairclough (2001b) comments that media practices present one sided texts providing a specific interpretation to a mass audience, who is then left to interpret its meaning. He further contends that the nature of the power relations in media is unclear, because
there is a hidden power not always revealed in seemingly transparent stories. This is because the “media product takes on some of the nature of the commodity between producers and consumers” (Fairclough 2001b, p. 41). Moreover, a single text on its own is insignificant but the effects of media power operate accumulatively working through the repetition of themes and text to form opinions and perceptions in the readership.

Interpretation, Fairclough (2001b) suggests, sees text as a resource in the process of interpretation. An explanation is then created in which the relationship between the interaction and the social context is developed. Jager (2001, p. 33) further advises that CDA be based on Foucault’s discourse theory in which questions on what knowledge is communicated, how is it passed on, and what impact it has on the discourses present, and to the subject, in this case NPs. If one considers the views of Jager (2001) and Fairclough (2001b) then the overall question in analysis targets the effect the language and text has on the overall understanding, in this instance, the NP role and the importance ascribed to the level of autonomy that the NP is afforded in society.

In deciding how many articles to review, Fairclough (1995) states that the number of texts in the media is not important, rather it is the common agenda and the nature of the text that is central to a productive analysis of a situation. Because CDA is very much about making the connections between social and cultural processes on the one hand, and properties of text on the other (Van Dijk 2004), articles are examined for themes of common and/or specific discourses. Media articles for this study were randomly chosen from records between the years of 1991 to 2008. The basis for selection of the articles was their focus on NP development, implementation or evaluation. Media forms open to public readership were chosen and included newspaper articles, magazine articles and web based information. The subject for analysis was the reference to NP autonomy examining the text that was used to describe it and how this related to the overall perception of the NP role.

**Data Storage**

Interviews were conducted using a digital recorder to record the information. This information was then transferred as a wave file and stored on a personal computer at home which is used solely by me. All other paper based information and a back up
data disc relating to participants was stored in the locked cabinet. In accordance with university research rules, all data is to be stored in the locked cabinet for a period of 5 years. Following completion of the thesis, the information was transferred to university storage. Information relating to the data was removed from my personal computer at the end of the study and stored on a CD Rom together with all other information. As with all doctoral studies, the final thesis is made available to the public via the Flinders University Library.

Limitations

There are some alerts which need to be recognised when using the social science research methods. CDA investigates the power relations which are socially and historically continuous (Babbie 1992; Fairclough 1995; Carspecken 1996) and these facts can never be isolated from the domain values. The findings must make the fact or value distinction clear and must also have a precise understanding of how the two interact (Carspecken 1996). My own orientation as a nurse and my nursing knowledge of the issues and hurdles relating to NP implementation had the potential to cloud judgement, and which could have prevented a true understanding of the issues revealed in the data. The role of my supervisors in this aspect of the study was to assist in allowing me to step back from the data and to view it from different perspectives. There were times during the data collection and analysis periods, when I needed to step away from the data completely in order to maintain my objectivity, because of the sensitive information that was being presented to me. Using Fairclough’s three levels of social organisation assisted in providing enough triangulation of data across three different perspectives to ensure that objectivity was maintained.

Despite strategies to maintain objectivity, CDA always places the researcher at the centre of the activities in real world research (Robson 1998; Scollon 2001b; Wodak 2001) and it must be remembered that CDA researchers play an advocacy role for groups under domination. Fairclough (1995) says that in seeking participants and data the researcher needs to be mindful of the threats and attacks that may eventuate when exploring the status quo of dominance and organisations of health care. Fairclough (1995) comments that although CDA comes under attack to the point where CDA researchers are hesitant to use their basic theoretical concepts such as ‘power’, ‘ideology’ and ‘class’, these developments are linked to the defeats and
retreats of those who are part of the political movement in which the study is situated. Any opposition can be seen as very much a part of the political and ideological struggle in which the issues are not new (Fairclough 1995). My various roles as experienced clinical nurse, nurse manager, nurse educator and nurse researcher forms part of this study and the politics within it.

In most cases of research, the researcher has to find methods for data collection that will support objectivity and triangulation (Babbie 1992; Creswell 1998). By using Fairclough’s three levels of organisation, and using methods of interview, review of the technical literature and media, triangulation of data was achieved. I did feel that my work as a NP Project Officer at the beginning of this study would have compromised my position as researcher, and this was discussed in the early stages with my supervisors. However, by the time I was ready to collect data, I had been working in a different role for more than 12 months and so this position was no longer an issue.

At the time of conducting interviews, I was in the position of Director of Nursing. I made a point of not disclosing this to participants and to present myself as a novice researcher only. Although I did not realise it at the beginning of the interviews, this was an expedient step to take because every participant referred to manager conduct in some way. I believe that if they had known my position, participants would have withheld some truths during the interview process. For me as the researcher however, I found that I had to step away from the data and I had to discuss my own feelings relating to disclosures around manager behaviour, with my supervisors. Again using Fairclough’s (2001b) three levels of organisation, I was also able to use triangulation of data to maintain my objectivity.

Whilst methods of data collection need to be objective and to acknowledge the bias of the researcher (Patton 1990; Babbie 1992), the CDA stance seems a paradox. In this case therefore I had to reflect on my own profession, my viewpoints in it and the role I played in understanding the data that was collected, knowing its subjectiveness whilst seeking to become objective as facts were revealed. There were times through the analysis process that I found this difficult to do as I am also a nurse, and there were times in the study that I needed to step away from my research for a while.

19 I revisit this in Chapter 9 when strengths and limitations of the study are discussed.
When I came back to it, I did so through discussion and debate with my supervisors. In this way I was able to tap into their diverse experience and objectiveness which helped me to maintain my own objectivity.

_Situating NPs_

CDA has been used to situate the NP and the role it plays within the social context of nursing, in health care and in the society at large. CDA allows examination of text and action in order to understand how the cultural, political and the historical perspectives of health and nursing influence the development of the NP role. Based on the CDA approach, the discourses were examined using three main concepts, these being the concept of power, history and ideology (Wodak 2001). In the case of the NPs, the words that NPs use to describe their work, allowed analysis of how they locate and position themselves within the health system, and whether their level of practice reflects a degree of autonomy in practice as stated in legislation, or merely a shift in their sphere of influence as a situated player still dominated by others within health care organisations.

Analysis made use of Fairclough’s model of social integration where the role of the NP can be viewed from three levels; local level, policy or health care level and society (Fairclough 2001b). The analysis of discourses at these three levels supports the creation of new knowledge by illuminating discourses that influence NP development. It was anticipated that this new knowledge would afford nurses and health professionals a greater understanding of the discourses influencing NPs in a way that supports positive and meaningful collaboration for future development.

The proceeding chapters provide a description and discussion of conversations from NPs, and text from technical literature, that build a picture of the discourses around the role of NP. Each chapter will examine particular discourses beginning with the personal perceptions from the participants, and finishing with the global discourses that emerge from the data that are shaping and influencing NP development. These chapters will examine the experiential, relational and expressive values of the text at each level of discourse, and then finally integrate this information focusing on how the convergent and divergent discourses that are revealed impact on the NPs ability to practice autonomously. As previously noted, this thesis does not follow a conventional research path, but rather follows the CDA approach, where each
Chapter includes the analysis in the findings and the debate, and uses supporting literature to further explore and discuss the those conclusions.

Chapter 3 will set the stage for the rest of the study by examining the historical and traditional discourse of nursing and health care. The legislative and professional framework of NPs is also outlined and explored. Finally, the notion of autonomy as the object of this study will be investigated as central to the position that NPs take in contemporary health care practices.
Chapter 3 – Setting the Stage

These messages are so pervasive that they create a social feedback loop that reinforces and then reproduces the 19th century view that nurses are sentimental workers who may even act as agents of a higher power (God or the physician) (Gordon & Nelson 2005, p. 66)

This chapter provides the background to which NPs today are developing. It examines the historical perspectives of health as a social system and nurses as members of that system. Fairclough (2001) states that historical influences inform and shape the form of contemporary social structures. From such a perspective it can be asserted that history contributes to those discourses that are forming and informing the NP role. Following on from this, the development of the NP is examined both globally and nationally in Australia in order to provide the context of this study. The chapter also explores the notion of autonomy within the nursing context as this is central to discussion in later chapters.

When I first started working with NPs in Australia in 2001, I used to ask people in conversation, what they thought an NP was. I would get various answers around a common theme, for instance, that NPs are nurses who could do what doctors can do. In other words, the social perception of the NP had been set as a medical replacement rather than a nurse who has advanced nursing skills. This led to the question as to why there is a difference between how nurses view NPs and how they actually appear to be in society?

To take that further into the social view, Horner and Westacott (2001, p.133) say that “our values are intimately connected to the way we understand the world and to the things we think are significant about it”, therefore, to those members of the public who are not nurses, they describe what is known to them and what is important to them and not what nurses necessarily view as the truth about the role of the NP. This view is taken from somewhere, and Horner and Westcott (2001) suggest that the outlook seen by society is the dominant analysis accepted by that society. As such “power is the ability to make things happen and in the social and political context it means getting people to do one’s will” (p. 171). In the case of nursing, history tells of nurses being a subordinate labour force in health care based on perceptions of dedicated and selfless single women working for secular and religious orders (Nelson
In the last 100 years of this history, the views revolve more around medicine as the central point of that care and nurses, now paid individuals rather than selfless carers, undertake orders resulting from that central care.

**The Good Doctor**

The profession of nursing has been traditionally a subordinate role to that of the doctor. The role of the doctor has driven health care and how it is delivered (Friedson 1971; Gordon 2005). According to Friedson (1971) medicine is not merely one of the major professions; it has gone further than that, using as its central task, the management of diagnosing and treating illness. In this way it has developed a systematic connection with science and technology, through which a complex division of labour, including nurses, has evolved around it in order to assist in the work they do. Nurses are, in this hierarchy, “behind the scenes players” (Buresh & Gordon 2000, p. 37). Medicine's knowledge about illness and its treatment is considered to be definitive and, according to Friedson, there are no representatives of occupations which are in direct competition to it. Friedson suggested that the perceptions that doctors as central to care, has created the idea of supremacy, which is not merely one of public status but is also one of professional authority. However, Masterson (2002, p. 333) noted that,

…defining the health care team is becoming problematic….as new members from a range of backgrounds such as counsellors and community development workers are increasingly being recruited and new models of organizing, managing and delivering services are also being developed.

The dominance of the doctor however is still reinforced in many ways. Research shows that medical students remain versed in the status of medical superiority and nurses work in a way that reinforces this (Becker et al. 1961; Etzioni 1969; Cockerham 1992; Chiarella 2002; Hart 2004; Cameron & Thompson 2005; Gordon & Nelson 2005). There are instances related where nurses manipulate the situation, in which they tell doctors what to do in a way that the doctors believe they have come to the decision, where nurses are not at the strategic or management table, and where they do not speak out when there are issues of health care delivery to be discussed (Keyzer et al. 1995; Buresh & Gordon 2000; Chiarella 2002; Jones 2003; Gordon & Nelson 2005). A common story supporting this conception is told by...
many nurses where a new medical intern\textsuperscript{20} on a ward seeks collaboration with experienced nurses who advise them on what drugs they should be considering for a patient. The intern then prescribes the drugs and nothing more is said about it. Nurses often take a position of virtue in the society of health care where, as one nurse said, “I do not need credit for my work…working with patients is reward enough” (name not disclosed, cited in Buresh & Gordon 2000, p. 33).

It is interesting to note that the current social position of the medical profession only developed in the mid 19\textsuperscript{th} Century (Friedson 1971; Hart 2004). Before this time, there were many healing professions but none were called medicine. It is during this time that the rise to a profession and its dominance occurred. As the industrial age developed, doctors assumed the leadership roles of hospital superintendents and developed a workforce to support the increased demands on curing illness (Dolan et al. 1983; Hugman 1991; Keyzer et al. 1995). Nursing became part of that workforce and doctors encouraged the development of nursing, but on their terms. Moreover, they had control over its status and education (Friedson 1971; Nelson 2001). Nurses were seen as there to carry out the doctor’s orders and not to develop expanded nursing practices (Hart 2004; Gordon 2005).

It is within this environment that nursing has developed and during the 19\textsuperscript{th} century, at the same time that medicine developed into an acceptable and powerful profession, nursing was attempting to release itself from its traditional status of women’s work and doctor’s handmaiden (Moore 1970; Friedson 1971; Bassett 1992; Keyzer et al. 1995; Borthwick & Galbally 2001; Nelson 2001; Catalano 2003; Leonard 2003; Nelson & Gordon 2004; Gordon & Nelson 2005). Because of the control that medicine had over health professionals that served to carry out the work generated by the doctor, history shows us that nurses have never broken free of this perception; they have merely shifted the tasks around in different ways (Keyzer 1997; Nelson & Gordon 2004). It could be argued then, that in developing and advancing nursing today, the profession is faced with the tradition of power of all that medicine still has in the policy making arena of government, as well as the tradition of medicine being so autonomous that they have monopoly over all health care directions and strategy.

\textsuperscript{20} A medical intern in Australia is a medical doctor who has recently qualified to practice and is still novice in the clinical situation. Most public hospital departments have resident interns who manage the day to day activities of clinical decision making under the supervision of a more senior doctor who is available for consultation in more complex clinical situations.
This is supported by conversations with one of my supervisors at the very beginning of the study when he said,

Advanced practice nurses especially NPs are rebels because they are the ones who question and challenge the boundaries and look for new ways of doing things. They are often not liked by management and are normally passionate about their work and patient care (Field Note 1).

The difficulties nurses face in being heard in the clinical setting was also reinforced by a nurse who once worked with me, who said,

What I hate about not being in charge since the birth of my kids is that I no longer have a voice. Being ‘just a nurse’ on the floor means that you cannot have your say and often are not informed of changes being made (Field Note 2)

**Angels of Mercy**

The beginnings of nursing as an occupation can be traced back to the Roman Matrons who cared for the sick (Dolan et al. 1983) however nursing is also a concept that is used in any contact where someone cares for someone else. Examples of this are a mother nursing a child and a daughter nursing her dying father. Whilst neither of these situations requires a specifically trained person called a nurse, the carers in this situation are the nurses and this supports the dictionary meaning which states that “[a] nurse – a person employed to look after sick people, cares for the sick, nurtures” (Allen 1990, p. 339). From the early centuries until reformists such as Nightingale and Fry (Dolan et al. 1983; Gordon & Nelson 2005), nurses arose from the religious orders whose mission was to serve, as a part of the vows they took they were to be self sacrificing, caring for the sick poor above all else (Hart 2004; Nelson & Gordon 2004; Gordon & Nelson 2005).

The image of nursing therefore became coupled with the angels of mercy, peopled by individuals who were altruistic, dedicated and hard working. Nursing has also been, and remains a predominantly female profession (Bloom 2000). Because of this not only are social views created by nurses from dedicated religious orders, they are also of women’s work because it is viewed as ‘natural’ that women care for and nurture others as part of their role in society (Dolan et al. 1983; Keyzer et al. 1995; Nelson 2001; Hart 2004; Gordon & Nelson 2005).
The real beginnings of nursing as we know it today in Western societies began in the mid nineteenth century with the emergence of the industrial reforms in Western Europe. The industrialisation forced women, who had previously remained at home working in family production, to seek work external to the home (Dolan et al. 1983; Nelson 2001; Hart 2004). Because of the social norms of the time, women were not able to nurse because they were not allowed to be in public on their own. Nursing therefore continued to be carried out by women in religious orders and by the emergence of lower class women, typically servants who worked in the poor houses and homes for the insane or displaced (Dolan et al. 1983; Nelson 2001). Whilst the religious order remained respectable in the public view, the nurses working externally to those orders were viewed as women of disrepute, and such images of drunken women working as nurses have been effectively portrayed in the writings of Charles Dickens. It was not until the women such as Nightingale, herself a well educated middle class single woman, played a part in the nursing reforms in the early nineteenth century, that nursing came to be recognised as a more respectable occupation. To do that however, Nightingale had to create a position of respectability similar to that of the religious orders, and nurses continued to be viewed as angels of mercy, dedicated and self sacrificing single women (Dolan et al. 1983; Nelson 2001; Nelson & Gordon 2004; Gordon & Nelson 2005). This view of nursing has been perpetuated throughout the twentieth century, reinforced by the nurses working in the world wars, where discipline, sobriety, dedication and being unmarried were important (Russell 1954; Farmborough 1974; McBryde 1979).

From their very earliest days, nursing leaders have struggled to place authority for nursing activities in the control of nurses. With the doctors in control, nursing reformers downplayed nurses’ knowledge and skills and emphasized their virtue and ethics in order to maintain nursing at a middle class and respectable profession (Hart 2004; Gordon 2005). The very success of the nursing leaders of the time to create the first mass profession for women, put nurses in the paradoxical position of playing an important role in health care whilst playing down the work nurses really did (Gordon & Nelson 2005). Women were not allowed to become managers and so nurses could be recruited to supervise patients but were not allowed to have a say in the management of the hospital. The privileged status of the doctors was represented by their exemption from rules of conduct set out for other employees in the hospital system (Rafferty 1996).
The developing division of labour in health care during these early years of formerly recognized nursing and medicine became the norm. The nurses’ task was restricted to observations and basic care, now termed activities of daily living, and the acting out of specific doctors’ orders based on the observations done by nurses and a nursing assessment based on caring activities (Rafferty 1996). This created the subordinate role of the nurse and placed the profession into the technical division of labour surrounding medicine. Nightingale mirrored the gender and class constraints, which characterized contemporary attitudes towards nursing both in society and in health care at that time (Rafferty 1996). Friedson (1971) notes that one of the major variables mediating inter-professional relations is the function of autonomy, that is, the degree to which work can be carried out independently of organisational referral or referral by other occupations including doctors. Doctors, for the last 100 years, have held the privilege of not only exclusively holding this right, but determining how it will function in the business of health care.

Whilst Friedson’s work is considered as classical, more recent research indicates that this opinion still exists (Barton et al. 1999; Buresh & Gordon 2000; Borthwick & Galbally 2001; Dingwall & Allen 2001; Angus & Nay 2003; Jones 2003; Allen 2004; Copnell & Bruni 2005). The more autonomous the occupation and the greater the overlap of its work with that of medicine, the greater the potential for conflict, legal or otherwise, and this is true of the new role of NP. These facts have been described in the evaluation of NP roles, to the point where the question has been asked as to what point does “an expanded nurse become a doctor?” (Brook & Crouch, 2004, p. 211). Role boundaries have been especially questioned where NP roles have replaced junior doctors on a rotational roster, such as seen in specialist units like emergency, critical care and neonatal intensive care (Hill et al. 1994; Cooper et al. 2002; Kinnersley et al. 2005; Kirkwood et al. 2005; Ettner et al. 2006; Williams & Jones 2006; Woods 2006). Research indicates that when measured against their medical counterparts, NPs provide equal if not better care. Whilst parameters for comparison centre around budget related activities such as time taken to review patients, number of diagnostics tests used, number of patients seen per day and so on, Woods (2006, p. 43) contends, that in the case of neonatal NPs,
The findings … in those cases where ANNPs\textsuperscript{21} are employed to fill the void left by medical staff that they are capable and effective in taking on an advanced role in the assessment and management of neonates.

This means that the power of doctors as leaders in clinical care is being challenged and possibly even undermined (Barton et al. 1999; Borthwick & Galbally 2001; Kernick & Scott 2002; Cameron & Thompson 2005; Faresjo 2006). The fact that the view of NPs taking on the role of doctors is supported by research, only serves to create discord in professional boundary issues as alternate models of care are created. Although the role of NPs is stated as an extension to nursing by nurses (Australian Nursing and Midwifery Council 2006a), the evidence shows that the NP role is being supported as a medical substitute through the way legislation is framed and operated. It is at this cross roads, that NPs find themselves caught up in a conflict with what is traditionally accepted as a nursing role and what is perceived as challenging the status quo of health care delivery in which the doctor is supreme.

\textbf{Nurse Practitioners in Australia}

In order to practice as a NP in Australia, nurses have to be registered with the Nursing and Midwifery Regulatory Authority\textsuperscript{22} (NMRA) first as a Registered Nurse (RN) and then as a NP. Each state or territory in Australia has its own legislation, and nurses are registered in accordance with the Nurses Act or Health Professions Act of the state in which they work. Under the relevant act, the NMRAs are charged with ensuring the safety of the public by maintaining a register of nurses, and by ensuring practice standards through accreditation of education courses, and the investigation of complaints and incidents relating to the conduct of nurses. Because the title of NP is protected through legislation, the NMRAs must endorse NPs and accredit educational standards which lead to the endorsement of NPs. Some NMRAs in Australia have only recently set up the systems and processes to assess academic programs which lead to the endorsement of NPs, although their actual endorsement processes have been in place for some time.

The legislative requirements for the NP are not clear and with the different nursing or health professions acts, each state has placed different emphasis on aspects of the role. All the state acts have slight variations to the following definition,

\textsuperscript{21} Advanced Neonatal Nurse Practitioner is equivalent to what is referred to as NP in this study.
\textsuperscript{22} State and territory Nursing and Midwifery Regulatory Authorities (NMRA) register and monitor nursing, their work being enacted through legislation promulgated by that state or territory.
Nurse practitioner means a person authorised by the Board under this Act to practise as a nurse practitioner. (Nurse Amendment Act 1998 (Nurse Practitioner) NSW)

Variations become more evident after the definition but they still do not provide a clear outline of what the protected title of NP actually means. For instance the Australian Capital Territory (ACT) focuses on the control of the role and its scope of practice, which clearly outlines the chief executive’s mandate within an organisation to seek ministerial approval for the type of work the NP will undertake in the health service concerned,

**Scope of practice for nurse practitioner position**

1. If the chief executive approves a position as a nurse practitioner position, the chief executive must, in writing, approve a scope of practice for the position.
2. An approved scope of practice is a notifiable instrument
   (Health Regulations 2006 Australian Capital Territory)

The legislation in ACT further directs the level of education preparation and years of experience for the NP that can be found in another piece of legislation. It still does not identify the role of NP,

A person meets the requirements for registration in the specialist area of nurse practitioner if the person—
1. is a registered nurse; and
2. has graduated from a master of nurse practitioner program approved by the board or another nursing and midwifery regulatory authority; and
3. graduated from the program, or practised nursing in the area of nurse practitioner, within the 5-year period before the day the person applied for registration. (Nurse Practitioners Legislation Amendment Bill 2003, Australian Capital Territory)

In Victoria, the legislation focuses largely on the prescribing component of the role, but does not clarify anything else aside from providing a similar definition to the one already quoted previously,

If the Board is satisfied that a registered nurse referred to in subsection (1) is qualified to obtain and have in his or her possession and to use, sell or supply the Schedule 2, 3, 4 and 8 poisons within the meaning of the Drugs, Poisons and Controlled Substances Act 1981 that are approved by the Minister under that Act with respect to a category of nurse practitioner, the Board may endorse the registration of the nurse with that category of nurse practitioner and specify in the endorsement the approved Schedule 2, 3, 4 or 8 poisons that the nurse practitioner is qualified to obtain and to have in his or her possession and to use, sell or supply subject to that Act and the regulations under that Act. (Health Professions Act 2005, Victoria)
The only Act that outlines three clinical extensions to the NP practice can be found in Western Australia. After much the same definition they direct that,

A code of practice referred to in subsection (1)(b) is to contain only information recommended by the Commissioner, as defined in the Health Act 1911 section 3(1), with respect to the functions of nurse practitioners, including—
(a) the possession, use, supply or prescription of poisons, as defined in the Poisons Act 1964 section 5(1), by a nurse practitioner;
(b) the requesting, or undertaking, of diagnostic testing or therapies;
(c) the undertaking of treatments by a nurse practitioner; and (d) such other functions as are necessary or convenient with respect to the practice of nursing as a nurse practitioner and the conduct of a nurse practitioner, and anything incidental or conducive to those functions
(Nurses and Midwives Act 2006 Western Australia)

These extensions to nursing practice clearly position the NP within the medical paradigm of care, because until this point, the only professionals who were allowed to prescribe, order diagnostic tests and assess patients, were doctors. Until this legislative mandate, nurses facilitated care, they did not direct it and this point is made clear in the Competency Standards for Registered Nurses (Australian Nursing and Midwifery Council 2006b). It is with this unclear legislative information that NPs in Australia were introduced in 1998. It is not surprising then that a radio interview with a member of parliament for South Australia commenced discussions with,

The South Australian Government today joined New South Wales in allowing nurses to perform minor operations, and to prescribe some drugs (Coleman 1999)

Based on the evidence from these transcripts both the public opinion and the legislation have placed the role of NP as a medical replacement role, rather than a nursing role. The interview in question also discussed the fact that the new role of NP “integrates the role of the nurse with the role of the doctor” thus in the first years of NP development in Australia, the impression that NPs could replace doctors was being accepted through the messages in the legal and media texts. The media upheld this confusion with images of NPs being portrayed as pseudo doctors. This created diverse messages for both public and health professionals with examples such as, “doctoring up the nightingales” (Barrett 2001), “Enter a new breed, neither nurse nor doctor” (Dunn 2004) and “Australia finally has its first authorised ‘Super Nurses’” (Moait 2000).
Some five years after the promulgation of the first legislation for NPs (Nurse Amendment Act (Nurse Practitioner) 1998, NSW), the Australian Nursing and Midwifery Council released their Competency Standards for NPs (Australian Nursing and Midwifery Council 2006a)\(^{23}\). This document aimed at situating the NP in a nursing paradigm whilst complying with the legislation, thus attempting to provide a framework from which NPs could develop. This document arose out of a nursing funded project between New Zealand and Australia in which the core role, competency standards and educational requirements of the NP were explored with the objective being to develop a set of competency standards for NPs (Gardner et al. 2004). However, given the time frame between the release of the first piece of legislation in 1998 and the introduction of this document in 2006, the media\(^{24}\) had already created the view that NPs were similar to doctors.

The first page of the Australian Nursing and Midwifery Council (ANMC) Competency Standards for NPs\(^{25}\) makes the claim to being the leading national policy document to be used for everything to do with NP development, practice, assessment, conduct, education and authorisation. As such the ANMC has set a standard by which anyone wishing to practice as a NP, employs a NP or educate a NP does so using this document and so it has become the accepted standard of practice for NPs.

Whereas state legislation does not provide clear guidance except to address three technical extensions to practice related to the medical terms of reference of prescribing, referring and assessing patients (Nurses and Midwives Act 2006 Western Australia) the ANMC NP Competencies\(^ {26}\) has been created as an exclusively nursing document, making a point of saying that the standards within it are “YOUR standards”, by the emphasis on **your** in capitals, directly addressing it to

\(^{23}\) The Australian Nursing and Midwifery Council (ANMC) was established in 1992 to facilitate a national approach to nursing and midwifery regulation. It is funded by the state and territory NMRA and the Federal Government. It undertakes policy work relating to regulatory and practice standards supporting the regulation of nursing in Australia. Governance of the ANMC comprises of representatives from all the state NMRA Boards of Directors.

\(^{24}\) The role of the media is referred to in a number of chapters in this study with reference to the discourses being discussed.

\(^{25}\) It should be noted that the ANMC Competency Standards for Nurse Practitioners is the first edition which was released in 2006. They have not yet been validated or revised.

\(^{26}\) The ANMC Competency Standards for Nurse Practitioners, for the purposes of this study, will be referred to as the ‘ANMC NP Competencies’.
the NP. The document positions the NP within a nursing framework; these standards “include the national competency standards for the registered nurse and build on the core competency standards for registered nurses and midwives” 27 and this immediately puts the Standards at odds with the medically focused legislation. These Competencies are based on the assertion referred to in the NP Standards Project that the “Acts and regulations are set down by parliament and provide the broad legal framework within which the Nurse Practitioner may practice” (Gardner et al. 2004, p. 8), remembering that legislation refers only to medical extensions to what or how this might be defined as “nursing” practice.

The definition on page one of the ANMC NP Competencies 28 positions NPs as leaders working “autonomously”. According to The Concise Oxford Dictionary of Current English, the meaning of autonomous refers to “independent, self-government, self-directed, self sufficient” (Allen 1990, p. 31). However, the ANMC definition of a NP also says that NPs work “collaboratively” which refers to “combined, joined or mutual behaviour” according to the dictionary (Allen 1990, p. 93). According to this definition NPs must work in a self directed manner, but must also jointly work with other health professionals in an “extended and advanced clinical role”, the word ‘extended’ referring to a larger role and ‘advanced’ meaning more complex or difficult situations. It further illuminates the idea of working together, as equal partners in health care delivery. This implies that although a nurse, NPs can lead clinical decision making and not just facilitate it as nurses are purported to do. NPs can provide care with “innovative and flexible care delivery which compliments other health care providers” (Australian Nursing and Midwifery Council 2006a).

The definition outlined here situates NPs as nurses, who traditionally facilitate care, as equal partners in health care delivery, being able to direct and lead that care, as they are,

“not only the most senior clinical role, but a nurse practitioner also provides health service leadership from the perspective of a senior clinician. Key elements of clinical leadership are the need to guide and influence care delivery systems through engagement in policy development either directly at local organisation and local

27 Appendix 7 ANMC Competency Standards for Registered Nurses
28 Appendix 6 provides a copy of the full Competency Standards for NPs.
government level or though active engagement in the policy work of their professional organisation (Australian Nursing and Midwifery Council 2006a).

This is a paradox because, according to the ANMC RN Competencies, nurses provide care through “the co-ordination, organisation and provision of nursing care” through “collaboration with the individual/s and the multidisciplinary health care team” (Australian Nursing and Midwifery Council 2006b). Nothing in the ANMC RN Competencies indicates leadership beyond the immediate activities related to the provision of nursing care, yet the ANMC NP Competencies say that NPs can go outside the norm of nursing practice because they lead care, despite the fact that they are “grounded in the nursing profession’s values, knowledge, theories and practise” (Australian Nursing and Midwifery Council 2006a) This premise proposes another type of health care professional because nurses can now lead care, and in terms of the legislation NPs take on extensions to practice that are normally the doctor’s remit. What has been created is a hybrid model incorporating a nurse and doctor. The idea of “complementing health care providers” is also an illogical statement, because all nurses compliment other health care professionals in the work they do. A nurse does not have to be a NP to do that.

The ANMC NP Competencies sets out three separate standards under which performance indicators are discussed, and by which NPs are to practice. They provide the reader with aspects of the role of NP, firstly that NPs practice is an “extended”29 clinical role, but that that they are “grounded in nursing” and that they are “leaders in health care”. The specific text in the document suggests an alternate model of care to that which is traditionally accepted within the current nurse/doctor division of labour. It condones the accepted nursing behaviour under which NPs take on medical tasks, made acceptable because these medical extensions are seen as advancing nursing. The extended tasks are described in medical language in legislation and in nursing language through the ANMC document. Although they are suggesting a different ‘nursing’ role with a ‘collaborative, innovative, complimentary and flexible’ model of care, the ANMC NP Competencies uphold the medical model of care as the underpinning starting point for NPs. Nurses are being enabled to do more than nursing but are constrained by remaining within a nursing framework,

---

29 Extensions to practice in nursing are accepted as tasks that are learned and are not normally part of the nurses’ scope of practice. This is different to the notion of ‘expanded’ which means the broadening of the professional element of practice.
based on the accepted doctor/nurse relationship. In order to understand the differences between medical and nursing models of care, I will explore these terms further in this next section.

Models of Care

The notion of being ‘grounded in nursing’ refers to the difference between medical models of care and nursing models of care. A model, according to (Allen 1990, p. 319) is a “representation or a pattern”, therefore NPs follow a pattern set by the accepted social and professional role of a nurse. The medical model is an accepted norm in health care, which seeks to identify the causes of illness, focusing on diagnosis and treatment (Aggleton & Chalmers 1987; Kassirer 1993). The nursing model on the other hand, identifies the health problems and seeks to provide strategies such as education and supportive care to the person, family and/or community affected by the problem (Wimpenny 2002; Eriksen 2001). In this way medicine is referred to as illness focused whilst nursing is wellness focused. Therefore, the activities of ordering diagnostic tests, prescribing medication and referring patients to other specialists, is not part of the work of the nurse, it is a function of the doctor within the medical model of care during the process of identifying the causes of illness, diagnosing the cause of that illness, and prescribing treatment related to their assessment.

This places the NP outside of the nursing framework but it also is outside of the medical framework because, in accordance with the ANMC NP Competencies, NPs do the nursing work as well as ‘extensions’, which are medical tasks. It suggests that NPs adopts both the medical and the nursing models of care. The taking on of extended tasks is sold to the reader through the use of the word ‘leadership’. The leadership role of NPs is described as,

The nurse practitioner is a leader in all dimensions of nursing practice. This is not only the most senior clinical role, but a nurse practitioner also provides health service leadership from the perspective of a senior clinician. Key elements of clinical leadership are the need to guide and influence care delivery systems through engagement in policy development either directly at local organisation and local government level or though active engagement in the policy work of their professional organisation (Australian Nursing and Midwifery Council 2006a, p. 2).30

30 Referred to in Standard 3 of the ANMC NP Competencies
If one attempts to keep NPs in the nursing paradigm then ‘leadership’ suggests that NPs “assist others to change and cope with change in an environment” (Porter-O’Grady 1992, p. 15). In this context, the “leaders in health care” referred to in the ANMC NP Competencies definition of a NP may either refer to the nurse patient relationship referred to in the nursing model of care, or it could suggest that NPs take the lead in major health care decisions and organisational planning which has not traditionally been a nursing concept except for those nurses who have moved into such activities as governmental policy. The generic term of ‘senior clinician’ in the ANMC NP Competencies removes the nursing component from the sentence creating confusion in the idea of NPs being nurses. Yet the ANMC NP Competencies remind the reader that the NP is a “leader in all dimensions of nursing practice” (Australian Nursing and Midwifery Council 2006a). Dimensions of nursing practice however, merely allow nurses to be in control of nursing care, and not in any broader health care activities.

The idea of leadership does allow for more understanding from a nursing perspective in the first standard of the ANMC NP Competencies however, by stating the following,

STANDARD 1
Dynamic practice that incorporates application of high level knowledge and skills in extended practice across stable, unpredictable and complex situations (Australian Nursing and Midwifery Council 2006a)

The dictionary definition of ‘dynamic’ is that which “is characterised by force or personality, ambition and energy or concerned with energy or forces that produce motion” (Allen 1990, p. 158). In the context of this standard, NPs are described as responding to a variety of conditions and clinical presentations that require a certain knowledge and skill, which will assist in the recognition of changing clinical environments. This is consistent with Porter O’Grady’s reference to leadership because NPs assist others to cope with a changing environment. It is also consistent with the nursing model of care where the role of the nurse is to assist others to deal with changing situations they may face. The notion of a ‘dynamic’ NP in this instance is consistent with leadership in the context of nursing leadership and the nursing model of care. Consistent with the legislation, the use of extended tasks referred to as prescribing assessment and referral, can assist the NP in managing
complex situations and this is especially true for those nurses who work in the rural and remote regions of Australia. It legitimises the role they play in health care provision in the absence of a doctor. Whether or not this is appropriate in the metropolitan situation where there is significantly more medical staff and less need for nurses to have extended medical skills, could be debated. This is particularly so when considering the ANMC’s second NP standard.

STANDARD 2
Professional efficacy whereby practice is structured in a nursing model and enhanced by autonomy and accountability
(Australian Nursing and Midwifery Council 2006a)

Standard 2 refers to “professional efficacy”, meaning “power or capacity to produce a desired effect” (Merriam-Webster 2008, online), and this is advised within the context of a nursing model. This means that leadership for NPs is consistent with the context of practice and the role of the nurse, because every health care professional, including nurses, have a scope of practice within their job description, which allows them to practice within a range of activities set out by the organisation. This standard also refers to the word ‘autonomous’, which is also used in the definition, autonomous referring to NPs being “self directed” (Allen 1990, p. 31). In this instance, any professional can act in a dynamic and autonomous manner, within the scope of the work that they do, so by saying that NPs must be dynamic and autonomous only suggests that the NPs do the work they are directed to do, and does not relate to any broader leadership role of a ‘senior clinician’ leading change. NPs like any other health professional must be accountable for the work they do within their context and level of practice. Being grounded in a nursing framework but requiring responsibility for the extended medical tasks, could cause confusion in the workplace, especially where the work of junior doctors and NPs overlap.

Grounded in Nursing

If the standards suggest that NPs work in a nursing model and do the work of a nurse but also the work of a NP by being ‘dynamic’ and ‘autonomous’, then the context of those terms within the role of the nurse should be understood. Registered Nurses

---

31 Throughout this study ‘nurse’ and ‘registered nurse’ are synonymous and are used interchangeably. Other roles such as enrolled nurses, patient care assistants or nursing assistants are also called nurses. They are of a lesser qualified category of nurse and their roles are not examined in this study. Nurse Practitioners are first Registered Nurses.
(RN) are nurses who have undertaken a university degree or an advanced diploma, depending on the country. In Australia all RNs have to complete an undergraduate degree which leads to the registration of their scope of practice by a NRMA, which is informed by legislation provided by a nurses or health professions act in the states of Australia. Probably the most common definition of nursing is that of Virginia Henderson who suggested that to nurse is to,

...assist the individual, sick or well in the performance of those activities contributing to health or its recovery (or to a peaceful death) that he would perform unaught, aided if he had the necessary strength, will or knowledge, and to do this in such a way as to help him gain independence as rapidly as possible. The nurse in addition helps the patient to carry out the therapeutic plan as initiated by the physician and the nurse is also a member of the team and helps others to plan and carry out the total program whether it be for the improvement of health or recovery from illness, or support in death (Henderson 1967, p. 15).

This definition outlines the activities of the nurse as being supportive in nature and not able to initiate treatment but merely following orders by “carrying out the therapeutic plan as initiated by the physician” and “helps others to plan and carry out the total program”. It does not support the notion of NPs who, according to ANMC, are authorised to “function autonomously and collaboratively in an advanced and extended clinical role”. Even during the period that Henderson’s definition was being touted as the truth about nursing, USA was already introducing the advanced nursing role of NP, and so the tension between nurses carrying out orders handed down by a doctor, and NPs working in a nursing model but being autonomous in their practice, is evident.

In view of the statement that the ANMC states that NPs build “on the core competencies of the registered nurse” I reviewed the ANMC RN Competency Standards (Australian Nursing and Midwifery Council 2006b). There is no definition provided for the RN in this document, rather it provides a “description of the registered nurse on entry to practice”, meaning their registration under the Nurses Act. They provide “four domains of practice these being professional practice, critical thinking and analysis, provision and co-ordination of care and collaborative and therapeutic practice”. Words used to describe the RN include,

....demonstrates competence in the provision of nursing care as specified by the registering authority’s license to practice, educational preparation, relevant
legislation, standards and codes, and context of care (Australian Nursing and Midwifery Council 2006b).

The description of the RN merely refers to the legislation. When I looked for the definition of a nurse in the legislation, I found that this was vague, for example “nurse means a registered or enrolled nurse” (Nurses Act Queensland 1992) and “nurse means a person who is registered or enrolled under this Act” (Nurses Act South Australia 1999), so really it does not provide any definition of a nurse or what the nurse does. “Context of care” refers to the type of presentations and area that a RN is employed in but does not indicate what these contexts are. Provision of care suggests carrying out orders which is consistent with Henderson’s definition. The ANMC description continues to inform us that a RN,

…practices independently and interdependently assuming accountability and responsibility for their own actions and delegation of care to enrolled nurses and health care workers. Delegation takes into consideration the education and training of enrolled nurses and health care workers and the context of care (Australian Nursing and Midwifery Council 2006b).

‘Independent’ functions of a nurse refer to those activities that the RN carries out within the RN scope of practice, this being the “provision of care”, being a compilation of activities that is informed by the ANMC Competency Standards for RNs and the job description set by the organisation employing the RN. ‘Interdependent’ refers to the activities that the RN undertakes within a team of health workers, such as those referred to in the description (Serle 1987), and to which they are accountable within their nursing scope of practice. The explanations in the ANMC document does not provide information that suggests the RN takes a leadership role outside that of the nursing team with the authority to delegate, nor does it provide any notion of health care leadership. The leadership role of a RN is described as,

The registered nurse assesses, plans, implements and evaluates nursing care in collaboration with individual/s and the multidisciplinary health care team so as to achieve goals and health outcomes. (Australian Nursing and Midwifery Council 2006b)

This suggests that the ‘independent’ practice of the nurse relates to the nursing activities and needs of the patient, ‘nursing’ meaning “caring for or nurturing” (Allen 1990, p. 255) and to which the RN has the authority, under license, to initiate and
perform, delegating tasks and activities to those less qualified such as the Enrolled Nurse (EN), who are regulated, and Patient Care Assistant (PCA) who are not regulated. So although we are no more informed as to what the RN does, we do know that nurses are grounded within the nursing model in which the return to wellness through the nursing (caring) interventions of the RN is their leadership activity (Clifford 1995; Benner 2001; Buchan & Calman 2004; Sibbald et al. 2004). The ANMC RN Competencies further refers to the leadership qualities of the RN by stating that,

The registered nurse takes a leadership role in the coordination of nursing and health care within and across different care contexts to facilitate optimal health outcomes. This includes appropriate referral to, and consultation with, other relevant health professionals, service providers, and community and support services. (Australian Nursing and Midwifery Council 2006b)

Therefore RNs do not initiate treatment, rather they co-ordinate nursing care within a group of other health care professionals. This fits with the traditional view in which nurses carry out orders and ensure that the nursing care of a patient is properly assigned, rather than being critical thinkers who make decisions based on the scientific assessment of patients (Nelson 1997; Nelson & Gordon 2004).

If one returns to the NPs, grounded in a nursing framework and building on competencies for RNs, it does not support the notion of leaders in health care, able to influence any major decision making process into the direction of health care, as the ANMC NP Competencies suggest. It contradicts the 3rd NP Standard which says that NPs undertake “Clinical leadership that influences and progresses clinical care, policy and collaboration through all levels of health service “(Australian Nursing and Midwifery Council 2006a). It creates the tension and the paradox between what is viewed as a nurse and what defines the new role of NP, when traditionally nurses do not influence health care (Becker et al. 1961; Johnston 1972; Gordon 2005). This tension has been identified in other studies as well.

In a study by Huey & Hartley (1988), 3500 nurses were surveyed, in which nurses identified the fact that they were allowed to exercise judgement in a way that they were given delegated authority in clinical decision making, not autonomy. These earlier findings are consistent with later research in which the silence and invisibility of nursing in leadership roles is described (Buresh & Gordon 2000; Allen 2004;
Copnell & Bruni 2005; Perron et al. 2005; Atkins 2006). Despite these tensions of diverging discourses between the nurse and the NP, the role of the NP is still supposed to become an equal partner in the delivery of health care in Australia, as outlined in the ANMC NP Competencies, and also in how Australian State governments advertise the role such as is demonstrated in this Government media release,

The Minister for Health, Craig Knowles, today announced that the NSW Government would be creating specialist nurse practitioner positions in Emergency Departments, Intensive Care Units and Mental Health Service…A Nurse Practitioner offers expert advanced nursing care that may include ordering diagnostic tests, prescription of some medications and referring patients directly to specialists for higher level care. For the first time Nurses in the metropolitan region will be able to provide a higher level of care to patients. Doctors in the Emergency Department at the Hospital have said that the appointment of a Nurse Practitioner will speed up diagnosis and treatment for patients who have less complex conditions but have to wait for extended periods whilst sicker patients are seen first. In light of the increase of attendances at Emergency Departments this year, this will be an important step in providing better patient care (Perry 2002).

This particular expert gives an additional boost to NPs saying that they are ‘specialist’ NPs, so although the ANMC have already stated that NPs are leaders in health care at all levels; the article raises that to another level. The statement then immediately brings it back to the role of the traditionally known nurse by saying that they will provide “expert advanced nursing care”, ‘expert’ meaning “proficient” (Allen 1990, p. 176) and ‘advanced’ meaning “complex” within the context of nursing (Allen 1990, p. 7), in other words, the nursing model. The media release then switches from the nursing model to the medical model in which the NP will “speed up diagnosis and treatment for patients by ordering diagnostic tests, prescription of some medications and referring patients directly to specialists”. The paradox and confusion that this media statement raises, makes the NP out to be a nurse who is more than a NP, but is still a nurse who can also take on the role of the doctor. This contradicts the ANMC Competencies of both the NP and the RN, and it also challenges the traditionally accepted role of the nurse and the doctor in which the nurse takes orders from the doctor. The ANMC NP Competencies attempt to clarify this with the use of the word ‘autonomy’.


**Autonomy**

I introduce the concept of autonomy here because of the importance that policy appears to have placed on this word when differentiating between what a nurse does and what a NP does. Although it is used in the ANMC NP Competencies to describe the leadership and advanced role of the NP, it is also influenced by social norms. The word ‘autonomy’ comes from the Greek word ‘autos’ which means “self” and ‘nomos’ which means “rule, governance or law” (Gaylin & Jennings 2003, p. 28) in other words, self governance. However, there are many definitions and aspects to autonomy that could be argued and debated around the thought that autonomy relates to a certain freedom of will to do what one wants to do. Kant referred to autonomy as the individual will or intention, which directs judgement and choice (Kant, 1781) however Gaylin and Jennings (2003, p. 29) suggest that,

Autonomy is not a single idea but a cluster of closely related, overlapping ideas…there are various ways of seeing autonomy, various guises in which it can reveal its moral meaning. Conceptual analysis of the kind we are engaged in here is rather like the meeting of the blind man and the elephant. Each man sees (feels) a different aspect of the beast. Only taken together do these partial perspectives tell us what we want to know.

Autonomy is almost an indefinable term in relation to nursing, even though it is frequently used when differentiating what nurses do in advanced practice roles such as the NP. It refers to something that nurses do not normally do, but which the NP is allowed to do in their ‘advanced’ role. This however, is an anomaly when considering a patient’s journey through any health care system. No health worker practices autonomously because everyone relies on someone else to share activities around care delivery. For instance care is provided either directly or indirectly through the services of a pharmacist, a doctor, a nurse, a ward clerk, and so on. All these people rely on each other to do the work they are allocated to do, the sum of which makes up the total care of the patient.

The contextual reference of autonomy when describing NPs has been used internationally as can be seen in the following statement,

The development of autonomy is essential to the successful implementation of the role of nurse practitioner. This shift in behaviour represents a significant divergence
from basic education in nursing and, for most Nurse Practitioner students, creates a frightening role crisis (Hickey et al. 2000, p. 39).

Australia’s nursing profession is no exception to the rule when adopting the word ‘autonomy’ to describe advanced nursing practice, such as that demonstrated by a NP, and it is this use of the word that we now examine. For example the ANMC states that,

[A] nurse practitioner is a registered nurse educated and authorised to function autonomously and collaboratively in an advanced and extended clinical role (Australian Nursing and Midwifery Council 2006a).

This statement immediately sets apart autonomy as being a specific activity that NPs can do. If this concept of autonomy is used to describe a particular attribute in nursing, then what nurses perceive as autonomous practice may not necessarily be as others view it. Much of the literature in nursing refers to autonomy in the same context as job satisfaction and retention of the nursing workforce, rather than identifying what autonomy actually means in nursing. Some researchers suggest that the facilitating of nurses’ autonomy, in relation to workforce retention and job satisfaction, depends on the way in which nurses are allowed the freedom to make decisions and as such is that related to leadership (Mrayyan 2004). This thought is echoed through the ANMC NP Competencies when they describe NPs as leaders of health care. Throughout the document, leadership, collaboration and autonomy are referred to as attributes of NPs. Mrayyan (2004, p. 333) recommends that in order to enhance nurses’ autonomy there must be education in such subjects as “communication, leadership, conflict resolution and decision making”. As much as autonomy is discussed in nursing, the literature does not actually define autonomy and what it really means to be an autonomous nurse. The view of autonomy suggested by Mrayyan (2004) refers to job satisfaction and when nurses are satisfied, they remain in the profession and that this choice makes such practice autonomous practice. This does seem to be limited to nurses having a choice about their personal professional future. However, another view of autonomy suggests a more controlling perspective or perhaps a pseudo freedom of speech and the exercising of supposed judgement.

Hickey (2000) suggests, autonomy is not ‘natural’ to the nurse, because of the traditional acceptance that nurses carry out the orders of a doctor, therefore there is
the belief that they do not have to make decisions on matters relating to the care of
the patient. However, this concept is argued by others who say that everyone has an
element of autonomy because even a nurse, who takes an order, must make decisions
on how to carry out that order and is legally bound to ensure public safety rather than
merely follow the order. MacDonald (2002, p. 196) captures this thought by saying
that “…professional autonomy means allowing professionals to have substantial
control over professional practice, including significant room for exercise of their
judgement”. This could be true, depending on which way one views autonomy. From
one point of view, following a doctor’s order is never an autonomous act and that
even acceptance of that order means that the act is directive and therefore the nurse is
never free to make a choice over how to carry out that order. However, Gaylin and
Jennings (2003) suggest that one cannot have autonomy or freedom of choice
without having a set of rules in society which allow people to make choices in the
first place – a more contemporary view on autonomy.

Writers in nursing see autonomy as “self-assertion, critical reflection, liberty, self-
rule, dignity, integrity, and self-knowledge” (Dworkin 1988, cited in Caldwell et al.
2003, p. 168) and this includes “freedom from coercion and provision of full access
to information about the choices available” (Paulson et al. 2002 cited in Caldwell et
al. 2003, p.168). In other words, people are free to make a decision based on choices
available to them, and from the freely available information that is provided during
this process. ‘Free’ in this context remains within a social context however and
therefore the question needs to be asked as to how free this really is. According to
Lentner (2005, p. 746) autonomy is a “social construction” which allows people
within a society to question the government and the leadership in ways that actually
contribute to the control of the same people, by those in power. This is made possible
because the people who question the power have also been moulded by that power,
so that they are socialised by those in government and they adopt the ideology or the
way of life that is accepted by the society at large, through such government
controlled institutions, policies, legislation (Fairclough 2001b). Gaylin and Jennings
(2003) support this view when they refer to the fact that society requires rules within
which people are free to make choices.

Lentner’s (2005) perspective focuses on an analysis of past powerful states dating
back to the Greeks where those in power have manipulated this notion of autonomy,
specifically to keep the discourse of that power operative and dynamic. Lentner says that by allowing people to have their say about how their society is governed or managed, within the societal constraints, represents hegemony. Hegemony, Lentner (2005, p. 738) suggests, represents the ability to,

…maintain power and the perpetuation of the dominant ideology through leadership, discussion and bargaining without the use of force or coercion because the people, within the constraints of the existing power will make decisions based on what their knowledge base is, around the rules and constraints imposed upon them.

Through representation and collaboration within a society which is in fact bound by the norms of that same society, the notion of free speech actually maintains the ideology of the governing system without the use of force, whilst allowing people to think they have autonomy and freedom to have their say, and as such, contribute to the management of the system (Lentner 2005). In the case of the NPs, having autonomy in their practice, the boundaries under which they are enabled needs further exploration, which is why this study focuses on autonomy when analysing discourses that are directing change brought about by the introduction of NPs into the health system.

Other social researchers such as Foucault and Fairclough support Lentner’s argument by suggesting that what we are exposed to on a daily basis becomes what we adopt unconsciously in our responses to activities around us. Therefore we internalise how we are to speak within dominant discourses (Foucault 1966; Fairclough 2001b). For NPs, their belief system around the notion of autonomy is first set in a traditional foundation in which the nurse carries out the doctors’ orders, and does not take on those tasks that are normally accepted as that within the doctors’ domain. The ANMC NP Competencies support this too in grounding the NP in a nursing framework. The advent of the NP with its belief of autonomy has social context in what can be argued is still the traditional health care system.

**Centre Stage**

The stage is therefore set for confusion and diverging perceptions of what the NP can or cannot do in the social order of health. By the very confusing definition of NPs, it challenges the existing definitions and discourses of nurses and nursing, and it transgresses the professional boundaries of what is accepted as medical domains of
practice and nursing domains of practice. If Fairclough (2001b) says that institutions are social orders which rely on a complex network of interdependent actions and interactions, which form the realities of what people accept and understand within the system, then health care and the perception of NPs is being shaped by those networks which encircle health care services in Australia. This notion is supported by the question I asked of people initially in conversation as to who or what a NP is. Their view is based on what they believe to be the truth about health care, based on the information disseminated through the networks and informants of health care. Because nurses are subservient, the NP must be the same as a doctor, because they can do things that doctors normally do, not nurses.

Chapter 4 begins the analysis of the data from participants’ conversations and the technical literature that allows the broader social examination of the networks that surround those NP stories. This chapter focuses on how the NPs view themselves within the context of their work. The discourses that emerge in this chapter relate to how the NPs position themselves within their environment in terms of generic workers and not nurses.
Chapter 4 – Not a Normal Nurse

It appears, then, that for these first level nurses working in acute hospital environments, the perception of role change was not one of expansion. Rather it was represented by a shift in practice from junior resident house officers to nurses of some technical activities and a corresponding delegation of nursing care activity to care assistants (Jones 2003, p. 12)

This chapter examines how discourses operate to reveal how in becoming an NP, these practitioners avoid positioning themselves as nurses, and in so doing, uncover a misuse of their skills and position as senior nurses in health care organisations. The conversations provide an insight into the diverse perceptions of others to the NP role, and the contradictory experience of NPs unable to meet the expectations described by the ANMC, in what was expected to be an expanded nursing practice role. Much like the evidence described by Jones (2003), the data exposed a shift in role delegation rather than in expanding practice.

In chapter 3, I set the stage for this study, situating the NP from the perspective of the Australian Nursing and Midwifery Competency Standards for NPs (Australian Nursing and Midwifery Council 2006a) and the legislation directing NPs, which is the regulatory framework. The position that ANMC NP Competencies takes is one of exclusivity; exclusive to the practice of NPs embedded in nursing practice, yet the document holds out to be inclusive of national endorsement processes, educational preparation and operational planning and implementation of NPs. Whilst the standards document is descriptive, the legislation is not, and even though it makes provision for the title of NP to be protected, the state acts in which the NP is embedded do not provide a clear description of the scope of practice within a nursing context. Based on this minimalist legislation, the ANMC NP Competencies illustrates the role as an esteemed nursing leader, remaining within a nursing framework. This action, based on the language in the document, positions the NP as a co-ordinator of care within a team managed by others more influential, yet proclaiming the role to be an influential leader of health care delivery. It is this paradox that engages the rest of this study.

Because the ANMC NP Competencies have been created as the accepted benchmark for autonomous and advanced practice for nurses in Australia, by reading this
document it could be assumed that nurses working at the level of NP would be viewed as clinical leaders within their organisation. The holders of that title in that case, would themselves behave in a manner comparable to this standing in society. In the interviews I conducted with NPs, this view was not evident. The word ‘nurse’ appeared to be avoided, and these clinical leaders described themselves in very general terms around clinical or expert care relating to the clinical discipline or the medical model of care within which their practice was positioned.

The participants were initially asked three questions:\(^{32}\)

1. Were they authorised as a NP?
2. If they were not in a NP position, what position were they employed in now?
3. How did they view their practice?

Whilst all participants referred to patients as central to the work they do, they had a view of themselves that was external to nursing. This view was despite the fact that in all but one of their position titles, the word ‘nurse’ appeared. Out of the eight participants, all were endorsed\(^{33}\) as NPs but only one was employed as such, the others were in positions such as Clinical Nurse Consultant (CNC), Nurse Unit Manager (NUM) and Clinical Nurse Specialist (CNS). One was called an Information Manager but doing the work of a CNC. All participants had a Master of Nursing qualification and one had a PhD. All the roles referred to are viewed as advanced practice nursing roles, but none have the breadth of practice or the regulation of title, as the NP. Nursing roles and titles present a confusing array of variation which often means similar or same roles. In order to understand the discussions of the participants, the roles and titles commonly used in Australia are examined.

**The Complexity of Nursing Titles**

The Registered Nurse hierarchy in Australia is complex, in which roles such as CNC, CNS and NUM all form part of advanced practice nursing but have different functions based on a ratio of clinical, education or management functions. RNs work according to competencies and levels of practice based on experience in nursing. The

\(^{32}\) Appendix 5

\(^{33}\) In Australia, NPs are either endorsed or authorised to practice. The terms are interchangeable depending on the state the NP works in. Through endorsement or authorisation, NPs are registered to practice by the NMRA in the state under the Act.
system can best be described using the Benner (2001) ‘Novice to Expert’ structures with graduate RNs being the most junior and NPs having the most senior status in clinical practice.

![Diagram of Benner’s Novice to Expert Model]

**Figure 2 Interpretation of the Australian Registered Nurse using the ‘Novice to Expert’ Benner Model (2001)**

It is generally accepted that the CNS practice is highly focussed on a specialty. These nurses frequently take the ward or unit based clinical leadership and support role on a shift by shift basis. New graduates on the other hand have a larger theoretical knowledge of nursing activities as a whole, but have not yet consolidated their learning in the clinical and practical setting. As RNs progress to CNS roles, they are considered to be senior and experienced. In the USA, CNSs form part of the Advanced Practice Nursing roles\(^\text{34}\) (APN). In Australia, although CNSs are often the most senior clinical nurses on a ward, they are not formally recognised as APNs. If this role is matched to the Benner model, CNSs consolidate their specialist knowledge as they begin to look outwards to the broader health care environment, and how this affects the clinical environment within which they work, in other words, their nursing practice is expanded to include insights from a much broader view of health care. By the time nurses progress from CNS to CNC, they have begun
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\(^{34}\) Advanced Practice Nurses (APN) is a term widely used internationally to describe registered nurses that are deemed advanced either by role title, experience or education preparation. These roles include CNS, CNC and NP roles. The International Council of Nurses is encouraging this delineation.
to look at the whole patient journey rather than a small episode of care within their own specialty field. An example of this is a cardiac intensive care nurse who will begin to look beyond the intensive care unit and will begin to consider what happened to the patient prior to admission to intensive care, and planning for what happens after intensive care.

Using the Benner model superimposed on the standards that the ANMC NP Competencies provide, the NP therefore has a global view of their practice and is able to draw from this broad and expert knowledge in a way that informs clinical practice. CNCs on the other hand are accepted as APNs because they are often used as an expert clinical resource across a particular clinical discipline, teaching and supporting the less experienced staff, and trouble shooting in difficult clinical situations. Their title is not protected like that of the NPs, which means that organisations can create positions such CNCs to suit their needs. This creates many variations on a theme with CNCs and CNSs based on organisational need. In some Australian states the CNC role is used as the stepping stone to NP practice, but in other states, it is merely a step on the experiential ladder. CNCs can therefore be as experienced as NPs and as senior in the hierarchy, but are used for different aspects of nursing practice.

In Australia positions revolve around the titles, but the variations in job description is enormous both within the Australian states in accordance with individual organisational need, and also nationally. For example, CNCs generally have a large clinical teaching and clinical policy development role in Victoria, whereas in South Australia they have a larger clinical management role. CNSs in Victoria are recognised on a personal achievement level but have little significance in the role they play in clinical leadership whereas in other states, they are positioned as shift team co-ordinators and are delegated responsibilities around unit or ward nursing policy development and the mentoring of junior nursing staff. The easiest way to conceptualise the variations can be demonstrated in a table,
Figure 3 Conceptual framework of nursing careers in Australia (Researcher’s interpretation)

Despite broad titles, the roles and functions are dependent on the organisation’s structure and requirements, and within organisations, there are variations in the functions of RNs under the same titles. For instance in one hospital, a CNS can be the co-ordinator of discharge planning from acute to long term care, another can be in an ICU liaison role and yet another can be assessing patients in pre-admission clinics. All have the same title but their actual position descriptions are considerably different. This is supported by the ANMC RN Competencies which state that,

The registered nurse provides care in a range of settings that may include acute, community, residential and extended care settings, homes, educational institutions or other work settings and modifies practice according to the models of care delivery (Australian Nursing and Midwifery Council 2006b).

Whilst experienced nursing positions are considered APNs, none have the authority to be entitled NP because the title and the role is protected by legislation. Paradoxically, where an endorsed NP is employed in a position such as a CNC or CNS, the job description and the absence of CPGs that is required for NP practice does not allow the NP to practice as such, despite the fact that the person is endorsed to practice as a NP by the NMRA. This effectively prevents the NP, employed in another APN position, from being able to use those extensions to practice that NPs have not only been educationally prepared to do, but have also been afforded the
authority to do so through legislation. Health services argue skill mix as the reason for not using the NP skills in these cases. This is because nursing staff daily allocations in health services is minimalist in approach. It uses the lowest level of nurse, with the appropriate clinical skills, to do the job. The approach is financially focused with the objective being to provide best possible care at the lowest cost\textsuperscript{35}. In relation to the use of NPs, when they are allocated to a nursing roster, the argument is that a CNS can do the job because they are a cheaper option.

**Skill Mix**

In organizations internationally as well as in Australia, the concept of skill mix is used to describe the mixture of the types of roles and positions, according to level of expertise that are required to meet the specific needs of a population group being cared for. This has also been described in the OECD report entitled ‘Skill-Mix and Policy Change in the Health Workforce: Nurses in Advanced Roles’ (Buchan & Calman 2004). According to this report, the APN is just one of many occupational groups that support health care needs, and positioned within this group are NPs and CNSs (Buchan & Calman 2004). The International Council of Nurses (ICN) supports this view by encouraging nurses to embrace the concept of all these roles and titles being inclusive of the APN group (International Council of Nurses 2001). In Australia, although recognised as experienced nurses the APN concept has not been adopted with any uniformity. In other reports, it has been demonstrated that market driven health care services has lead to a plethora of different nursing roles, focusing on task requirements of the job rather than actual clinical or professional skills (Keyzer 1997; Kernick & Scott 2002). Researchers have shown that nurses are frequently used in bridging health care delivery gaps and filling medical roles that are vacant (Keyzer 1997; Sibbald et al. 2004; Rashotte 2005; Woods 2006) and this is particularly evident in the rural and remote context of Australia where nurses have for years been the backbone of the health care service in these communities (Keyzer et al. 1995; Hegney et al. 1997; Mahnken et al. 1997).

More recently, the emergence of neonatal NPs and NPs working in the Emergency Department (ED), has created a situation whereby NPs have filled gaps on the junior medical staff rosters, and this is being evidenced across Australia. Whilst it is known that this is occurring, there is little research on the outcomes of these roles in

\textsuperscript{35} This is discussed in Chapter 7
Australia, however randomised control trials in United Kingdom (UK) and USA have shown that NPs provide good outcomes, the assessment of which have been measured against a medical model of care (Hill et al. 1994; Dahle et al. 1998; Reveley 1998; Sakr et al. 1999; Mundiger et al. 2000; Cooper et al. 2002; Woods 2006). There are indications now emerging in Australia to suggest that NPs in this country are also being measured against budgetary and medical models of care. This fact was demonstrated by Joe, the only participant to be employed as a NP,

My seen by times, you know from...you know... whether my patients are seen within the ACHS indicators, length of stay in the department, do I get my patients out faster that the residents, then we have risk management ones what we call the call backs....fractures on x-rays that sort of thing (Joe, Interview 3, p. 6).

The outcomes for Joe’s role were measured on how well he did with budgetary indicators, benchmarked against the doctor in the department doing the same work, and based on length of stay of the patients, which is budget driven. It is within this environment that participants described their role in general terms and not in nursing terms, and in doing so, identified the reticence of organisations to implement the NP role.

**Neither Nurse nor Doctor**

Throughout the conversations that I shared with participants in their interviews, I had a sense that the participants were not claiming to be a nurse, but nor were they doing this in a conscious way. Jane, authorised as a NP but working in a CNC role, responded to my questions in this way,

Well I’m currently a clinical expert in managing the care of patients both before and after [procedure], and that can include requiring [task related activity to specific clinical procedure].... My role is to oversee their care whilst they are in hospital. I also have a role as administrator, a researcher and educator so it’s my job to educate both staff and patients on all aspects of care involving [activities of the service]. But I’m also here in terms of research maintaining databases, and benchmarking other units and looking at clinical outcomes and such like, so it is huge, it’s quite diverse day to day in terms of what we are doing and how we manage it (Jane, Interview 2, p. 2).

Jane did not refer to herself as a nurse, rather she described herself as a clinical expert, and then described additional tasks that related to administrative functions
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36 This is elaborated in later chapters
rather than clinical ones. However, based on the ANMC RN Competencies Jane was fulfilling the requirements of a nurse because she was co-ordinating care. As an endorsed NP, nowhere in her description did she refer to her role as a clinical leader or a person who operated in an advanced or extended role as described by the ANMC NP Competencies. She referred to herself as a clinical expert but in the way she described it, she could have been talking about any health professional such as a physiotherapist or an occupational therapist, all are clinical experts who can manage research, oversee care and educate. Jane also made mention of the administrative tasks such as maintaining databases which really could be performed by an administrative assistant. In her capacity as a CNC, she was fulfilling the educational function, which many of these positions demand.

Jane’s responses not only highlighted her avoidance of the nursing role, but it also highlighted the diversity of organisational expectations in relation to workloads these positions have. She was in charge of caring for patients, she also educated, co-ordinated, and managed what appeared to be extensive administrative activities. She confirmed this throughout her interview in various ways. The way in which Jane described it also indicated a tacit acceptance of the workload and her lesser nursing position to that of a NP. When asked to expand on this aspect Jane said,

*I’ve worked in my area for ten years, as a clinical nurse consultant... I think that the role is very diverse here, the responsibilities are huge, we run a 24 hour emergency nursing service, and we’re the front line for all of the patients. We have an extended role that was unrecognised and a lot of what Nurse Practitioners and their role you know kind of encompasses is part of what we’ve done but never been recognised for* (Jane, Interview 2, p. 3).

Jane, a NP and therefore a leader, who has the authority according to the ANMC NP Competencies, to influence health direction, was not employed as one, yet she identified her work as comparable to that of a NP. The leadership component of the NP role was therefore not demonstrated by Jane, nor was any acceptance of the NP role evident in the organisation, because they were using Jane as a CNC despite her legal standing as a NP. Although she referred to the nursing service they ran, Jane still did not explain what the role of the NP or the CNC really meant in the context of the clinical work she did in reference to a nursing paradigm. She talked around the role in terms of what the NP *kind of encompasses*. When asked to give an example of her work she described it in this way,
Well if a patient is unwell, they can present at any stage, Monday to Friday, just turn up as an ad hoc/clinical review. There are medical staff here, that can be called, but they’re not immediately there, it’s been our role to assess them, and start initiating facts with medical back up, but often we have been left here by ourselves and we have to make decisions as to whether we call people in to come and see them and what kind of blood tests and chest x rays they need. You are working at times with very junior residents on the ward who have not met these kind of patients before and aren’t really competent to make definitive clinical decisions. So you have to foresee that, but we don’t have any authority to do that, so it always has to be medically supported, but we are often finding ourselves in a situation having more lot more knowledge than some of the medical staff themselves (Jane Interview 2, p 2, 3).

Jane described her work in the context of a general health role in a way that still did not make reference to being a nurse; rather she discussed doing the work in relation to doctors. She talked about initiating facts with medical back up. Whilst the definitions of NPs encompass all that Jane referred to, she did not identify herself in terms of a nurse; her approach was medically focused and not grounded in nursing as the ANMC NP Competencies describes for NP roles. Jane made mention of the fact that although she was initiating diagnostic tests and assessing patients in the absence of a doctor, she did not have the authority to do so, yet as a NP these tasks have been legitimised and she could have done them in her independent function as a NP. Because of organisational constraints, Jane was not allowed to do this and was forced to rely on doctors less experienced than her to plan and manage care, despite her rightful ability to manage the patients as a NP if she had been employed as one.

Not only was Jane demonstrating that she did not view herself as a nurse, but she was also highlighting a set of constraining practices bound by a particular discourse that prevents NPs from being employed into NP positions. By employing NPs in different roles, they do not have the authority to act as a leader in health, despite their legitimised expertise. The professional standing of NPs is therefore undermined, and it can be argued that they are also being exploited, in that they are paid and employed into less significant roles. By constraining the NPs through a different scope of practice and job description, NPs are forced to conform to the traditionally accepted doctor/nurse relationship where the authority and direction of doctors, even when most of the work is being done by the nurse, who could be, if allowed to do so, manage the clinical activity in their legally authorised capacity as NP. The
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organisation, in the case of Jane’s conversation, had chosen to duplicate services by keeping doctors, as junior as they were, central to patient care instead of using the skills of a NP.

Fairclough (2001b) suggests that these tensions provide us with evidence of changing power relationships in which a new order, such as the NP, continues to be controlled by those who still hold the power within the system. Despite the fact that authority has been given to the NP, in Jane’s case, she was unable to use it, constrained by processes that drive the organisation. In the case of health care, doctors have traditionally been the power brokers (Friedson 1971; Johnston 1972; Hofoss 1986; Kassirer 1993; Leonard 2003). Avoidance of the use of NP skills maintains the balance of power and the status quo through the enduring traditional practices (Fairclough 2001b).

The experiences related by Jane were not isolated. All the participants related similar views and Joe, who was the only participant to be employed as a NP, had clearly adopted the traditional medical model and operated under, and used this discourse,

*I think people think that senior [department] nurses automatically become nurse practitioners don’t understand the transitional process ...you know where you are going from all your nursing skills into medical skills....medical knowledge and the application of that* (Joe, Interview 3, p. 8).

Joe had a view that NPs transform into something from the nursing to medicine through a *transitional process*. Joe’s view indicates a total adjustment to a medical model of thinking and practising. The point to be made here is not so much that Joe has made a shift to a more medical way of thinking, but that he has not identified himself in a form of statement that would be described and positioned by the ANMC NP Competency standards. This is in spite of Joe’s educational preparation that is based on the ANMC NP Competencies, and that he had undergone a rigorous assessment for authorisation, based on the same competency standards, remembering that the ANMC NP Competencies state that,

> These competency standards provide you with the framework for assessing your competence, and are used by your state/territory NMRA to assess competence as part of the annual renewal of licence process…Universities also use the standards
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38 State and Territory Nursing and Midwifery Regulatory Authorities who register and monitor nursing, their work being enacted through legislation
when developing nursing curricula, and to assess student performance (Australian Nursing and Midwifery Council 2006a).

Joe did not use these statements or similar ones like it to make his known his position or positioning by regulatory discourses rather he strongly related his transition to NP practice as movement, but a movement to medicine away from nursing. Sally (Interview 5, p. 13) in her interview supported this ‘not a nurse’ outlook when she said, *Yeah, yeah, I sort of, I'm jumping into things, yeah, like jumping in, trying to think how it would be different to like be a normal nurse on the ward.* Sally demonstrated a view that she was not a *normal nurse* and that the work she did was different. Yet, she too had been prepared for her role as a NP based on the ANMC NP Competencies, which state that NPs are “grounded in nursing”. When Joe was asked to give an example of what he did in relation to that of a medical officer. In his response he described the intermingling of medical and nursing models of care,

...if you get two patients both roll their ankles on the dance floor, one comes in and sees the registrar and one sees me...I do the nursing and medical assessment and treatment of the patient, put the back slab on, teach him to use the crutches look at the discharge plan...where as the resident will read the nurses’ assessment, assess the patient send them off... ah yeah, have a fracture whatever, get the nurse to put the plaster on, get the nurse to teach him how to use the crutches, get the nurse to do the discharge process so the doctors are only seeing them for one third of their total Journey... (Joe, Interview 3, p. 8, 9)

Joe described himself as doing *nursing and medical assessment and treatment* so positioning himself as something other than a nurse or a doctor. Joe did not use the point identified by the ANMC NP Competencies which says that “key elements of dynamic practice are comprehensive assessment ability including advanced physical assessment and an analysis of the person context”, and in this way he did not identify himself as a NP as described in the ANMC NP Competencies, rather he was doing the work of both professions but, and this is the important point here, being compared only to the medical work in his role. The fact that he did both was not part of the calculation when time taken was the only measure of his effectiveness. He was saying that if the registrar’s costs were added to by the nurse needed to complete the task, then the cost outcomes of this assessment and the case would be different. I will return to the economics of this case later in the thesis. Consistent with the legislation and the public view of NPs discussed in chapter 3, Joe’s responses indicate an adoption of the common view of NPs. They are replacing the work of doctors as
NPs, and they are not ONLY nurses. This is a trend emerging across Australia, particularly in EDs and Neonatal Intensive Care, where NPs are replacing registrars but are still employed as NPs. This is discussed more fully in subsequent chapters. The paradox of the ANMC NP Competencies has meant that Joe positioned himself into the socially accepted view of NPs, and not the nursing statements that have been outlined in the ANMC NP Competencies.

What is also of concern was Joe’s workload in the organisation that employed him. The organisation allowed Joe to operate in multiple capacities: in the capacity of a NP, in the capacity of a doctor and in the capacity of a RN. What was not evident was the underlying reason for this in Joe’s discussions. It seemed as if Joe was implicitly agreeing with the enormous workload across what can be argued as three different clinical roles39. It also provides an insight into the segmented care practices where role delineation prevents health care workers from working together with the patient as central to that care. Joe’s experiences were consistent with Jane’s where she too had multiple facets to her work, even although she was not employed as a NP. Joe, in a similar manner to Jane, described his role as transgressing both medical and nursing work. The way Joe explained his work indicated a complete and unconscious acceptance of both the exploitation of his willingness to work in this way by his employers, and with transference of practices from nursing to medical care he was working in, based on the ANMC NP Competencies.

The notion of not being a nurse, was not only viewed and articulated by the nurses, it was also reinforced by employers such as the case with Cindy,

...we were employed as medical officers, but not as doctors, we’re called medical officers as apposed to [occupation] officers, we were given certain rights to prescribe certain medications, we have a standing order that we can give people antibiotics and so on. And yeah, that right was taken away because of structural changes, management changes, so they decided that we’re not, no longer medical officers, we are nurses ...and we are not covered by those standing orders (Cindy, Interview 6, p. 4).

Cindy was an authorised NP, who, under legislation may prescribe, yet she was not allowed to do so, because she was a nurse as viewed in the traditional sense, and in accordance with the ANMC RN Competencies. The organisation used its own
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39 This is expanded on in Chapter 7
agenda to dictate what a NP or nurse could or could not do. When employed as a medical officer, that is, in a medical model, Cindy could prescribe, yet because she was now working as a nurse, despite the fact that she was a NP, she could not do so, because the statements above, position her within the tradition of the organisation of labour in health, where nurses cannot prescribe, they can only carry out orders. Yet, if the organisation had wanted to, they could have followed the ANMC NP Competencies in conjunction with the state legislation in order to develop the role from medical officer to NP, with what seems like little change or impact to the organisation. Given that Danaher et al (2000, p. 36) defines institutions as “a relatively enduring and stable set of relationships between different people and between people and objects”, the fact that this organisation did not allow Cindy to prescribe as a nurse, but could do so as a medical officer, supports the notion that the organisation is maintaining an accepted set of practices that are kept in place through discourses embedded in a medical model instead of making a simple change to an existing position. It supports Fairclough’s (2001b) argument that the maintenance of traditions remain as evidence of power made opaque by the operations of discourses within that continue to control the people who are employed, despite evidence to suggest that activities could be managed differently.

Bill related similar experiences regarding the employer’s active avoidance of a nursing role despite the fact that the role required a post graduate nursing qualification,

*This current job was actually advertised as a public health manager and then when we got the position they’d changed the title to information manager, and it was a brand new job, and, out of the job, the qualifications, you required a clinical nursing qualification preferably post graduate and in doing so, we, all of us, all the, were there as an information manager in every state, we’d all presumed that this was a nursing position, similar to a clinical research, clinical data nurse position, so when I started, I asked the question, ‘Are there any nurses employed in [service] and where are they?’ …and the immediate answer was ‘No, there's no nurses employed in the [service]’* (Bill, Interview 8, p. 1).

Not only was this organisation falsely advertising and employing people into positions that were not what was applied for, but they were exploiting the expertise of the nurse by utilising their knowledge and skill, but not acknowledging that they were an APN, and this was reinforced when Bill was asked to describe his role,
I'm currently the information manager for the [service] screening programme, it's a project with the department of ... [service] ... part of my job at the moment is to contact providers when they deliver a service, for somebody with [clinical presentation] (Bill, Interview 8, p. 1)

Bill described his role as supportive with some need of advanced clinical assessment skills and also listening and counselling skills when talking to the clients. Despite this, when asked why he had been employed as a nurse, requiring proof of registration, yet he was not in a nursing role, Bill (p. 3) said one of the supervisors turned to me and said ‘But you can't practice as a nurse in this role, because you're not allowed to diagnose’ suggesting that if Bill had not been a nurse, it would have been acceptable for him to diagnose. The perception therefore, was that any APN role was categorised in terms of the medically focused diagnostic model and other aspects of the role were not considered, so the use of advanced nursing skills, despite legislation to support them, was not the preferred choice.

The responses by participants suggest conformity to the rules and procedures within the institution of health care and this Foucault suggests, maintains the hierarchy within it (Foucault 1972). The tradition of nursing, interconnected with legislation focussing on the medical extensions to practice, together with the nurses’ own acceptance of the situation supports Fairclough’s (2001b) position that people conform to positions made available to them by dominant discourses. Also, this positioning contributes to the continuation of the power relations embedded in the status quo. With reference to autonomy, NPs may be challenging the traditional boundary in their role development, but they do so within the limits of social acceptance set by tradition. This supports Letner’s comments about autonomy as being a representation and collaboration within a society which is bound by the norms of that same society (Lentner 2005).

**Abandoning Nursing**

These examples provide evidence of positions where NPs are adopting the ‘not a normal nurse’ approach in order to locate themselves in organisations that have not embraced the role of NP. In order to maintain their professional space within the health care team, they have used general speech and action which was perceived as acceptable to the team within which they work. The notion of NPs abandoning their nursing identity to become part of the team has been demonstrated in another
Australian advanced practice nursing study as well. In a study undertaken by Gardner et al. (2006) the views of nine advanced practice nurses (not NPs) in acute hospital settings was examined. Although this study did not examine the discourses in practice, it revealed that nurses described their work as ‘managing’ patients in a way that related to the service or clinical discipline and not specifically nursing. Although one could argue that this is precisely what the multidisciplinary care of patients is all about, it needs to be remembered that the principal document guiding NP practice in Australia states that,

The nurse practitioner standards are core standards that are common to all models of nurse practitioner practice. They can accommodate specialty competencies that are designed to meet the unique health care needs of specific client/patient populations (Australian Nursing and Midwifery Council 2006a)

Despite the ‘core standards’ of NP practice and RN practice that the ANMC provides for nurses and their employers, organisations implement roles that do not comply with these standards, suggesting that the ANMC standards do not hold any influence on the directions of health care workforce planning external to the nursing profession. The dilemma therefore, for any nurse wanting to take on a new role such as the NP that challenge the accepted boundaries and discourses of organisations is significant and isolating. This is in spite of the rhetorical support provided by state legislation and national professional standards. Whilst some participants have attempted to clarify their roles using the adopted language of their organisation or team, others have compartmentalised their role,

As it is now I manage the unit, and I’m one of those very hands on clinical type managers, I spend a lot of time clinically and then do my work afterwards. For the NP bit, it’ll be, with my advanced assessment skills, so it's picking up things and ... you know, for a routine [procedure], picking up on other things that may change the procedure that they're going to have and also highlight other health concerns that the GP or the specialist hadn’t, the person hadn’t actually told them, or they hadn’t had, you know, in their five minute consultant the chance to pick up. And also educating and advising the community on the importance of screening for [clinical presentation] and all that sort of [presentation] related health (Sally, Interview 5, p. 2)
Sally was authorised to practice as a NP but was in the position of a Nurse Unit Manager\(^40\) (NUM). She was also preparing a business case for the NP role at the time of the interview. She talked about her nursing role as the *hands on clinical type* and then suggested she did *her other work afterwards*, assuming that this means the managerial aspect of her work. Her *NP bit* involved *picking up things* that may alter the course of a surgical procedure, relating this aspect of her role to something other than clinical nursing, which she did as *hands on clinical* during the normal daily routine.

Sally’s responses reinforce the notion that NPs are measuring themselves against the medical model, and not the nursing focused ANMC NP Competencies, and again, the organisation has been shown not to have embraced the authorised NP they have, rather employing her into a different APN role of NUM. Traditionally the role of the NUM and NP are both nursing roles and are regarded as operational, one clinical the other clinical management, but Sally’s comments outlined a view that managers and NPs were different in some way to a clinical nurse. It can be argued that the confusion of what a NP really is and why the participants are struggling to define themselves in the nursing paradigm goes back to the lack of clear definition. The nurse is described in ANMC RN Competencies as, 

The registered nurse provides evidence-based nursing care to people of all ages and cultural groups, including individuals, families and communities. The role of the registered nurse includes promotion and maintenance of health and prevention of illness for individual/s with physical or mental illness, disabilities and/or rehabilitation needs, as well as alleviation of pain and suffering at the end stage of life (Australian Nursing and Midwifery Council 2006b).

And in the ANMC NP Competencies as, 

A nurse practitioner is a registered nurse educated and authorised to function autonomously and collaboratively in an advanced and extended clinical role (Australian Nursing and Midwifery Council 2006a)

The confusion lies with the fact that there is a tension between the nursing role of caring for people based on health promotion and health maintenance, and the legislative mandate of NPs, which describe only the medical extensions that were

---

\(^40\) Nurse Unit Managers are unit based managers whose role it is to manage the operational activities of that unit. It includes all aspects of clinical, professional and organisational and human resource activities.
discussed in Chapter 3, and which situate the NP into the medical model because they can prescribe and order diagnostic tests. Constantly throughout the interviews, participants perpetuated this position and view of themselves, building on the picture that NPs are not what could be termed ‘normal nurses’.

Andy, who was an authorised NP but working in a community nursing role described his previous role in this way,

*I wasn’t the nurse in charge as much as I did it, but I was consistently doing most of the advanced therapy, like diabetes management and education, and a lot of that involved initiation of general care originally* (Andy, Interview 7, p. 3).

Andy described the work he did in terms of *general care* and *advanced therapy*. In nursing terms, general care can be provided by anyone who is deemed a carer, and it is also used in nursing to describe the basic care that a person requires such as washing, feeding, and toileting etc, commonly referred to as activities of daily living. Advanced therapy in this sentence could be referring to the activity of any health professional much like that description provided by Jane. Therefore, Andy described his NP role in general terms, not really providing any detail of advanced or even extended nursing activities as defined by the ANMC NP Competencies. He too, was employed in a CNC role, not a NP one, despite being authorised to practice as a NP.

The participants’ response to their situation is not confined to this study. Not only are nurses a product of tradition, but contemporary health care is pushing for the generic approach where care revolves around the patient need and not the professional boundary (Cameron & Thompson 2005; Faresjo 2006; Craig & Smyth 2007). This approach to health care delivery suggests that the best person for the job is allocated by competency and not by profession (Dowling et al. 1995; Bloom 2000; Bushy 2000; Borthwick & Galbally 2001; Cameron & Thompson 2005; Faresjo 2006). In a special commission inquiry in one state in Australia recently, generic roles were confirmed as the model of choice in relation to health care cost, quality of delivery and safety of patients. The findings advised that,

(a) that clinical education and training should be undertaken in a multi-disciplinary environment which emphasizes inter disciplinary team based patient centred care;

(b) that the education and training be delivered by the most appropriate and suitable person regardless of the profession or specialty of the individual, and including, where appropriate, non-clinically trained personnel (Garling 2008, p. 11).
Although this model of care has been fostered for cost containment reasons, the system contradicts itself in that if the system were to have generic workers, then the NP as part of that system, could still address service delivery gaps with nurse led clinics, review and follow up, triage 3, 4 and 5\(^{41}\), and so on, yet the NPs, whilst legislated to diagnose, order pathology tests and prescribe, cannot yet do so. Although Faresjo (2006) contends that co-ordinated teams and inter-professional competence is the way of the future, with health professionals being educated in a multidisciplinary unit, he notes that Australia is a long way from that because of the obstacles created by current inter-professional beliefs and attitudes. This notion is supported by the special commission as well,

Similarly, many experienced doctors and nurses, in the latter years of practice, would welcome a career as clinical leaders and health system leaders. They are a resource of rich experience. But they would need to be trained to make the transition (Garling 2008, p. 10).

The NPs in this study unconsciously support the concept of the generic worker in their conversations because they do not comply with the ‘nurse’ paradigm that the ANMC NP Competencies prescribe. Given the current environment of generic worker, then the position held by the ANMC NP Competencies as the core standard by which everyone should be developing the NP role, highlights the lesser value of nursing in health care, because the organisations employing the NPs are clearly not following those standards. It also indicates a lack of insight by the ANMC into the future directions of the workforce in health care today. As an unevaluated and recently published document, it captures no explanation of this trend in generic health worker. The tension created for NPs therefore, is between the nursing rhetoric positioning NPs as exclusive to nursing, and the truth of NPs having to position themselves in health system that is directing care with a generically trained and employed workforce. NPs are caught up in a systemic change happening to them and not by them, or inclusive of them. The role conflict that emerges opens nurses to exploitation in the work they do, so that this continues the tendency to use nurses as gap fillers created by other health worker shortages\(^{42}\).

---

\(^{41}\) The triage system is a category system to assess the severity of the clinical presentation used in emergency departments to streamline the care of patients without compromising those who urgently require care. This is referred to again in Chapter 7.

\(^{42}\) This is explored further in Chapter 7.
This notion is supported by Perron et al. (2005) who assert that nursing is a product of bio-politics where nurses become the vehicle through which the dominant health care views are enacted. It supports the idea of the subservient nurse who should be seen and not heard unless spoken to by the doctor (Etzioni 1969; Dolan et al. 1983; Buresh & Gordon 2000; Hart 2004). Fairclough (2001b) says that often a person or group of people will describe themselves in a way that others, working in the same system or related systems, will want to hear. He contends that discourse and practice are constrained by interdependent networks which he calls ‘orders’ (Fairclough 2001b, p. 24), and these orders are structurally maintained by whoever makes up the dominant group, and are unconsciously endorsed through practice and action, by the subordinate groups (Fairclough 2001b).

The participants in the study who describe themselves in terms that would be used by a generic health worker, are implicated in their own containment. Their struggle with who they are professionally in accordance with ANMC, in an environment where differing clinical expectations abound, thus becomes an internal battle and not an external one. Their discourses allow them to position themselves within the traditional model of health that accepts that the dominant person is the doctor with nurses and allied health workers carrying out the work ordered by the doctor. Dingwall and Allen (2001) suggest that health professions tend to look back on historical and traditional practices as a way of legitimising current changes. In this setting the nurse is traditionally the subservient workforce, used to taking orders from the doctor, and filling gaps in clinical care delivery (Herdmman 1994; Buresh & Gordon 2000; Mahnken 2001; Mannion et al. 2005). Fairclough, and Dingwall and Allen’s belief of adopting the dominant discourse to position them within the health system, is therefore appropriate in the case of NPs. Other studies have shown this to be an identified nursing approach.

In a study undertaken by Copnell and Bruni (2005), it was identified that nurses experienced difficulty in managing change to clinical practice, and the interplay between several dichotomies of abstract and concrete, self and other shaped their responses. This approach was adopted so that any conflict that emerged as a result of the divergence from the dominant views could be ameliorated. In this way nurses reaffirmed the dominant ways of the unit, in which the study was placed. NPs are
shown to be unintentionally doing a similar thing, where, in order to be accepted, they lose their nursing identity to become just one of the health care team, despite having the education and endorsement to practice nursing differently.

**Searching for Autonomy**

This chapter has explored participant conversations around their personal experiences of becoming a NP in their health services. It has also drawn on research where reference to the powerlessness of nurses to develop a leadership role in clinical practice has been demonstrated. Consistently, participants have demonstrated that they are not being used effectively, and their expertise is being exploited by the organisation employing them in alternate roles to NP. In this environment NPs are powerless to achieve their endorsed status and practice. The language used by participants provides an insight into both their inability to influence change in their workplace but also the adoption of accepted discourses of their organisation. They not only relate their powerlessness to progress the role of NP, but they also use language that suggests an unconscious or conscious decision to distance themselves from the role of a nurse. This, Fairclough (2001b, p.29) suggests is because “language is both a site of and a stake in class struggle and those who exercise power through language must constantly be involved in struggle with others to defend (or lose) their position”. Participant conversations in this study suggest that health services, through the maintenance of existing divisions of labour, appear to be perpetuating the dominant discourses. Simultaneously NPs give the impression of acquiescing to this hierarchy by accepting employment into alternate positions to NP and by removing themselves from the nursing discourses. Conversations outline a duplication of service where NPs and their demonstrated expert knowledge could provide a cost effective and efficient solution to service delivery. This is ignored, instead accepting the reliance of less knowledgeable junior doctors provides an example of this.

The conversations that the NPs have shared in this chapter provide an insight into a health care environment has not yet allowed the NP into the inner leadership circle. It suggests that legislation and professional standards do not hold weight against the dominance of what is currently the operational engine of health services. Fairclough (2001b, p.30) states that in contemporary society there are many ways in which a dominant discourse is perpetuated. It is often not through coercion but through
consent that this occurs because the ideology which supports it is embedded in everything people do through institutional activities. This in turn colonises players’ thinking and actions “through integrating people into apparatuses of control which they come to feel themselves to be a part of”. NPs, by avoiding their nursing foundations, are perpetuating the ideology of health care in saying that, although they are able to take on some of the work that junior doctors do, they can only do that if they do not refer to themselves as a nurse. Likewise, the organisational approach maintains this discourse because NPs are tacitly vetoed through employment into alternate senior nursing roles. This prevents NPs from adopting a leadership role, thus the traditional line of the subservient nurse is maintained. This supports findings from other research relating to the subservient position of nursing (Buresh & Gordon 2000; Nelson & Gordon 2004). The direction that nursing is taking in effect, fails to develop an autonomous clinical practitioner.

Although it is considered an essential element of a profession (Cullen 2000) the notion of allowing autonomy has not been recognised by organisations that employ these NPs nor have NPs been enabled to practice in ways that would demonstrate autonomy. NPs seem unable to fulfil the leadership and decision making feature of autonomous practice through the maintenance of the organisational constraints on nursing practice. These constraints are manifested in organisations’ unwillingness to employ participants as NPs, and in their medically focused benchmarks of NP evaluation, disregarding the nursing context of practice.

Likewise, participants themselves appear unable to influence and therefore lead change in clinical models of care that reflect the autonomous practice of NPs. Instead they have departed from the accepted nursing paradigm in their attempts to be accepted. Not only is the status quo of health care maintained, but NPs have been effectively neutralised in their ability to lead and manage care. There has been no recognition of their endorsement or use of their expertise in a manner described by both NP legislation and the ANMC.

In Chapter 5 the conversations from participants are further explored, together with technical literature, to examine discourses operating to preserve the invisibility of nursing in health care services. Texts examined further reinforce the subservient and traditional role of nurses. Analysis of such texts explains why, in this first
examination of the language that participants use to describe themselves, a view that they constitute a variation of nursing identity.
Chapter 5 - The Invisible Nurse

Discourse and practice are constrained not by various independent types of discourse and practice, but by interdependent networks which we can call ‘orders’ – orders of discourse and social orders...Power at these levels includes the capacity to control the orders of discourse... (Fairclough 2001b, pp. 24, 25)

In chapter 4 insights into how the participants were viewing themselves in their role as NP were examined. NPs described themselves in language relating to generic health workers rather than situating them in the nursing paradigm. They adopted words that reinforced medical or clinical identities, not a nursing one. Based on the three levels of social order referred to by Fairclough, the chapter examined the position of NPs as the first level of order, and how they interacted with the “interdependent networks” around them.

What began to emerge in these conversations with NPs was the misuse of their nursing skills in the workplace. They also gave the impression of their tacit approval of this exploitation. The role of NP as leader, influential in changing health care practice was not evident and in contrast their conversations were shaped by a discourse which suggested an invisibility of what is traditionally identified as a nurse. In the last decade, this invisibility has been identified and made evident through the work of such authors as Buresh & Gordon (2000) and Gordon and Nelson (2005). The visibility however, is not in nursing’s favour, rather it outlines the extent to which nurses are silent both in the public view and also in the organisational environment. Although there has been a move to raise the visibility of nurses the trend remains one that silences the impact of nursing in the health care system. For instance, nurses have been known to become cohesive in industrial action around salary and nurse to patient ratios (Hart 2004; Iliffe 2007), but they have been silent on professional issues such as how these discourses evident in this study with NPs have an impact on their ability to be visible as an active part of the health care service delivery.

Buresh and Gordon’s (2000) work on empowering nurses supports how this silencing operates. In a workshop held in the USA to encourage nurses to develop strategies for inclusion into health care decision making processes, they found that many nurse leaders did not approve of promoting nursing. During discussions a professor of
nursing became quite angry, suggesting that nursing was “caring work and caring is best undertaken in silence” (Buresh & Gordon 2000, p. 32). In other instances nurses argued that in order to improve the professional status of nursing, the word “caring” should be removed from nursing. They suggested that “caring” was “not professional” and as a result of this the word “nurse” was “tainted” because “nurse” is synonymous with “caring”. They concluded that the word “nurse” be removed from the title “Nurse Practitioner” in favour of something “new” that would sound “more professional” (Buresh & Gordon, 2000, p. 17). In these instances, nurse leaders have provided a view that to care and to be a nurse is to be silent, and that if nurses want to be professional practitioners who practice with autonomy, then they cannot be considered as a nurse. In these examples the tradition of nursing as a silent and invisible workforce is maintained, not by organisations or other professionals, but by nurses themselves.

This chapter will examine invisibility in nursing in the light of Fairclough’s (2001b) levels of social organisation. It will examine how this is impacting on the way in which the role of NP is developing, despite the legitimisation of the leadership and autonomy component of the NP role which has been endorsed through the adoption of the ANMC NP Competencies in all activities relating to the NP. It will do this by exploring the positions of nurses within the health service structure not only from the NP’s perspective but from other technical literature that maintains the analysis of how the webs of texts develop and maintain the invisibility of nursing in the way they work and the manner by which they are employed and managed within the health system.

**Nursing: A Tradition or a Profession?**

The practice of nursing has been created around nursing as an activity as well as its professional status (UK Department of Health 1999). Nursing as a profession reflects the scientific nature of nursing, in which nurses and the practice of nursing is governed by professional standards, regulation and legislation. Nursing as a profession undertakes the aspects of nursing as an activity within the nursing scope of practice; scope of practice meaning those activities which nurses undertake within their role as a nurse, as established by professional standards and legislation. Nursing as an activity is experienced at some point by everyone and it can be carried out by anyone who undertakes nursing (Dolan et al. 1983; Hofoss 1986; Clifford 1995;
Hegney 1997; Kitson 1999; Chiarella 2002; Hart 2004). Nursing as a profession becomes confused with nursing as an activity because nursing has been undertaken by every woman, since nursing was first described in the early centuries (Dolan et al. 1983; Hart 2004). The definition of ‘nursing’ is “nurturing or caring” (Allen 1990, p. 339) and has always been synonymous with women’s work throughout the centuries (Leonard 2003). This view has been perpetuated over time through the influences of the religious nursing orders and later the secular orders which were run by single, pious and dedicated women (Dolan et al. 1983; Nelson & Gordon 2004). Examples of the dedicated and pious nurse are demonstrated in many nursing history texts and images (McBryde 1979; Dolan et al. 1983; Keyzer et al. 1995). Nurses a century ago were to be widows, nuns or unmarried young women, did not take a salary and were affiliated to a religious cause of some kind (Dolan et al. 1983; Rafferty 1996; Hart 2004). The images of nursing range from physical tasks of making people comfortable, to those carried out under the direction of a doctor, working tirelessly, selflessly and invisibly (Keyzer et al. 1995; Nelson & Gordon 2004).

Figure 4 A montage of the activities and the influence of women during the American Civil War. An etching by Winslow Homer (Dolan Collection) cited in (Dolan et al. 1983, p. 184)

Public attitudes and perceptions are also influenced by the media’s portrayal of nursing and the myth that it creates around the image that Florence Nightingale, who
left the nursing image in her legacy as the ‘hand maiden’, ‘Lady with the Lamp’ and ‘dedicated angel’, women who worked hard in a veil of invisibility caring for the poor and the sick, images that have been discussed and described by numerous nursing authors (Dolan et al. 1983; Rafferty 1996; Chiarella 2002; Hart 2004; Gordon & Nelson 2005). These images have local examples such as this honour role displayed in a church,

![Figure 5 Roll of Honour for members of a local church who fought in the two Great Wars. Photographed by the researcher with permission (June 2008)](image)

Whilst the doctor ‘Dr M. L. Scott’ on this honour role has both his title, his initials and his surname inscribed, ‘Nurse Chapman’ is not so clearly identified and is not afforded the grace of identifying initials. As Rafferty (1996, p. 29) suggests, nurses in this era had to observe lady like behaviour and accept their servitude,

Nursing textbooks of the period [Nightingale period] were not only technical manuals but pedagogical tools outlining the social niceties to be observed in dealings with patients and doctors.

This view of nursing is also described in this excerpt from a nurse’s biography in the 1950s,
The newer school of nursing education and its dreams of the day when student nurses should be enabled to lead a more normal existence, with more humane hours, more leisurely academic training and less routine drudgery were unknown to her. That students were paying dearly to hospitals in long nine, ten and sometimes twelve hour days of heavy labour for training they received….was all part of becoming a nurse (Russell 1954, p. 90).

Although not so apparent in contemporary nursing, nurses remain invisible in many ways and it is well documented that the more skilful the nurse is, the less likely their activities will be recognised so that their contribution to health care is not acknowledged (Hegney 1996; UK Department of Health 1999; Chiarella 2002; Gordon & Nelson 2005). It is also accepted in the present-day environment that nurses will prompt the doctor or highlight changes in patient condition and offer clinical management options so that the full worth of their contribution to care is never documented. This is particularly evident in remote areas or where doctors are novice in a particular clinical setting (Hegney et al. 1997; Buresh & Gordon 2000; Hart 2004). The latter has already been demonstrated by the participants of this study chapter 4, where, although they were endorsed NPs, seven out of the eight participants were employed into different nursing roles in which they were reliant on more junior doctors for decisions made in the management of care. It meant that although endorsed to work as NPs through a NMRA, participants were unable to legitimately do so under the current workforce employment structure.

**Paying Dearly to Hospitals**

Participants and information from technical literature in this study have supported the notion of the invisible nurse. In so doing, some of the NPs have paid dearly to the hospitals in which they work, because they have tirelessly pioneered on in their efforts to establish NPs roles. They have also been exploited in the additional workload they carry without financial or professional recognition. The invisibility of nursing thus prevails.

Mary (Interview 1) endorsed this observation when she described a very isolating and emotionally crippling journey to NP authorisation at the hospital that she was employed at during her studies. Such a situation occurred because the role was not supported by that hospital. For a period of some two years, Mary had not only studied in her own time, but had continuously attempted to develop the NP role at the hospital. She achieved no merit for her attempts and her experiences resulting from it
were so negative that instead of subjecting herself to further stress, she changed not only her job but town as well,

*I've actually moved my whole family from [town] to [town], I have sold my home of 20 years, my husband has left his job of 20 years, my daughter who's 18 moved with me, so I've given up a hell of a lot and so I have to make it work, and I will, you know* (Mary, Interview 1, p. 9).

Through her enduring vision of becoming a NP, she continued stoically and silently, at great personal cost accepted the hardship without complaint. This severe isolation is described in an age when The Australian Human Rights Commission Act 1986 is embedded in health employment policy in order to provide a safe working environment for all employees.

There are two aspects of this story that are of grave concern. Firstly, that a nurse who, by ANMC standards should be providing leadership “by incorporat[ing] the impact of the nurse practitioner service within local and national jurisdictions into the scope of practice” (Australian Nursing and Midwifery Council 2006a), was so prevented from fulfilling this competency standard. She had to leave town and despite the legislation that is meant to safeguard her rights as a human, was not able to function because of the emotional and physical toll the attempts at developing the role had on her and her family. Despite the move Mary, at the time of the interview was still not practising as a NP, although she had been authorised for 18 months and in spite of this great personal upheaval in her attempts to become employed as a NP.

Not only was her struggle to achieve NP status silent, but the organisation’s approach to her vision showed a lack of respect for the role that the NP can have in the service, nor did it respect Mary as a person or a professional. Conversations in the previous chapter from Bill (Interview 7) and Sally (Interview 5) also support this evidence with their similar unfavourable experiences. Developing their roles came at personal and professional cost, in services that did not apparently understand or support it. The silence of nurses is thus sustained. Buresh and Gordon (2000 p. 17) comment that, “at the moment, nurses are seen more, and may be appreciated more for who they are and not for what they do, for their virtues rather than their knowledge and action”. However the experiences of the NP participants seem far more draconian and invisible than even can be gauged by this remark. It goes beyond the comments by these authors who say that it is no longer whether nurses are ‘visible’ or
‘invisible’ but rather if they are ‘silent’ or have a ‘voice’ (Buresh & Gordon 2000, p. 4). NPs have a rhetorical voice by means of the ANMC NP Competencies and the legislation, but they are silent in truth at the second level of the social order that Fairclough (2001b) refers to, because the health services are not allowing NPs any voice at all. In fact the dominant discourse is not only silencing them but it is impacting on every sphere of their lives, not just their professional life.

Silence or Voice?

The tensions between the silence and voice of nursing have been declared in other ways globally. In an attempt to raise the profile of nursing as a profession, and to provide a global definition of nursing, the World Health Organisation (WHO) defined nursing in terms of,

...helping people to determine and achieve their physical, mental and social potential, and to do so within the challenging context of the environment in which they live and work (World Health Organisation 2000)

While the definition supports Henderson’s (1967) view of the supportive nurse, the WHO moved nursing from a vocation and caring activity to a profession by suggesting that “a framework of shared competencies [are] established that show[s] the value of collaboration between nursing and midwifery with other disciplines” (World Health Organisation 2002, p. 27). The WHO stated that nursing also includes the planning and giving of care, curing illness and rehabilitation; and encompassing the physical, mental and social aspects of life as they affect health, illness, disability and dying (World Health Organisation 2000). This contradicts Bill’s (Interview 8) experiences where his supervisor told him that he could not work in a nursing role because he was not able to diagnose. In respect of the future direction for nursing, the WHO advised the development and utilisation of nursing knowledge at all levels of the organisation and in different models of health care delivery. This supports the approach outlined by the ANMC NP Competencies where NPs provide “clinical leadership that influences and progresses clinical care, policy and collaboration through all levels of health service”, yet this was not evident in Mary’s, Bill’s or Sally’s experiences with their employer’s view of advanced nursing practice as described in this chapter, and in the previous one.
The interviews show considerable divergence between what is said in text and policy and the interviews between nurses as individuals developing a new role. Their experiences outline the effect these tensions are having on NP development in a health system that is clearly not embracing the role. Fairclough (2001b) refers to these power relations and actions in the struggle for dominance, where alliances develop between institutions involved with those traditionally in power and who seek to maintain their position by creating barriers to change. As such the NP role becomes the site of struggle between the powerful conventional view and the new concept with its probable change to existing models of care.

The essential object of contention can be examined through the differences between the role of the customary nurse who fits the traditional nurse position, and the so called autonomous nurse, the NP, that does not fit the traditional view of health and nursing. Despite the fact that the role of the nurse is described as supportive, the role of the NP expects an autonomous person thinking and acting independently, initiating treatment rather than supporting it, but still working in the nursing framework (Australian Nursing and Midwifery Council 2006a).

If the traditional role of the nurse is to assist and support other professionals in achieving wellness in those requiring health care, then the fact that nursing as a profession expects NPs to practice within the nursing framework but asks them to work ‘autonomously’ and ‘collaboratively’, creates a tension in expectations. This tension arises because NPs are expected to initiate treatment and take control of the management of a patient which is normally the domain of the doctor. This new way of nursing creates a divergence to what is accepted as the traditional position for nurses and structure of health care thereby creating conflict for NPs who may practice independently. If Fairclough (2001b) contends that players adopt the dominant discourse in the order as a way to maintain stability of that order, then the introduction of NPs is challenging that order. The power base is being threatened creating a situation in which the NP role has become the site of the power struggle between an accepted dominant discourse and its alternative that the NP brings. The struggle then will permeate into anything to do with a new order establishment.

The academic preparation, the legislation relating to NPs and NP involvement in research activities are such sites of struggle, and despite the ANMC NP
Competencies, the positioning of NP legislation and education remains within the accepted discourse of health, which supports the medical model as the order, perpetuating the tradition of the subservient or invisible nursing order, which then affects the role of the NP in developing autonomy in practice.

**The Legislation Illogicality**

In order to become a NP, nurses are required to complete a master’s degree in nursing, in which the role and functions of NPs within a nursing framework are explored. Whilst not actually legislated as such, the curricula of NPs is informed by the ANMC NP Competencies and is adopted by the NMRAs, which are guided by this document and the state legislation such as this example,

Qualifications, training and experience required for nurse practitioner
For the purposes of section 32(c) of the Act, a registered nurse may apply for an authorisation to practise as a nurse practitioner if he or she –
(a) has successfully completed an accredited nurse practitioner course; or
(b) has the qualifications, training and experience in the area of practice of a nurse practitioner that the Board considers to be at least substantially equivalent to an accredited nurse practitioner course (Tasmania Nursing Regulations 2005)

Although not stated in legislation, NMRAs in Australia require evidence of completion of a master’s degree that focuses on advanced practice nursing, diagnostics and pharmacology, based on the medical model of care, in other words, the technical extensions to advanced nursing practice rather than the expanded aspects of it (Department of Health Western Australia 2003; ACT Health 2005; Queensland Nursing Council 2005; Nurses Board of South Australia 2006). So although it is nationally expected that NPs are positioned in nursing through the ANMC NP Competencies, the state legislative and the academic institutions focus on the technical extensions to that practice, and not the professional aspects of it. This is demonstrated in the following legislative extract,

…scope of practice, for a nurse practitioner position, means the manner in which the nurse practitioner who occupies the position may practise as a nurse practitioner, including, for example, the aspects of practice that the nurse practitioner may perform as a nurse practitioner.

**Examples for scope of practice**

1. prescribing particular medication
2. referring patients to other health care professionals
3. ordering particular diagnostic investigations

(Health Regulations 2006, Australian Capital Territory)
Firstly, this definition contributes to the confusion in nursing because it says nothing substantial about it, particularly the role of NP for which it was written. It does not outline the role of the NP as nurse, nor does it provide a clear indication of what this role should be. It merely provides examples relating to extensions to practice by prescribing medication, referring patients to other professionals, and ordering diagnostic investigations. Nowhere is there a reference to the expanded practice in a nursing context as intended by the ANMC NP Competencies. The technical examples given are applicable to any health professional who has undergone extended technical training. Further on in the text, this legislation refers to the definition of the nurse from the territory’s Nurses Act, which states that a “nurse practitioner means a person who is registered as a nurse practitioner under the Nurses Act 1988” (Health Regulations 2006 Australian Capital Territory).

This definition still does not describe the NP, but at least it does suggest that the role of NP is a nursing role, because it is cited in the Nurses Act of that state. It also highlights the fact that the NP role is a protected title by the legislation. So on the one hand the NP is aligned to any other health professional with extensions to practice, and in the same document, is referred to as a ‘normal nurse’, remembering that the NP role has been created around the ANMC NP Competencies (Australian Nursing and Midwifery Council 2006a). A further search of the legislation did not reveal anything more substantial as this excerpt suggests,

Subject to s25A of the Poisons Act 1971 a registered nurse, where the registered nurse is authorised under the Nursing Act 1995 to practise as nurse practitioner, may possess and supply narcotic and restricted substances (Nursing Board of Tasmania 2007).

Further to this finding I searched all the legislation relating to nurses and drugs and poisons regulations and acts in Australia to see if I could find something that described the role of the NP in a more detailed manner. All definitions and scopes of practice focused on similar aspects; NPs were authorised to practice under the Nurses Act or Health Professionals Act, depending on the state or territory, and some referred to the three extensions to practice; diagnostics, prescribing and referral. The silence of the nursing voice is evident, and the alignment to the medical model is reinforced. This silence extends to the introduction of new positions that mirror that of the NP.
Extensions to practice do not position the NP into a defined role or specialty area. Anyone can develop extensions to their practice through the achievement of clinical competencies as is seen in the role of Physician’s Assistant (PA). Australia is currently trialling this role in one state, and although it has been in existence for some 40 years globally, it is new to Australia. Information on this trial says that the PA is a “complementary practitioner” who has “proven to be an efficient and cost effective means to deliver health care and demand for growing services” (Jolly 2008, p. 1). The PA is defined as,

…health care professionals licensed, or in the case of those employed by the federal government they are credentialed, to practice medicine with physician supervision. As part of their comprehensive responsibilities, PAs [physician assistants] conduct physical exams, diagnose and treat illnesses, order and interpret tests, counsel on preventive health care, assist in surgery, and write prescriptions. Within the physician-PA relationship, physician assistants exercise autonomy in medical decision making and provide a broad range of diagnostic and therapeutic services. A PA’s practice may also include education, research, and administrative services (Jolly 2008, p. 5).

This description mirrors that of the NP and, if both roles are examined, definition differs only in the fact that NP are not under the supervision of doctors like PAs are. These similarities create confusion between roles as well as blurring of boundaries, because activities related to extensions to practice, are similar. The description of the PA refers to autonomy much like the autonomy of the NP described in the ANMC NP Competencies. The PA and the NP follow parallel clinical activities but one, the PA, is managed by doctors, the other, the NP is grounded in a nursing framework, even though the legislation does not specify this, but does describe those tasks normally attributed to the domain of doctors. It reinforces the influences of medicine in determining roles and responsibilities that support their traditionally superior role. Although the NP role is legislated and has been in existence in Australia since 2001, the health care system is, nine years later, trialling another role, which is supervised by doctors, the result of which could leave the NP role outdated. Of note, is the ease at which the PA may qualify. The PA role is a two year graduate entry education preparation undertaken in a School of Medicine, whilst the NP not only has to achieve RN status (three years undergraduate study), but must also have between three and five years experience and must provide evidence of working at an
advanced level (which is not clearly defined). The educational and experiential preparation between these two similar roles is skewed in favour of the PA, yet they are similar in clinical scope of practice.

Despite the fact that NPs can essentially do the job that Jolly (2008) describes for the PA, the role of NP is pushed aside for the role of the PA, suggesting that nursing is not effective as a ‘complementary’ and medically managed position, nor is nursing, it can be suggested, as a profession either visible, political enough or respected enough. This reinforces the findings of Buresh and Gordon (2000) where nurses continue to perpetuate the silence because the focus of caring that nurses have promoted continues to contribute to their silencing. The contesting discourses here of complementarity and interdependence with autonomy continue to have the effect of removing nursing from the agenda for the management of the medical workload. If nursing did have the professional standing and the credibility within the health care environment such as described by the ANMC NP Competencies where they are said to “actively participate[s] as a senior member and/or leader of relevant multidisciplinary teams” (Australian Nursing and Midwifery Council 2006a), then NPs would be forging new boundaries and new models of care with the other health professions, and not being sidelined by another new role such as the PA. This supports Fariclough’s (2001b) assertion that dominant power controls more powerless groups who then challenge the boundaries of that power when creating something different to the accepted norm. NPs are in fact challenging that boundary between dominance and subservience manifested in the accepted roles of doctor and nurse in a traditionally driven health care system. The dominant discourse that expresses the powerful position creates a struggle on all fronts, including trialling similar roles that will do the job of NPs but will remain within the supervision of that medical power. Order is thus maintained (Fairclough 2001b). The education of NPs is grounded in this nebulous legislation and the ANMC competencies for NPs and for RNs that fail to articulate what exactly is ‘nursing’ about this clinical role.

Learning for Liberation or Compliance?

This chapter has thus far examined the invisibility of NPs in policy and legislation. I now want to examine the education of NPs. In his three levels of discourse Fairclough (2001b) says that part of the maintenance of the social order occurs through the ordering of the discourse throughout social institutions. He contends that
“a whole range of social institutions such as education, the law, religions, the media
and indeed the family, collectively and cumulatively ensure the continuing
dominance of the ruling class” (Fairclough 2001b, p. 27). Based on the legislation
that focuses only on the medical model of care, the nursing regulatory authorities
have made it a requirement that NPs are prepared through a master’s degree.
Fairclough (2001b, p. 27) contends that “institutional practices which people draw
upon without thinking often embody assumptions which directly or indirectly
legitimize existing power relations”. In the case of NPs, the assumptions should be
drawn from the legislation, given the protected nature of the title NP.

Using the World Wide Web, I searched universities in Australia for courses that lead
to the registration of NPs. What I found in all the courses was that the underpinning
document used was the ANMC NP Competencies, but the actual curricula were
based around the three medical extensions to practice. The ANMC document itself
does not actually state that NPs should be master’s prepared, rather it focuses on
standards of practice such as,

…dynamic practice that incorporates application of high-level knowledge and skills
in extended practice across stable, unpredictable and complex situations (Australian
Nursing and Midwifery Council 2006a)

The only aspect that suggests that NPs should be educated at a master’s level is the
need for the clinical expertise to manage complex and unpredictable situations. Three
NMRAs have had a clause in which, for a period of time, registered nurses who
could provide evidence of practicing at an advanced level, and provided they
undertake a pharmacology module at a master’s level, may apply for authorisation to
practice as a NP without a master’s degree. This period however, has a finite time
limit, after which all NMRAs will require a NP to have a master’s degree. The
question I asked is if the legislative framework is so vague, how have the universities
planned for the education of the NPs?

I reviewed the curricula outlined on the university websites of master’s degrees
leading to the authorisation of NPs of seven Australian universities. Commonly,
topics in the master’s programs included activities around,
- Evidence based practice or research in health care which prepares NPs for their research role in terms of developing clinical practice guidelines, participating in quality improvement initiatives and research activities.
- Leadership in health in which, as the pinnacle of the nursing workforce, NPs are expected to lead the way in clinical practice and expertise in accordance with the ANMC NP Competencies.
- Extended nursing practice which relates to detailed anatomy, physiology and pathophysiology, advanced clinical assessment and clinical decision making.
- Diagnostics relating to laboratory testing and radiology imaging which assist in the diagnosis and assessment process of clinical practice.
- Pharmacology and pharmacokinetics which prepares the NP for prescribing and managing drug therapies.

Only one curriculum included a topic called ‘Transition to Nurse Practitioner’ (Curriculum 1) in which the political, economic and organisational issues around NP development are explored. Other curricula appeared to include aspects of this in their leadership topics. All the masters programs stated their core topics in terms of the extensions to practice and follow the position of this example,

The Master of Nursing (Nurse Practitioner) will provide students with the detailed knowledge and skills required to provide professional leadership in contemporary clinical nursing specialties. Expert speakers from nursing, pharmacology, radiology, pathology, physiotherapy and other disciplines will contribute to the course. Students must have five years post-registration experience in their specialty and be employed by an appropriate agency. It is expected that students would complete the core units (Health Assessment and Diagnostics, Therapeutic Medication Management and Evidence-based Guideline Development for Clinical Practice) in the first year and complete their specialty units in the second year (Curriculum 2).

This course acknowledges that the program prepares nurses for clinical nursing practice, yet it only provides examples of the medical model with speakers being invited to teach from other disciplines such as pharmacology. It also makes particular mention of the fact that students must complete health assessment, diagnostics and medication management in their first year of study, the emphasis again falling on those extensions to practice from within the medical model of care. Reinforcing this is the specialty units mentioned that relate to a practicum, in which the nurse works with a mentor, usually a doctor, in their place of work. So despite the fact that both the WHO and the ANMC support the notion of a nursing workforce that is grounded
in nursing and supports the care of individuals, families and communities, the focus of master of nursing curricula is around those three extensions to practice; medication prescription, diagnosis and advanced assessment, normally the scope of practice of a doctor.

Curriculum 3 details generic topics and also the extensions to practice,

Nurse Practitioner
The School offers an articulated study pathway to assist you to meet the [Regulatory authority] requirements for endorsement as a Nurse Practitioner. The program is incorporated within the MANP [Master of Arts Nurse Practitioner] and includes five subjects in the second year to complement the [Regulatory authority] accredited therapeutic medication management education modules (Pharmacology and Therapeutics 2 and Applications of Clinical Pharmacology 2). These subjects provide you with generic and specialist advanced practice knowledge and skills in health assessment, history taking, diagnostic interventions, referral and integration of care within multidisciplinary services, decision making and patient education.” (Curriculum 3)

So again, whilst the national nursing professional body (ANMC) requires NPs to be grounded in nursing and the statement by this university only refers to extensions to practice for academic preparation. Another example of extensions to practice external to the nursing framework can be seen in this course description,

In this unit, students will be given the opportunity to study in-depth pharmacokinetics, pharmacodynamics and therapeutics in order to identify the effects of medications on physiological, biochemical and pathophysiological processes. The key pharmacological characteristics of drug classes and specific nuances of individual drugs across the lifespan will be explored in order to optimise therapeutic effects and minimise adverse events. On completion of this unit students will be expected to use critical thinking and problem solving skills to prescribe, administer, monitor and evaluate medications in accordance with commonwealth and state legislation and policy (Curriculum 2)

This curriculum states that the content of teaching complies with the legislation, yet as the data has shown legislation does not provide clear guidelines, so the evidence contradicts the statement from this university. Despite the legislation and the university courses which state that NPs can prescribe, the Medicare Act 1973 does not make provision for NPs to obtain a provide number or have the benefits afforded through the Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme (PBS)\(^4^3\). The data from the university

\(^4^3\) In the recent national budget (2009) the Federal Government has made provision for NPs to access the PBS, but has not identified the amendments to the Medicare Act, which will be an essential element of any change in this regard. This is explored in Chapter 7.
curricula supports Fairclough’s contention that institutions perpetuate the language and focus of any dominant discourse. Even though the legislation is unclear, and the ANMC hold out to have the core standards for NPs to develop, the universities have focused on a medical model for their teaching, some of which cannot actually be achieved because NPs cannot prescribe without a provider number.

In spite of the very technical nature of academic teaching, universities offering the master’s program leading to authorisation as a NP, do require, as an entry to the course, evidence of registration as a nurse. Although many of the subjects follow an extended medically focused pathway, students still have to prove that they are a nurse. The measure for the concept of advanced practice in nursing is that nurses have to provide evidence of practice in their areas of clinical specialty for between three and five years as a RN. Thus the legislation says nothing in particular about a NP, except that they can prescribe, refer and order diagnostic tests, yet the regulatory authorities and the universities focus the role on nursing by using the ANMC NP Competencies, requiring evidence of registration and currency of practice, and including topics such as research, evidence-based practice and leadership.

Given that NPs are educated within a nursing frame of reference but legislation measures achievement on medical extensions to practice, it is not surprising that the views of the NPs interviewed show a diverging discourse of what is alleged around the role of the NP. It contributes to the tension created about role development and its challenges on those traditional boundaries of health care. The question is, does this analysis indicate a personal shift away from ‘the normal nurse’, or are all nursing institutions attempting to make space for the NP within a paradoxical environment between what the profession expects of them and what health care views as the role of NP? Fairclough (2001b) contends that we are all products of our society in that we adopt discourses and behaviours that society sets.

**Products of Discourse**

This study uses Fairclough’s analysis of power in three levels of society and I have used autonomy as the focus of NP practice. Fineman (2004, p. 9) says that autonomy is an “ideological conformation of the dominant notions of independence and self sufficiency” which supports Fairclough’s view that dominant groups perpetuate their power through ideology assimilated and adopted by people. Such a position is
perpetuated through the language of institutions such as legislation, policy and universities. Institutions such as health care have an overall accepted discourse in terms of national processes but each local authority or organisation has an internal set of rules and norms which are determined by those who have the power in those institutions. The social norms become such when the prevailing discourse is adopted, even if they are presented as a value such as autonomous practice in the case of the NPs. Nurses are subjects within the discourses of health care and work under what is accepted as normal processes. They conform to it in order to work in relative harmony and this has been shown to occur in other studies which, although such works do not outwardly discuss autonomy, examine aspects of nursing such as skill mix, team work and nursing image (Clifford 1995; Busen & Englemann 1996; Hegney 1997; Armstrong 1999; Barton et al. 1999; Atkins 2006; Ettner et al. 2006; Gardner et al. 2006). As Scollon (2001b) suggests tension occurs when there are differences in the views between what is accepted by the dominant group and that which deviates from it or challenges it.

In the case of the NPs, we return to the divergence between tradition and advancement, in other words RNs as traditional nurses and NPs representing advancement. NPs are portrayed as nurses, but taking on tasks that are normally accepted as doctor’s work, therefore they cannot really be considered nurses in the traditional sense. The tension in the language between social institutions of legislation, the ANMC, the universities and what NPs are experiencing in health services, provides a window through which to view the conflict that is taking place at the point where the boundaries of innovation and tradition meet. This has been demonstrated in all the data that was examined throughout this study. The national nursing framework for NPs maintains its paradoxical view keeping NPs moving between autonomous and dependent positions through holding to the position that the NP is grounded in nursing, therefore remaining unquestionably interdependent rather than independent or autonomous. It is small wonder then that in order to make a space for themselves in the health care system, NPs appear to be removing themselves from nursing as they relate to the work they do at their place of employment. Becoming generic or invisible, may be the participants’ way of adapting to, or complying with, the dominant discourses in a way that they can work in a modified nursing position. In this way they will be accepted while maintaining the status quo of the ‘normal nurse’ who remains invisible. This neutralises the
potential struggle that challenges the accepted view of the normal nurse to that of the NP. Creating a new role like the NP, which challenges the long-established nursing role, raises the visibility of nursing which is a divergence to what is viewed as the ‘normal nurse’ (as invisible), and will create tension at the boundaries of what is accepted as normal. Whilst NPs remain small in number, their impact on the health system is enormous, not because of the clinical enhancement their services potentially provide, but because of the challenges they have created to the status quo of the health workforce. This only serves to magnify the invisible nature of nursing, when one considers that nursing forms the largest body of health care workers in the world (Swerissen & Duckett 1997; Bloom 2000; World Health Organisation 2002) yet it is only when a small number of that group challenge accepted boundaries of order that nurses are noticed.

In 1995 a total of 584100 people were employed in the Australian health care system. Of this 76% were women and 60% were nurses compared with 11% medical practitioners (doctors) (Clinton & Scheiwe 1998). The fact that Australia has only recently, in 2008 appointed its first ever Chief Nurse indicates the lack of influence that nursing has had regarding national health strategy. Even at this level nursing is invisible. I searched the World Wide Web for information emanating from the Office of the Chief Nurse of Australia that may be supporting and promoting nurses. I found nothing. There is not even a web site for this eminent nursing position. The only information I could find relating to communication and leadership from the Chief Nurse of Australia came from a media release by Minister for Health and Ageing at the inauguration of the appointment,

The Health Minister Nicola Roxon today congratulated Rosemary Bryant for her appointment as Australia’s chief nursing officer. As Commonwealth Chief Nurse (CCN), Ms Bryant will be a strong voice within government on all issues relating to Australia’s 200,000-strong nursing workforce. She will also contribute to the maternity services review being conducted by the Government. Nurses are the backbone of Australia’s health system. Everybody relies on nurses at some point in their lives, whether in hospitals, clinics, aged care facilities or schools.

This announcement recognises just how important they are. There has been a Chief Medical Officer since 1985 – it’s time nurses got the recognition they deserve, too (Kelly 2008).

When one considers the enormous change in health care services that Australia is experiencing, such as the strategic directions in primary health (National Health &
Hospitals Reform Commission 2009), and the changes that are impacting on nursing, such as the role of the PA and the legislative inconsistencies of the NP role, the Chief Nurse’s silence on nursing issues in Australia is deafening. It supports the opinions of others who suggest that the invisibility of nursing at a strategic level as well as at the local health service or local level is widespread. Studies show that despite the growing awareness of the importance of nurses, they still do not actively participate in strategic directions of health care (Wigens 1996; Wade 1999; World Health Organisation 2002; Weinberg 2003; Productivity Commission 2005). The silence of the Chief Nurse on Australian nursing matters perpetuates a silenced nursing leadership in this country. Simultaneously, traditional and invisible nurses are not autonomous and they perpetuate subservient nurse discourse. In this environment NPs cannot succeed because they are boundary challengers, boundaries which nurses themselves are perpetuating. The idea of nurses shifting their sphere of influence within the traditional health social order rather than increasing their autonomy was reinforced when I sought out information on how nurses were portrayed in public documents such as annual hospital reports.

**The Touch Certificate**

I undertook a search on the World Wide Web for annual reports and strategic plans of hospitals in Australia. Of the 17 documents that I reviewed, only one mentioned the role of the NP and few had a comment or a section on the nursing workforce. Five of the reports I reviewed highlighted nursing briefly in relation to links to graduate nursing initiatives and other educational activities for example the hospital’s affiliation to a tertiary institution for education and training. One annual report told a nursing story which cultivates the virtuous nurse image as the normal nurse,

So we took John home and he was overwhelmed at being able to spend his final days there. He called us his ‘[hospital] Angels of Mercy’. One thing that stood out clearly in this situation was the nurses’ commitment to help John achieve his wish to be at home: what started out as ‘a few days to live spilled over to weeks…” (Report 1, p. 14)

This annual report was written in 2006. The “Angels of Mercy” provide a picture of the dedicated nurse of the secular and religious orders of the last century. The same hospital perpetuated this view of nursing in this statement,

44 Leadership in nursing is also examined in Chapter 6.
In 2006 the [Hospital] Touch’ program was introduced to recognise staff members and volunteers who have received written appreciation from patients, clients, visitors, and the general public for their work. Those acknowledged are presented with a [Hospital] Touch Certificate and if the same person is acknowledged on multiple occasions, they are awarded a [Hospital] Touch badge. Staff members have responded well to the program with a large number already receiving a badge (Report 1, p. 39)

‘Touch’, ‘appreciation’ and awarding a badge for this behaviour merely reinforce the image of the traditional subservient nurse. Although the nurse is made visible in the context of receiving a reward for caring, the real work of contemporary nursing is lost in the altruism surrounding the traditional caring act. It tells of a nurse who is nurturing and caring, but does not provide an image of a professional in their own right, who is prepared with a minimum of a bachelors degree, is regulated and professionally prepared to perform functions, which assist in the multidisciplinary clinical management of a patient, as referred to by both the WHO and the ANMC.

I did find references to organisational practice development activities which involved nurses such as this example,

The (Hospital) Nursing Research Centre undertakes and supervises an increasing amount of high quality research studies in collaboration with nurses across clinical areas (Report 4, p. 15)

Research is undertaken in ‘collaboration’ with nurses, which suggests that nurses do not undertake the research themselves. It portrays to the public an image that nurses play a supportive role in research, they do not undertake the research. The image is one of support to another, rather than what the ANMC Competencies and the WHO suggests forms part of the professional practice of nursing. The picture painted by the annual report is in direct contradiction to what the ANMC NP Competencies suggest in Competency 3.2 in which NPs “engage[s] in and lead[s] informed critique and influence at the systems level of health care” (Australian Nursing and Midwifery Council 2006a).

Supporting the image of nurses not undertaking research was the fact that none of the participants in this study referred to any research activities related to their practice. Jane referred to her work as maintaining databases which is an administrative
product of research, not research itself. Amy referred to research only in the context of her professional career change,

*I did the PhD because I thought I'd go back into academia, I worked with a research centre at the university for a year doing project work and decided that you know, I just didn’t want to go back to that, I mean, I loved the research side of it, but, I didn’t need the academia* (Amy, Interview 4, p. 18).

The interesting aspect about Amy’s comment was that she did not correlate the need for academia i.e. research, to overlap and compliment clinical practice. Despite her experience as an academic, she failed to identify the theory-practice research opportunity that is essential in evidence based practice, a corner stone of clinical leadership and therefore NP practice. Her responses indicated a way of practice that supported the notion that nurses don’t undertake research, they merely support it. Another health service’s annual report did make mention of nurses in research by stating that “part-time senior nurses have been employed in each Clinical Care Unit at [hospital] to nurture and support nursing research” (Report 11, p. 33). However, the dedicated nurse line prevails in the ‘nurturing’ of research. If nurturing is caring then nurses are caring for and fostering the research, not undertaking the research. Despite education that suggests otherwise, health services have perpetuated the traditional nursing image and throughout all the reports, such as this example,

The growing body of international literature on school nursing models indicates recent interest in measuring the impacts of school nursing on student health. Working in collaboration with the School Nurses Association of (state), this project aims to clarify the role of school nurses in (state) and subsequently facilitate ongoing monitoring and evaluation of school nurses’ daily activities (Report 2, p. 18).

Doctors were researching what school nurses do; school nurses appeared not to take any part of the research except to be the subject of it, in a time where nurses as professionals have the education and authority through the ANMC policies, to initiate and undertake research activities. This particular section went on to discuss the links with GPs and that the GPs would be undertaking the research in collaboration with the state School Nurses Association, again nursing supporting research, not doing it. Nursing is thus visible, but in the subservient traditional sense, where they play a supportive role in research, not an active one. The real ability of nurses to work in what is termed ‘advanced’ practice is not given any credence because although the ANMC competencies insist on initiation of research and
practice evaluation, this is not the case in the statements above. Given the diversity and range of this particular hospital’s services and the fact that it did indicate employment of a NP, the reference to nursing is limited. There was no reference to the work of the NP at all, yet NPs are meant to be leaders in health care, supported by the ANMC in Standard 3 of the NP Competencies and visible in this aspect of their work. The statement provides a comparison with what is required and what is possible in practice,

The nurse practitioner leads through any of a number of roles including researcher, clinical teacher, case co-ordinator, and spokesperson, and in this capacity may take responsibility for assisting the public, policy makers and other health care professionals to understand the nurse practitioner role. In so doing they draw from the relevant evidence base to influence the quality and nature of services provided (Australian Nursing and Midwifery Council 2006a).

Nurses, quite clearly in this text, are leaders, yet the collated data of this study has not provided evidence to support this statement, let alone a picture of nurses researching their clinical practice. Therefore the dominant power is supported by ideologies across social institutions, through hidden discourses that manifest in nurses believing they are playing a leading part in health care development yet they comply with the traditional subservience accepted for the nurse role. This confirms Fairclough’s (2001b, p. 26) point,

…social structures at societal and intuitional levels determine discourse. The way in which orders of discourse are structured and the ideologies which they embody, are determined by relationships of power in particular social institutions and in the society as a whole.

**The Alliance of Groups**

The power that is controlled by the dominant group is supported and maintained by what Fairclough (2001b, p. 27) refers to as an “alliance of groups”. He further says that institutional practices, which embody these dominant groups, become naturalized in the way they are adopted throughout all the threads that make up the practice of the groups within the alliance. The legislation, the nursing curricula and the annual reports have provided information which demonstrates that nursing remains invisible because it conforms to the dominant discourse. No room is made for self governance and independence in this alliance and therefore it is my contention that NPs will continue to struggle to be recognized as an important part of
the health care system. Participants have clarified how their invisibility continues in the way they are treated and excluded from decision making processes within the health services in which they work. In support of this positioning, the texts developed in support of the role maintain the dominance of discourses less than helpful to the full implementation of the NP role. Instead they confine nursing practice through a structural framework of exclusion leading to a continuing invisibility of nurses in clinical practice.

The silence in nursing became evident when all the social institutions were examined. The silence does not mean that nurses are not ‘seen or heard’ but their silencing is obtained through a lack of acknowledgement of their contribution to practice. The autonomy that is viewed as a key characteristic of their professional position in the ANMC and other literature relating to NP policy and process does not eventuate. They are silent because those seeking to be NPs perpetuate the accepted and traditional view of nursing through conforming to the unquestioned practices of nurses within the system. Legislation authorises extensions to NP practice, which could be extensions to any other health care professional’s practice as well. Education focuses on achieving skills based on these extensions whilst it avoids the change management process and skills development that is so essential in making change to what is accepted as normal nursing practices. Annual reports perpetuate the traditional line of health care divisions of labour. The evidence provided in these discourses supports Fairclough’s contention of a power behind discourse (Fairclough 2001b) which is manifested in the traditional view of nursing that now, in contemporary society, sanctions nurses to be used as a commodity within the prevailing lens of discourses that dominate health care in the medical dominance and the purported hierarchies of health service provision. Whilst it is said that NPs have the authority to practise in a way that moves nurses from supportive roles to decision making roles, the health services are holding them back by reinforcing the status quo of what people have known and are comfortable with. Change is noisy and change follows a path of the dominant discourse if the management of that change is not carefully and strategically planned and managed (Porter-O'Grady & Wilson 1998; Fairclough 2001b).

---

45 This is also examined in Chapters 6 and 7.
This chapter has demonstrated, that despite the legislation, the policy and the education of NPs, they are still viewed as subservient workers who nurture and support clinical practice. The research component of education is merely rhetoric and is not implemented in the health service. Legislation is vague and focused on technical extensions to practice which does not reinforce the nursing voice, framework of practice of the claimed policy and clinical practice guidelines of the ANMC standards. It merely reinforces the medical model of care, where nurses support doctors.

In the following chapter, I continue to examine the discourses of health services as the second level of social order. However I expand this exploration to include the leadership and direction that organisations provide, how these directions impact on NPs as the first level of social order and how the rhetoric of the third level, that is policy, confirms the dominant discourses of health. I do this principally around the leadership role of nurses with reference to the role that nurse managers have in supporting change in the nursing workforce such as that which we see in the development of the NP role. This discourse is examined because NPs in their interviews consistently referred to their nurse managers as being more obtrusive than supportive.
Chapter 6 - Lukewarm Defenders: Nurse Practitioner Implementation

It ought to be remembered that there is nothing more difficult to take in hand, more perilous to conduct, or more uncertain in its success, than to take the lead in the introduction of a new order of things. Because the innovator has for opposition all those who have done well under the old conditions and lukewarm defenders among those who may do well under the new (From ‘The Prince’ Machiavelli 1505 in translation by W. K. Marriott 1908, p. 24)

Like Machiavelli’s Prince, NPs find themselves introducing a new order to health. In a health service that has maintained a status quo in the division of labour for the best part of a hundred years, NPs represent the ‘new’ way. As Wearing (1999, p. 206) points out, nurses in Australia have always been “seen and not heard” due to the patriarchal dominance of doctors who have control over technical, economic and management of health care resources. Part of this control is embedded in the legacy of the Nightingale time which remains in operation in hospitals throughout Australia today. Based on the principles of change management, those ‘under the old conditions’ will not be keen to let go of the power, and those who are ‘lukewarm defenders’ will be hesitant in making change. This is because there is a fear of instability in the workplace resulting from changes over which players may have little control (Porter-O'Grady 1999; Fairclough 2000; Eriksen 2001). In the case of introducing any change to health services, the process becomes even slower because the hierarchy of decision making generally follows a process driven path to completion.

An example of this is provided from my own experiences when I was the Nurse Practitioner Project Officer for a remote area health service. The time it took to establish a NP position in principle, from community consultation to health minister approval, was up to two years (Field note 8). These process driven activities in themselves are discourses that create obstacles for change and it could be argued that they are also used by those in power to delay or avert change that is not tolerable by the old order. Fairclough (2000, p. 30) says that “as well as being determined by social structures, discourse has effects upon social structures and contributes to the achievement of social continuity or social change”.
This chapter will explore the discourses affecting NP implementation at the second level of social organisation, which is the operational level of health care. The study examines texts in those institutions responsible for employing NPs. The texts and interviews identify discourses that splinter the continuity of health care delivery between the three levels of social organisation and within which influence how the NP role is being enabled.

**Organisational Hegemony**

Health care in Australia is a complex web of federal and state funding and is based on some basic concepts which has been captured in a document called ‘Australia’s Health, 2006’ and these include,

- availability and accessibility of services and programs
- appropriateness or relevance of interventions
- effectiveness of interventions in achieving the desired outcomes
- responsiveness of the health system to individual or population needs
- degree to which care is integrated and co-ordinated

(Australian Institute of Health 2006, p. 6)

These concepts are incorporated in activities that are included in determinants of health such as socioeconomic factors, and health and well being indicators for example such measurements as life expectancy and disability. Activities around such measurements include the health care resources required for addressing them. The strategies outlined include interventional approaches, research activity and systems of health care delivery. The document does not outline any health workforce division of labour rather it focuses on the appropriateness of the service offered (Australian Institute of Health 2006, p. 5). An assumption could be made that the central point of care can be provided by the most appropriate practitioner. Therefore NPs, who are now legally and professionally part of the health care system can deliver care where clinical need is appropriate, as much as doctors and any other allied health professional can and do. In spite of the information provided in the document, the funding for health appears not to take cognisance of this. In order to understand the situation, the funding arrangements for health have to be examined.

Funding for health comes from both government and non-government sources and is driven by those determinants of health mentioned, and this encompasses the division of private and public health delivery. In Australia, 90% of the funding is still drawn
from either state or federal government sources despite the emergence of private health (Swerissen & Duckett 1997; Australian Institute of Health 2006). The Australian Federal Government provides most of the funding for services provided by general practitioners and medical specialists and other professional services that are covered or partly covered by Medicare, aged care services, pharmaceuticals which are covered or partly covered by the Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme (PBS) and through Specific Purpose Payments (SPPs) to the states and territories. NPs, although legislated and endorsed to prescribe by state legislation, cannot access funding from Medicare, PBS or SPPs. The Federal government, and state and territory governments, jointly fund public hospital services and this includes the contractual and employment arrangements of the health workforce (Swerissen & Duckett 1997; Australian Institute of Health 2006). Local governments finance some of the health services from their own general-purpose funds that are provided by state governments. It becomes difficult to determine who funds what in any particular health service, especially as their public reporting structure does not always outline the budget sources clearly (Australian Institute of Health 2006).

Reporting for health generally combines the funding so that when examining any hospital annual report the source of the funding is not always clear. Within the funding and reporting structure workforce is not delineated in detail, rather remains as nursing, allied health, medical and other. However new doctor services always get a mention as does new services or new major equipment. Such changes as introducing a new nursing specialist role like the NP do not get a mention, despite the fact that the trend for Australia in health care delivery is focusing on the provision of care by the most appropriate professional (Australian Institute of Health 2006; Roxon 2008). On examination of 17 annual reports, nurses (not nursing) were featured in the context of new technical or departmental innovations such as the installation of a new MRI scanner, or the expansion of a department. Faces of nurses were portrayed as symbols, in such examples as nurses dressed in operating theatre attire, or a nurse holding new equipment.

46 Medical specialists are those doctors who have specialised in a particular health discipline for example cardiology, orthopaedics or oncology.
47 Other professional services include examples such as physiotherapy, occupational health or psychology services that provide fee for service to the public. Nurses are not included in this list.
48 Medicare, PBS and SPP are examined in more detail in Chapter 7.
The actual content of the reports around these images outline future directions for the hospital, innovation, reduction in hospital bed days, re-admission rates and other similar cost reducing activities. Nowhere did they talk of new models of care which would involve the introduction of this new clinical specialist called the NP, despite evidence to suggest that NPs can support cost reductions and effectiveness in service delivery (Ahrens & Padwojski 1990; Dahle et al. 1998; Armstrong 1999; Cooper et al. 2002; Allen & Fabri 2005). One annual report complied with the Australian Health (2006) report by saying that one of their objectives was in “strategic workforce planning to get the right skills in the right place at the right time” (Report 5, p. 36) however the NP role was not mentioned. There was one reference to NPs being part of a workforce project,
During 2006-07 (area health service) has also made some significant workforce enhancements across the Area Health Service. These include the appointment of additional medical officers under (area health service) Specialist Services Plan for the disciplines of mental health, surgery, paediatrics, gastroenterology, and obstetrics and gynaecology, the appointment of additional district medical officers and the recruitment of additional allied health staff. The introduction of the role of nurse practitioners has also been advanced as well as the ongoing work for the nursing workload project (Report 12, p. 6).

The NP role is considered in the context of nursing, not as a specialist within services. If NPs were really the leaders or specialists of clinical practice as suggested by the ANMC, it would be appropriate to be reading about NPs in this report under their heading of “Specialist Services Plan” and this was not the case. The same report had one paragraph relating to the recruitment of NPs,

Seventy-three sites across (area health service) have been designated nurse practitioner sites for emergency care. Appointments for nurse practitioners will commence by mid-2007 with up to 25 nurse practitioners appointed by mid 2008. Scholarships are being implemented to increase the number of nurse practitioners available for recruitment. In addition, 14 scholarships have been made available to mental health nurses to complete specific mental health nurse practitioner training (Report 12, p. 54).

Although this superficially reports the NP role it does so within the traditional view of nursing. The reference to “training” rather than “education” in this excerpt reinforces the view of nursing, even at NP level being a vocation and not a profession, and certainly not a specialist in health care delivery. At the time of writing this chapter, there was no evidence to suggest that this health service had met even a fraction of their goal of 25 NPs by mid 2008. In cases such as this, there would have been funding allocated to this project from state departments. The actual outcomes of this activity revolves around budget allocation to services involved in the project which is not always clearly identified.

Although hospital financial reports are provided to the general public and are easily accessible on the World Wide Web, the financial reporting is of a general nature and does not provide the finer detail or the complexity of the financial spreadsheet or accountabilities. The complex funding arrangements do however, become important when trying to make sense of who really has the responsibility for developing new.
roles such as NPs. When reviewing the hospital annual reports, the NP as a new and innovative role providing opportunities to different and perhaps cost effective models of care is not evident. Given that hospitals are driven by cost containment, yet the development of the NP role as a means to obtain this is not evident. It suggests a hegemonic struggle in which the central discourses remain influenced by medical dominance rather than financial savings, despite the overt financial focus to reports. This is also in spite of research that is emerging indicating that NPs provide a good cost effective and alternative model of care (Ahrens & Padwojski 1990; Dahle et al. 1998; Cooper et al. 2002; Allen & Fabri 2005; Kinnersley et al. 2005; Kirkwood et al. 2005; Ettner et al. 2006). Notwithstanding all the checks and balances in place for NPs to progress through state legislation, the ANMC’s competency framework for the development of the NPs and the NMRAs processes for endorsement, NPs are not actively promoted as a part of the health care system. This hegemony is further reinforced when examining the processes for employment of NPs.

**The Employment Conundrum**

The individual hospitals and health services are responsible for the employment of NPs. One would assume that with the competencies, the endorsement processes and the legislation in place, it would simply be a matter of managing the human resource element of recruitment much like any other new position within the hospital service. When examining the data relating to NP employment, this was clearly not the case. NPs being interviewed for this study related a convoluted process of role establishment and employment. This entailed the writing of a business case, the development of clinical practice guidelines 49 (CPG), the setting up of interdisciplinary team committees to manage development and the construction of a job description and scope of practice. All this had to have been achieved before the individual NP could even apply for employment into the position. Many times, this work was initiated by the individual wishing to become a NP rather than the organisations wanting to employ a NP. These approaches to NP employment seemed

---

49 Clinical practice guidelines (CPG) are used in health to provide information on a particular clinical presentation; for assessment, diagnosis and the provision of a standardised treatment plan for the presentation. The relationship between CPGs and NPs is discussed further in Chapter 7.
excessive in the light of usual human resource approaches to establishment of new roles and recruitment of staff\textsuperscript{50}.

I undertook a random World Wide Web search of Australian hospitals for information that may lead me to understand human resource processes peculiar to NPs and also any information relating to the creation of new positions. What I found was standard human resource management practice. If there is a vacancy the health service follows the standard recruitment and induction processes. This includes all vacancies from doctors to support staff such as cleaners. Where specialist doctors are contracted through a fee-for-service arrangement to the hospital rather than being employed into a salaried position, it is done through checking the credentials of the doctor, through negotiation of the financial arrangement and by agreeing on a period of tenure. Nowhere was there an indication that other health professionals were required to undertake those processes expected of NPs. It could be argued that the NP process of employment contravenes the Equal Employment Opportunity Act\textsuperscript{51} that each state in Australia has enacted. It can be contended that this exclusive process for the employment of NPs forms the control over what nurses can or cannot do when moving outside the accepted discourses of nursing. The impression is supported by Foucault’s comments of power being more effective when it is hidden as a part of the institutional processes. Such powers then become difficult to challenge because they are no longer overt through direct obstruction to a change such as that with the employment of NPs (Foucault 1978; Danaher et al. 2000). They are instead the use of the processes of the system to slow down change or put bureaucratic hoops in front of those undertaking the processes. Joe outlined this when relating his journey to employment as a NP,

\begin{quote}
... once you have finished your approved masters program, the nurses board automatically registered you there is no presentations or portfolios or you know panel interviews or any of the sort of thing however you cannot practice as a NP unless you are working in a designated authorised area which is a separate process and that’s where the health service has to present a business case to the health department and the business case needs a look at the scope of practice, the risk management strategies, the KPIs the clinical practice protocols and all that and once the health department has signed off on that the health service can employ a
\end{quote}

\textsuperscript{50} Employment processes in health care follow a set pattern of recruitment and induction practices. Where new positions are established, they do not require the prospective incumbent to manage or coordinate role development and implementation.

\textsuperscript{51} Each state and territory in Australia has its own Equal Employment Opportunity Act.
NP ...and then once you are employed in a designated area you can practice and exercise the right you have under the legislation (Joe, Interview 3, p. 1).

Clearly, the process that Joe had to follow went beyond a routine human resource recruitment process, and it also demanded expectations far beyond that which any specialist doctor is required to undergo for a contractual fee-for-service arrangement as well. If we consider that the NP is merely another step on a nursing clinical career pathway, then the extreme demands placed on developing the role becomes suggestive of a discourse emerging within the local organisational sector, which is actively opposing it. On the other hand, if we view the NP as a specialist role in nursing, much like the specialist doctor, then one would have expected a process similar to that which specialist doctors undergo when arranging a contractual agreement with a health service.

The unique employment process is further endorsed by my own field notes in the various positions I have held at different hospitals. By asking individuals at NP conferences, this aspect has also been endorsed. All conversations lead to the same conclusion of an exclusive and exhaustive process for NP employment (Field Note 10). In the hospital in which I worked at the time of conducting the interviews for this study, NPs were required to work as a NP candidate, during which time a project was set up to develop the position. This activity generally took 12 months, during which time the NP candidate prepared for the endorsement process and, with the support of a designated project officer, developed the job description, the clinical practice guidelines and the scope of the position. The final outcome of the project and the decision to establish the role was dependant on funding allocation and an ability to maintain a financial status quo, rather than the real clinical value of the position. The NP position was not extra to the staffing roster; it replaced another role, usually a RN position on the staff budget (Field Note 7)52. The extended and convoluted approaches to NP development are not confined to the hospitals alone. They are supported by policy evidenced in NMRAs and state health processes as well.

Exhaustive endorsement and role implementation processes can be demonstrated in all states and territories. All have similar processes which include all or some of the

52 This is discussed further in Chapter 7
following activities either individually or in combination with the NMRA endorsement process,

- Professional portfolio
- Business case which in some instances has to be signed as approved by the employer, whilst some boards ask for a letter of support from the employer.
- Formulary of drugs that the NP will use in daily practice
- Job description
- Clinical Practice Guidelines
- Evidence of education and ongoing learning
- Case studies
- Clinical viva with a panel which included a nurse, doctor and pharmacist

On the surface, these requirements do not seem much, until they are examined further. The amount of preparation and work to put this application together was considerable. For example, the Western Australian (WA) NP guidelines consisted of a detailed and very comprehensive outline of what was expected in terms of developing the business case and clinical practice guidelines (Western Australia Government 2003). The work and preparation to collate the requirements from this document was significant and would have taken a considerable amount of time, research and effort for the individual to develop. From my field notes (Field note 9), nurses have said that the final document for these submissions exceed 90000 words (similar to a larger size PhD thesis in the Australian setting). As if the actual process was not enough, the outline from WA had this paragraph at the beginning of the document,

The template contains sections which must be included in the application however, additional information to assist the Director General of Health to consider the application may be incorporated. It is important to note that the application including the business case and clinical protocols must be signed off by the most senior officer of the health service/organisation (Western Australia Government 2003, p. 3).

In addition to the required information, other information may have been required to be included, in order to convince the assessors of the worth of the position and the person; and this was in addition to the master’s degree that NPs were required to successfully complete, the endorsement process individuals were required to achieve, and the legislation that each state has for the practice of NPs.
WA is not the only state where individual NP positions are endorsed by the Director General of Health. NSW, SA and Victoria have similar requirements, so that NPs cannot just be employed according to local need, they have to have the endorsement of the highest authority in the state in the health care bureaucracy. It remains a conundrum then as to why NPs have to jump through so many hoops to become employed, whereas nowhere else could I find anything that remotely resembled this process with other health professional role establishment or employment. As if to add insult to injury, Joe described his experiences in more detail,

...part of my designation process I had to establish a reference committee within the hospital so all the key stakeholders had to be represented and part of their role was to review and authorise my CPGs...Yeah I had to do everything...write the business case, write my CPGs, organise and run the reference committee, convene the meetings... (Joe, Interview 3, p. 4)

Not only did he have to prove himself to the state hierarchy, Joe also had to drive the process for role establishment in his hospital before he could officially be employed as a NP; yet he had been endorsed by the state NMRA as a NP some time earlier. It must also be highlighted that these nurses were rostered onto clinical shifts. Much of this work was done in their own time or by limited project time allocations. Jane related similar experiences to Joe when she outlined how the whole process of NP development in her hospital was not well co-ordinated and in fact, there was little leadership from her nursing superiors, or processes that supported new role development,

It [the business case] has gone into the Nursing Director at the beginning of the year and it’s still going around and about53. You have to contain clinical protocols54, in order to get the area designated and to have the appointment approved. That is very difficult, there isn’t actually a committee set up, which could be very beneficial if there was one committee with people from pharmacy, microbiology, radiology, they had a representatives where any of these policies could go direct to that group of people, what is happening you are having to identify individuals each time, so there are Nurse Practitioners in accident and emergency here that have used a completely different group of people, because of the committees with different staff, it is just that the process is long and drawn out (Jane, Interview 2, p. 5).

53 The business case had been submitted 11 months prior to the interview taking place.
54 This participant uses the term clinical protocols instead of clinical practice guidelines. The interchange of these terms is becoming alarmingly consistent in policy documents of some states as well.
Some participants were employed as a NP candidate as part of a pilot project which was funded by state governments, however, once the project funding was terminated, the participants found themselves doing other jobs despite working hard in the project to develop their NP role. The NP candidate position funded by the project either reverted back to the original position of the incumbent or was adapted to become a CNC or CNS position, rather than continuing the work that had commenced in the project,

*Well the pilot project was completed in June of last year and I helped the organisation to write the mission for the new contract, this is the transition care unit, but by then, I'd had enough, and I guess I was aware that it was going to be a continuation of the same with a primarily administrative role, and I really didn’t want that* (Amy, Interview 4, p. 4).

Although Amy was supported by a national project, the local organisation chose to change it to what they required, rather than what the funding was designed to do, in developing a NP role. Not only was the national leadership undermined, but so was the NP leadership in enhancing health outcomes in a particular context of care, as recommended by the ANMC NP Competencies. According to Fairclough (2001b, p.40) this is an example of “gatekeeping” where socially dominant groups control a valued objective by manipulating the content of what is said and done in a way that social relations within the organisation believe that, as in Amy’s case the role described should be an administrative one rather than a clinical one, despite national directions suggesting otherwise.

Further examples of this can be found in my own field notes (Field Note 7), where project funding had been allocated by state government for the planning, implementation and evaluation of a position that worked between the emergency department (ED) and aged care facilities. It was identified that general practitioners (GP) were overworked and were not attending to calls from aged care facilities. Sometimes it was a simple matter of a urinary tract infection which, if attended to in good time, would merely require a short course of antibiotics. Because of the clinical need to manage minor illness promptly in order to avoid complications, the aged care facilities were sending their residents to the ED for review and treatment, instead of waiting sometimes days for the GP to attend the patient in the facility. Being triaged

---

55 General Practitioners are medical doctors in the community and are considered the first access to health care for the public and are the accepted as the providers of primary health care in the system.
at Category 5\textsuperscript{56}, these elderly people not only had a considerable wait to see the doctor in ED as well, but were frequently left on an uncomfortable transport trolley for the duration of their ED stay. The project set in motion a call system in which the NP candidate in the ED not only reviewed the residents being sent to the ED, but also provided telephonic advice to the staff of the residential care facilities and reviewed the ill patients on site before any transfer to hospital was initiated. After 12 months of statistics that indicated that more residents were remaining in the aged care facilities rather than being sent to the ED, the project ceased with the termination of the funding allocation. The nurse concerned returned to her CNS position in the ED. It has recently been made known to me that this project, three years later, has been implemented not with a NP as the project suggested, but with a CNS who works under the orders of a Registrar in ED. What should be a single NP role that could provide a cost effective service, has effectively been blocked with the employment of a Registrar and a CNS to do the same job that one NP could have done effectively.

Amy supported this trend when she described how she had moved jobs because of the termination of the pilot project and the funding, and she was now working for another organisation, preparing and developing the NP role in that service. Although she described herself as happier and more secure, her conversations revealed that she was still working on contract, which could terminate at any time, based on funding and need. Her position demonstrates that whilst NPs are held out to be clinical and professional leaders, Amy was in control of neither aspect of her position,

\textit{So, that's where I'm up to at the moment is I've finished the medication system review and that report is working its way through the system. My contract, short term contract was extended to the end of June, so June quarter I'll be working on the implementation of the recommendations for the medication system review and writing the business case proposal for the nurse practitioner position (Amy, Interview 4, p. 10).}

Amy was employed on a fixed term contract, which although this had been extended for her to continue the work she was doing, suggests that there was not the commitment from the organisation to actually employ a NP. Amy was no more able to demonstrate leadership and self governance than any other RN or project officer employed to complete a task.

\textsuperscript{56} Triage Categories 1 – 5 are used in the assessment of patients admitted to an ED. Category 1 is the most severe requiring immediate attention, and Category 5 is the least urgent. Category 4 and 5 patients can wait up to 24 hours and more before being seen by a doctor.
Mary described similar experiences when she told me that she got funded through a public health scholarship and, it wasn’t written down, it wasn’t on paper, but I managed to get one day a week or, but it was really how I managed my time (Mary, Interview 1, p. 4). It was almost as if Mary had been awarded a scholarship by the state government, only to undertake a project that was not really significant or important to the service she was employed in, which, incidentally was funded by the same state government that awarded Mary her scholarship to develop the NP role in the first place. Foucault (1978) describes this as the use of power which now functions separately from that which originally authorised that power. In other words, power now functions in terms of relations between different fields and institutions within the state, driven by separate discourses driving the work a local level. The state itself no longer holds that power. It becomes the figurehead of that power through the players within it who perpetuate the status quo, because they no longer are directed to uphold the state as a supreme leader, but they now manage aspects of it through policy within the local institution (Foucault 1978; Rabinow 1997; Fairclough 2001b). These examples identify the reticence of organisations to embrace the NP position because, although the state has defined its support, those in power within the actual organisations have a different view. The dominance of a discourse, which is not supportive of NPs, is such that implementation processes do not meet with any organisational or equal employment opportunity processes that hospital human resource systems normally follow. A separate system outside any normal processes has been constructed in a way that marginalises NPs and sets them apart from, and by, the system within the organisation. This is augmented by the processes for endorsement which focuses on those extensions to medical practises.

The discourses that have emerged through text and conversations, has shown that in spite of the state, legislation and professional endorsement processes in place, there is a reticence to embrace the NP role. Such reticence demonstrates covert powers in operation, which prevent role implementation, despite all the legitimate and sanctioned support. Fairclough (2001b, p. 23) calls this “felicitous ambiguity”. Felicitous in the dictionary refers to “exhibiting an agreeably appropriate manner or style, well suited for the occasion” and ambiguity meaning “an expression whose meaning cannot be determined from its context” (Merriam-Webster 2008). Block (1993) contends that by the very nature of humans, our leaders are placed in a
function that others decide upon within an organisation. Leaders are thus restricted in what they can do so that desired results for change are not achieved often. The effect of this is localised authority and privilege that does not allow others to take ownership and responsibility for any vision for change that is promoted (Block 1993; Fairclough 2001b; Scollon 2001b). This is true of nurses with particular reference to the role of NPs. They are struggling against processes that hinder their attempts to succeed. Focusing power and purpose at one point within an organisation has, over time, the impact of destroying the culture and the very outcomes that were intended (Block 1993; Fairclough 2001b). The fact that nursing as a profession is focusing on promoting and implementing the NP, directly challenges the power base that is held by medicine in the health care system (Cockerham 1992; Clinton & Scheiwe 1998; Fairclough 2000; Dingwall & Allen 2001; Leonard 2003; Mumby & Clair 2004; Cameron & Thompson 2005).

On the one hand we have a senior nursing role that is enabled to influence and lead health (Australian Nursing and Midwifery Council 2006a) and on the other hand, the evidence suggests that this is far from the case, and that the NP is as much powerless as any other nurse in the health care system. The complex web of texts that are emerging around the NP role belies the belief in the NP as a self-directed professional and a leader in health care, such as that which is described by the ANMC. The traditional hierarchies and dominance of medicine is sustained by the organisations where nurses are attempting to implement this role. In this next section I examine the position of NPs as leaders where nursing, through the ANMC Competencies assert that NPs are leaders, but the concept of which is rhetoric only, because it is not demonstrated nor is it actively supported in the health care environment.

**Leader in Name Only**

The ANMC NP Competencies frequently use the word ‘leadership’ or ‘leader’ to describe the influence that NPs are to have on clinical practice. Although the ANMC NP Competencies do not use the word leadership in their definition of the NP, it outlines the leadership role in Standard 3 of the Competency Standards by saying,

Clinical leadership that influences and progresses clinical care, policy and collaboration through all levels of health service.
The nurse practitioner is a leader in all dimensions of nursing practice. This is not only the most senior clinical role, but a nurse practitioner also provides health service leadership from the perspective of a senior clinician. Key elements of clinical leadership are the need to guide and influence care delivery systems through engagement in policy development either directly at local organisation and local government level or through active engagement in the policy work of their professional organisation. The nurse practitioner leads through any of a number of roles including researcher, clinical teacher, case co-ordinator, and spokesperson, and in this capacity may take responsibility for assisting the public, policy makers and other health care professionals to understand the nurse practitioner role. In so doing they draw from the relevant evidence base to influence the quality and nature of services provided (Australian Nursing and Midwifery Council 2006a).

There are some immediate contradictions within this information. Firstly, NPs are “the most senior clinical nursing role” which suggests that their role is focused on clinical development only; however the Standard also suggests that the NP is also the leader in all dimensions of nursing practice which contends that NPs must become involved in, and influence other aspects of nursing practice such as education, research and management, as well as the practising of nursing. In the performance indicators relating to this Standard, NPs are informed that they should engage in “clinical collaboration that optimises outcomes for patients/clients/communities” which is different again from the notion of leader rather it is collaboration that suggests they work with a team, influencing directions but not necessarily leading them. The dictionary defining collaboration as “to work with another on a project and leading as showing the way, going ahead or directing” (Allen 1990, p. 93).

The ANMC NP Competencies describe NPs as leading through involvement in any number of roles including “researcher, clinical teacher, case co-ordinator and spokesperson”. This suggests then that NPs have significant workloads, not only in clinical practice but also in that which positions them as teacher and manager. Not only are the organisations exploiting NP skills as the previous chapters have uncovered, but the ANMC NP Competencies condone it. The final section of the Standard describes the NP undertaking these various leadership functions in order to “take responsibility for assisting the public, policy makers and other health care professionals to understand the nurse practitioner role”. This suggests that the real leadership role of the NP is point of care and professional, rather than as a role that actively develops strategies.
The point of care is reinforced in the Performance Indicators of Standard 3 which states that NPs must “actively participate[s] as a senior member and/or leader of the relevant multidisciplinary teams and establish[s] effective communication strategies that promote positive multidisciplinary clinical partnerships”. Communication strategies refer to the collaborative or participatory context of the role rather than a leadership one. The professional leadership is outlined in the next performance indicator of Standard 3, which begins by contradicting the previous performance indicators suggesting that NPs must engage in health strategy, but then outlines activities that involve, critiquing, evaluating and promoting the role of the NP, rather than being a health care strategist,

Competency 3.2 - Engages in and leads informed critique and influence at the systems level of health care
Performance indicators
- Critiques the implication of emerging health policy on the nurse practitioner role and the client population
- Evaluates the impact of social factors (such as literacy, poverty, domestic violence and racial attitudes) on the health of individuals and communities and acts to moderate the influence of these factors on the specific population/individual
- Maintains current knowledge of financing of the health care system as it affects delivery of care
- Influences health care policy and practice through leadership and active participation in workplace and professional organisations and at state and national government levels
- Actively contributes to and advocates for the development of specialist, local and national, health service policy that enhances nurse practitioner practice and the health of the community
(Australian Nursing and Midwifery Council 2006a)

Verbs such as, “critiques, contributes, evaluates” focus on evaluation rather than leading health care. The notion of influencing “health care policy and practice through leadership and active participation in workplace and professional organisations and at state and national government levels” is rhetorical when examining the experiences of the participants for this study. They have shown that they are unable to influence their own employment as a NP without overcoming significant organisational hurdles first. The ANMC NP Competencies also suggest that NPs are clinical leaders who collaborate with other health care providers in order to achieve effective clinical outcomes and to promote the role of the NP. Leadership therefore is contained within the notion of collaboration and communication of professional and clinical directions and evaluation of these aspects rather than
leading them. Collaborative activities of the NP also provide advice to all “levels of government” but they do not lead those policy directions.

This idea of leadership therefore becomes confused, because, as discussed in the previous chapter, NPs, according to the ANMC NP definition are ‘autonomous’, are ‘accountable’ and practice in ‘advanced’ and ‘extended’ settings. These terms are used to describe self governance (autonomy), and leadership in the nursing context by the ANMC. At the same time, state legislation through their Nurses Acts/Health Professionals Acts, refer only to NPs’ medical clinical extensions to practice and not to any leadership aspect of the role (Nurses Act Queensland 1992; Nurse Amendment Act (Nurse Practitioner) 1998; Nurses Act 2004). Therefore, if NPs cannot lead the clinical team in establishing the NP role because of the hurdles they face within the system, who then is leading the way in changing models of care?

If the nursing hierarchy and professional career pathway is examined, NPs and Directors of Nursing\(^{57}\) (DON) are essentially the two roles in an organisation that should, by description, have the authority to develop new clinical nursing roles such as the NP. DONs are supposed to lead nursing as well as manage the operational and financial components of the service or department. They therefore provide the structure, standards and leadership in any new role or service development. Yet, participants in this study related hurdles in organisational systems by which nursing managers control NPs. This could be, part of the organisational control where DONs lead in name only and do not appear to have any authority to develop nursing roles like NPs. The extent to which DONs were perceived as unsupportive of NP development emerged in the interviews.

**You Need to Bleed Some More**

When examining the conversations of the participants, the importance of leadership and NPs’ need for the support from nursing management became evident but which was also not forthcoming. In fact participants related the obtrusive and sometimes indiscernible role that the nurse managers had when directing or guiding NP development. These actions affected NPs’ ability to proceed with the formal role establishment process. Frequently participants related their disappointment at how

\(^{57}\) DON is a nurse manager who is in charge of a health service. In the context of this study, DONs include nursing managers at all levels of the organisation.
ineffectual DONs were in this process. Mary described how the nursing managers responded to her needs as a NP candidate,

Well when I started the course there wasn’t going to be a job for me anyway. A bit mixed actually, the managers were absolutely um ....not very happy um... about it um... about it most of my opposition came from the director of nursing um and the next level down. When I first started I was actually a manager of the department and we had a rotational manager position in the department and they, I was actually a manager and um I...you know ...we had a NP steering group when the course first started and they went from saying ah yeah, yeah, we can support you, .and this will keep you happy, um what’s the word I am looking for um... it was just um we do not really support this NP....and you will we really prepared for this??...but, what my manager said to me when I was doing the course...um I was a level 3 manager and my manager was a level 4 who was really next in line to the director of nursing um she said that NP would only be north of the 25th parallel ...which is basically remote area nursing and you may find a job there and she was very derogatory ... very, very unsupportive (Mary, Interview 1, p. 5).

Mary described a very isolating journey with no assistance or support from the organisation she worked for. She described the lack of support and total disrespect she endured from her manager. Joe also referred to the nursing executive not providing support whilst other participants displayed mixed views relating to professional and organisational impediments imposed upon them. As much as the content of conversation varied, it emerged as manifestations of the lack of support from the DON. For example,

…my nursing director, you know my immediate boss...you know...she wants the service to succeed....but she has this belief that you succeed in your time ...you know ...you haven’t bled enough...you need to bleed some more... (Joe, Interview 3, p. 4)

When asked to expand on what sorts of things made him bleed some more, he stated,

Well things like if I want to go to a conference...well, yes fine off you go but just make sure its in your own time...you know...those sorts of things......um...you know...pressure to keep pushing out the KPIs and show that the service, you know...she’s obviously got to prove from a financial perspective the service is valuable so there is a lot of pressure to demonstrate that I can compete with the residents in terms of productivity and be better at it than them, but you know I think that that senior nurses who have that role just don’t get what it is ...they don’t get what nurse practitioners do.....you know we are not in it to be competitive against the doctors we are in it to provide a more holistic service to patients.” (Joe, Interview 3, p. 6)

Not only did he identify the competitive nature of evaluation between the doctor role and the NP role, but he was also expected to manage everything to do with the NP
implementation, with no provision of time allocation. It outlines the extent to which the local health services do not support NP role development. Nor was the DON’s direction providing leadership or support to the emerging nursing role. Other activities reinforce the notion of the unsupportive DON,

...I had a meeting with the director of nursing, he said “Yes, yes, we’re going to look into it, we’re doing this and that at the moment, we’re doing some protocols and guidelines at the moment, yes, once we’ve finished it, we look into this, ...And then I went to the director, the managing director of the health services, I said ‘How’s the business case going?’ he said ‘What business case?’ ‘Are you still keen on being a nurse practitioner?’ (Cindy, Interview 6, p. 5)

The same participant described how, despite the fact that she was an endorsed NP, she was essentially ignored by the DON in a workshop actually held by state government representatives visiting the health service to promote NPs in the workplace,

And then the final straw, when someone from [the state department] actually tried to do some form of brain storming, they had all the managers one day and all the clinical nurses on the other day, looking at, how to improve health services...And this lady actually mentioned the nurse practitioner, trying to get people interested and so on and so forth, which is all really good, I mean, I've been trying to do that myself, ...Not once was I introduced to her, the whole management knew that I was registered [as a NP], not one person said ‘Oh by the way we have one registered nurse’... not once was I introduced, not once was I told what's going on, ...I went and approached her at morning tea and she said ‘Oh are you interested in doing the course?’ and I said ‘Well actually I'm registered’... ‘Oh no one told me that’ I said ‘Oh that's okay’ and she said ‘Oh we can do so much and rah, rah, rah’ and I just thought to myself, no, I don’t think they're ready for us yet, this is so much muck around, it's the frustration of it, I feel like I'm talking to a brick wall all the time... (Cindy, Interview 6, p. 6)

These examples present a discursive operation that both accepts and does not accept NPs. This is supportive of Fairclough’s (2001b) theory of how discursive power operates. On the one hand, nurses are already authorised as NPs but not employed as such, keen to commence planning and implementation, with local management not supporting it, whilst the state governments continue to promote the role such as seen in the media release previously quoted in which the Minister for Health, Craig Knowles outlined the plan to expand NP employment (Perry, 2002).

Yet Cindy was confronted with phrases such as are you still keen on being a Nurse Practitioner when she was already authorised as such. It not only suggested a total
lack of support for role development by the DON, but also begins to identify differences in views between local (organisational) level and state level of government, even with the provision of state government funding to the local organisational health services for NP development. Whilst the participants for this study have targeted the DON as the object of obstruction, I suggest that we view them as employees operating in the same system that is constraining NPs. Neither of these roles has the authority to lead or direct change relating to role development or new models of care. They may have the title but they remain constrained by the hidden dominant discourses that prevent them from fulfilling the leadership potential.

**Nurses in Management – Puppets or Leaders?**

If NPs and DONs are constrained by hidden dominant discourses then we need to examine the alleged power that DONs are given in order to understand the discursive effect that NPs refer to. Although DONs have an assumed power by virtue of their position in health such comments as ...*my director of nursing up there actually came to me and said straight to me, there is no role for nurse practitioners here and there never will be* (Sally, Interview 5, p. 4) suggest that either the DON was not interested in the role of NP, or the power held was a pseudo power with the DON being as much directed by those external to nursing as the NPs. It describes leaders in nursing as adopting the routine practice and position directed by more dominant discourses within which they are employed. The powerlessness that DONs portray through their perceived indifference towards NP development is as much a symptom of the hidden power constraining them as those experienced by NPs. Other authors have reflected on this sort of organisational behaviour as well. They outline the powerlessness of subservient groups even when they have the title that suggests autonomy and leadership (Weinberg 2003; Hoque et al 2004; Perron et al. 2005; Cooke 2006; Viitanen et al. 2007; Orrock & Lalwer 2008).

In a recent Australian study this pseudo power was clearly identified during one state’s health restructure. It showed how nursing managers were totally ineffectual in leading change despite the very senior management roles they held. Many of those affected were well qualified to do the management job, holding both business and nursing degrees. Managers lost their jobs as a result of the change process, and those remaining in employment described personal and professional consequences that significantly affected both their psychological and physical wellbeing. Conversations
told of bullying, persecution and public humiliation by their superiors (Orrock & Lawler 2008) and examples of this are quoted as,

Not only did we find that the role of the senior nurse manager had been effectively deconstructed in a now contested and redefined health care system, but more disturbingly we uncovered common stories of dehumanising workplace abuse… (Orrock & Lawler 2008, p. 5)

Whilst Orrock and Lawler describe experiences of managers during a period of change, similar lack of control has been described in the routine activity of health service management processes\(^{58}\). Such authors as Hoque et al. (2004) have showed how managers were rewarded with what was considered earned autonomy based on their conformity to organisational performance indicators, which invariably were based on budget factors. The organisations concerned converted clinically focused roles into manager roles and gave the incumbents the responsibility of managing a budget, thereby providing them with a pseudo business unit in addition to their clinical responsibilities. This approach to management of health services is commonplace and most states in Australia adopt it as a routine activity. It is often undertaken without sufficient training in the business of managing a budget. Many of the nurse managers described by Orrock and Lawler would have experienced this as a new manager, only undertaking further education on their own volition rather than that required by the health service. This trend has been well described by recent research emerging out of the National Health Service changes in the UK (Bolton 2005; Cooke 2006). As Hoque et al. (2004) contended the myth then, was to ensure that managers were afforded autonomy but only on the organisation’s terms, so they had all the responsibility of the budget with no real authority to manage it. This, Fineman (2004, p. 9) suggests, frees people through governmental structures which still control them in a way that employees think they have more autonomy but in fact, they do not. If the view held that nurses do not hold a dominant role in health care then the additional activities bestowed upon them does not change the fact that they remain a subservient workforce despite the organisationally declared autonomy in managing their work. It supports the idea that NPs and DONs are both products of a health care system that continues to ‘give’ autonomy to nurses with conditions attached. These conditions are directed by those who remain the traditional directors of health. Based on the evidence of text and conversation, the DON then is a

\(^{58}\) Health service management is the common term used when referring to the management of health related business activities. Nurse Managers are frequently called Health Service Managers.
figurehead creating a paradoxical powerless/powerful position. It is powerful in controlling nurses on a clinical level but powerless to initiate strategic change in nursing or in models of care. NPs see DONs as being up there and not in touch with either clinical need or potential and actual professional (nursing) contributions to that care,

... you know I think that that senior nurses who have that role just don’t get what it is ...they don’t get what nurse practitioners do.....you know we are not in it to be competitive against the doctors we are in it to provide a more holistic service to patients (Joe, Interview 3, p. 6).

The actions of the DONs appeared to take the position of maintaining status quo of the organisation to the detriment of nursing progress and indeed the development of more cost effective models of care.

When I examined organisational charts from the annual reports that I reviewed on the World Wide Web, I found that not one DON was called this. Other titles included Private Hospital ICU Unit Leader or Clinical Support Services Leader. Advertisements in the newspapers supported this observation where managers (who were nurses) were termed clinical service co-ordinators.
There were some hospitals that had a Chief Nursing Officer, but their portfolio included other departments such as acute services, pastoral care, patient transport and medical photography among a rather long list of portfolios. An example of this generic approach can be seen in the following organisational chart.
The rationale for this structure was created under a similar approach to the rationalisation of services described by Orrock and Lawler (2008) which I refer to later. The aims of the new structure stated,

- It is lean and avoids duplication;
- Utilises the expertise within the region;
- Complementary to the Department of Health’s reform agenda; and
- Creates a seamless regional approach to our leadership.

(Swann online, accessed July 2009)

Nursing does not feature in this structure at all, although it does not preclude nurse managers from applying for the jobs outlined. Other nursing executive jobs, although entitled as such, have very large and diverse management portfolios. In a recent advert for a regional Executive Director of Nursing, the information described a dynamic leader, “leading the nursing workforce and contributing to a strong executive team”, the work of which included “general management, nursing strategy, workforce planning, quality and education, not to mention planning leadership and management to ensure the highest standards of care”.

Figure 9  Organisational Chart Southern Health, accessed July 2009
The advert suggested that this role of executive director could also become a professional chair with a local university. The portfolio for the position is considerable and would be a challenge to manage all aspects of it effectively. By creating such a large portfolio, it could be argued that the role of DON in this case, is rendered ineffectual and therefore not a threat to the existing status quo of hospital management and operational strategy.

Whilst the notion of powerlessness of DONs does not in itself identify the power behind the institution, Fairclough (2001b) suggests that activities such as this appear as a symptom of that power, and the position that DONs take, forms part of what Foucault (1972) calls ‘truth games’ being played. In this situation the hidden power
uses the concept of ‘management’ represented in this case by the DON, to perpetuate the operations of powerful discourses.

This chapter has outlined the powerlessness of nursing leaders in a health care system that has not allowed it to develop within the same rules of the game that human resource activities provide for the other professional disciplines employed in health care. We have seen discursive activities that give nurses pseudo power within the system governed by politics and economical indicators which support Fairclough’s theory of power hidden using the orders of social discourse in order to maintain it. Fairclough (2001b) says that this power is maintained through the “constraints on access based on formality” (p. 54). Formality, Fairclough (2001b, p. 54) says, “is best regarded as a property of social situations which has peculiar effects upon language forms…with restricted access” created by those with “high social prestige”. It creates an environment based on management practices, and then takes clinically adept professionals and puts them into exclusive management roles driven by different discourses to that of the clinical practices. It creates an imbalance in the ability of those employed into these roles, to effectively practice within an environment which has a different frame of reference and a different set of rules. The new set of formalities created by the management process challenges the values and beliefs of nurses as experts in the science of health because they can no longer speak the same language that they are familiar with. This, Fairclough (p. 54) says, imposes “constraints on practice associated with the exercise of power” which impedes a manager’s capacity to exercise control on “practice, subjects and relations”, thus maintaining the dominant discourse. Orrack and Lawler (2008, p. 1) support this position when they say that,

…current health services management ideology represents an intrusion into, if not a challenge to, the values and beliefs of professional nursing and that this has the effect of placing senior nurse managers in the nexus of conflicting ideologies.

In the chapter 7, I focus the pseudo power in health and the real power that exists. I also examine the role that media plays in reinforcing the dominant discourse. I examine the acts with reference to their constraints on NP practice and so I draw in all levels of Fairclough’s social organisation that is used as the framework for this study, so that the large political economy of health is described.
Chapter 7 – The Corkscrew Path: The Political Economy of Health

I should see the garden far better,' said Alice to herself, ´if I could get to the top of that hill: and here's a path that leads straight to it -- at least, no, it doesn't do that -- ' (after going a few yards along the path, and turning several sharp corners), ´but I suppose it will at last. But how curiously it twists! It's more like a corkscrew than a path! Well, this turn goes to the hill, I suppose -- no, it doesn't! This goes straight back to the house! Well then, I'll try it the other way.’” (Lewis Carroll in Alice through the Looking Glass in Oxenbury 2005, p. 33)

It is well known that doctors maintain power relations in a health system to their benefit and with this power they have traditionally directed the focus of that system (Etzioni 1969; Friedson 1971; Dolan et al. 1983; Friedson 1994; Buresh & Gordon 2000). Although the DON’s approach to NPs has been examined in the previous chapter, the position they take within what is the traditional discourse in health needs to be examined further. Despite the states’ legislation supporting NPs, it can be contended that NPs will not have a straightforward or easy path to development until the transitional balance of power shifts in a way that they are acknowledged as an integral part of the health care workforce.

From the early 19th century, doctors have controlled health care delivery both in structure and policy and nurses have been seen as the dedicated and virtuous public servant (Dolan et al. 1983; Friedson 1994; Chiarella 2002). Nurses, even in the contemporary environment, have worked around the system, playing the professional games that are well documented around the relationships between doctors and nurses (Friedson 1971; Cockerham 1992; Friedson 1994; Dingwall & Allen 2001; Copnell & Bruni 2005). This was also demonstrated in the conversations by participants of this study in how they position themselves, view themselves, and in what they have experienced with the change processes, all this harkens back to the state of play during the Nightingale era. Nightingale attempted to change the system in the hospitals in the Crimea, where she was met with considerable resistance by those with power, the doctors, rather than those in power, the state, who had given her the authority to change the way care was delivered to soldiers fighting in the war (Dolan et al. 1983).
Although portrayed as a leader of her time, Nightingale, as a chief of care, met with resistance from those with power despite the fact that she represented the system in power. By developing a process for nursing, Nightingale positioned herself in such a way that she achieved changes to care and to the status of nursing but never lost the shackles of the effects of particularly powerful discourses (Dolan et al. 1983; Nelson & Gordon 2004; Gordon & Nelson 2005). Nightingale had effectively positioned nursing, not as an autonomous professional but as a subordinate worker to the doctor. In this Nightingale system, the nurses as ‘chief of care’, as DONs, remained dependants of the doctor as ‘superintendent’\(^{59}\). So although much was achieved in progressing nursing as a profession, much was also kept the same, with the stereotypical portrayal of nurses as guardian angels, lady of the lamp and virtuous carers perpetuated (Gordon & Nelson 2005).

The Nightingale system of nursing has prevailed across the western countries many of which were former British Colonies. It still has an influence on contemporary nursing. Like our predecessors, NPs have been enabled whilst being constrained within a system ruled by those with power and not those in power. The conversations initiated by the NPs being interviewed for this study, outlined experiences, which reflect the opinion that the DONs position themselves in a way that allows the profession to move forward, whilst simultaneously constraining it. Their actions suggest that they do not have the power that their role as manager of nursing asserts. Joe reflected this when he said,

*I guess the things that I would like to see done differently, but it's out of my scope of influence, so you know it's about support in that role, it's about getting the nursing executive to have a better understanding of the nurse practitioners ... um they have this belief that it is just a cost saving exercise and it's about nurses taking over the world and it's like they just don't get it...* (Joe, Interview 3, p. 6)

Discussions from participants in Chapter 6 have provided evidence to support this view. NPs are being positioned within a service in a way that maintains the status quo and the hegemony. Not only are DONs conforming to the budgetary line in their discourses, but they are also supporting the traditional and hierarchical Nightingale system. Doctors are still chosen above NPs to do work that could be done by NPs.

\(^{59}\) Superintendents were medical doctors who were in charge of hospitals. Nurses were managed by matrons, who in turn, answered to the superintendent. This was a traditionally accepted structure from Nightingale times to around 1980 when hospitals shifted from services to business units.
Although budget has been cited as the restrainer to prevent NPs from progressing much of the health care budget is spent on doctors who remain more expensive than NPs.

Penny Wise and Pound Foolish

An example of preference to doctors over NPs was provided from a rural facility, where doctors are on call for the emergency department (ED). Doctors for the after hours roster were drawn from a major tertiary hospital which was a mere 50 kms away and which also had a 24/7 retrieval team\(^{60}\). Back in the rural ED, doctors on call had a remuneration package of $700.00 per week night and $900.00 per weekend night, which was additional to their normal employment and pay package. The doctors slept on the premises and were only called by the RN on duty if it was deemed clinically necessary. Most of the call consisted of triage 3, 4 and 5 categories which could have been dealt with by the NP. In this case a NP could have cost the service $1.50 per hour extra from the RN salary scale, a difference of around $650.00 per night in cost savings. In reviewing trends it was noted that the number of emergencies requiring advanced life support was not significant. Despite the cost constrained environment of rural facilities, the service declined to review the skill mix and roster. The suggestion made was that the service reviews the clinical presentations after hours to the ED in order to plan a roster mixed with NPs and doctors, based on the retrospective trends of admissions, which would have created significant cost savings. The service could have used the retrieval team from the tertiary hospital like other country services do if required for more serious presentations. At the time of writing this had not been done, despite having an endorsed NP working as a CNS in their ED\(^{61}\) (Field Note 12). Although NPs are declared as a cost effective solution to an ever upward spiraling health budget, there is evidence that services choose to pay for doctors to avoid the introduction of NPs. In defense of maintaining doctors in an ED facility, at great cost, the AMA have stated that substituting doctors would reduce the quality of the health service (Australian Medical Association 2005c). This suggests that NPs are a second rate option despite the fact that the measurement, the control and the evaluation of NPs

---

\(^{60}\) Retrieval teams consist of a doctor specialised in trauma and emergency management, and critical care nurses. They are on call 24 hours a day and fly out to stabilise and transport patients to the tertiary health facility for further care.

\(^{61}\) The nurse in question has left the nursing profession altogether because of the extreme difficulties she faced in preparing for, and developing, the NP role. It included harassment and workplace bullying by nurse managers related to their aversion towards the NP role.
has indicated that this is not the case. International research findings have shown that NP performance outcomes have consistently met the measurements against medical criteria, financial criteria as well as from satisfaction surveys of clients and organisations that stress positive outcomes on all associated events (Hill et al. 1994; Dahle et al. 1998; Allen & Fabri 2005; Ettner et al. 2006).

With the evidence on favourable NP performance, and with the checks and balances in place, in the form of the legislation, the ANMC NP Competencies, CPGs and key performance indicators, it could be argued that there are sufficient controls on NPs to deem them safe to practice in Australia. Yet, the health services continue to be penny wise and pound foolish, choosing to ignore the opportunity that the NP role presents, by instead, maintaining, supporting and perpetuating the status quo of health care management and division of labour, even at considerable increase in costs to the public health system, and therefore, the public tax dollar. Not only is the NP slave to professional control and tradition, but they are also a commodity in a business driven system largely dictated to by medicine.

The paradox for examination however, is that although medicine appears to have control over the current financially driven health system, they are no longer in their former positions as superintendents and therefore do not appear to have the legitimate power to make organisational and financial decisions. This role has been superseded by Chief Financial Officer (CFO) who decides how the funding will be allocated. Yet, health services and the management of them still revolve around the doctor who remains the central figure around which health dollars revolve, despite the plea for health policy to seek more cost effective ways to deliver care than currently exists, in a constrained health budget. Doctors, at $650 per night extra are still being employed instead of using the considerably less expensive NP to do the same job.

**Medical Apartheid**

It was at this point in my data analysis that I questioned why, if doctors are no longer in power, do they still have so much power? If CFOs are now in charge of the hospital fiscal management, why is it that NPs, as a cheaper alternative are not being employed, when the battle cry is to seek less expensive options to care delivery? Contained within this inquiry were the questions around the fact that DONs do not
support or advocate for the development of NPs. Despite the reticence of DONs and health services to change models of care for any approaches that offer cost effectiveness, Nicola Roxon, the current federal Minister for Health recently supported change by saying that,

…without change, Australian Government spending on health is projected to almost double as a proportion of GDP over the next forty years, with spending on medicines projected to grow the fastest of all health factors (Roxon 2008, p. 4).

In the 1980’s, Australia moved from the conventional government service to the business unit. Medical Superintendents were replaced with the CFOs. Many of the CFOs then, and still are today, employed for their financial ability and not for the knowledge of the health care system. The orientation and induction of CFOs into the workplace is largely conducted by the medical superintendent. This is still the case today, where orientation is conducted by the chief medical officer (CMO) in an organisation. For example, in one hospital recently the new CFO had previously worked in an organisation for a local water management organisation. With no health care experience, the CFO had to learn the culture and business of health from someone. In this case it was the CMO who was the head of the medical services (Field note 13). This means that the traditional power of the doctor is perpetuated and the power behind the accepted health service discourses remain the doctor.

The Australian hospital funding is also doctor centric, based on a supply model rather than a demand model, and so hospitals are funded on the episodes of care that a doctor can provide for in the service (Clinton & Scheiwe 1998; Bloom 2000; Eriksen 2001). For example, acute care is funded in case weights. It is a financial model that reimburses the cost of patient care based on the type and mix of patients treated by a hospital. It is ascertained from specific inpatient data collected by hospitals and correlated by state governments, from which financial reimbursement is provided by applying the funding formula principles to each inpatient episode based on annual data provided by the hospital. The central person in the management of care is the doctor, so hospitals can only provide the service if they have the doctors to do the work, in other words the doctors are the suppliers, without whom

---

62 Medical superintendents are now called chief medical officers. Although the hierarchical system is flattened in contemporary health care structures, chief medical officers still tend to enjoy a superior position, not only in relation to clinical issues, but also in the general operational aspects of modern hospitals.
the hospital could not attract the funding under the present system (Gardner 1998; Australian Federal Government 2009b). Therefore, if one were to argue that a NP clinic, for example in diabetes management, was to be implemented, this could not attract funding on its own and therefore could not be implemented and funded without being embedded within the service provision from a doctor\textsuperscript{63}. So nurses therefore are users of funds whilst doctors are the suppliers of funds, which is one reason why NPs are struggling to get established in the system. Roxon put this situation very succinctly,

There is a longstanding historical anomaly here. Our health system, including funding for health services, is organised almost entirely around doctors, despite the fact that many services are now safely and ably provided by other health professionals – nurses, psychologists, physiotherapists, dieticians and others (Roxon 2008, p. 7)

This “longstanding anomaly” has become the norm in the general public perception as much as it is the central point around which funding for health services is managed. It is also supported and encouraged by the media.

Following the employment of the first NP, a newspaper ran an article entitled “Super Nurses Make History” in which the NP role was portrayed as “super” with “new power to undertake activities that are normally the domain of doctors” (Papadakis & Haberfield 2003). Although it is not portrayed as a guardian angel, the notion “super nurse” does draw consideration to similar concepts. It also challenges the existing status quo of the health system in which nurses are the subservient workforce and doctors traditionally, are dominant. By saying that NPs will do some of the work of doctors, directly challenges the status quo and so, according to Fariclough (2001b) the struggle between powers is set. The work referred to also cannot be fulfilled under the current health service funding arrangements, despite the future directions this government is suggesting. Doctors reacted to the article by saying that,

They [Australian Medical Association] were particularly worried about allowing nurses to order diagnostic tests and prescribe drugs – the corner stone of general practice (Papadakis & Haberfield 2003)

\textsuperscript{63} The Rudd Government (2009) appears to be putting in place steps to reduce this discrepancy but at the time of writing, the future model has only just been brought out for consultation. There has already been opposition to the document from the AMA.
In reality, the AMA are not so worried about the clinical ramifications, rather by allowing NPs a foot in the prescribing door, doctors would lose the financial advantage as well as the dominant position they currently hold in health care (and attested to by the current Minister in power). NPs have in essence, identified a challenge to the “cornerstone” of their position within health care, and that is financial gains. With the legislation and endorsement processes in place to approve the NP’s work in medical extensions to practice, there is no reason why NPs cannot be managing certain aspects of care, except the funding arrangement does not allow it. The societal perceptions of the debate between doctors and NPs become confused, because the media focus on the professional boundary issues that are fueled by the AMA, and this takes the focus off the funding arrangements, which prevent NPs from practising as they are legitimately able to do within the health care system.

Fairclough (2001b) suggests that the role of the media in these situations is to build images as an ideological construct through which the accepted social order prevails. The media has done this by telling the public that these people called NPs cannot replace that good traditional doctor, by reinforcing the other accepted social image of nurses being carers. The media has thus contributed to the confusion around NPs whilst maintaining the view of dominant doctors and subservient nurses. Consistent with the dominant discourse battle to maintain its position, the media has advertised this “super nurse”, but within the discourse supporting the dominant health care group. The following headlines show the NPs as excellent nurses who will support health care, but the doctors really remain the safest source of health care delivery,
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These newspaper headlines show clearly the medical model mixed up with the traditional virtuous nurse image, which downplays any idea of the NP being an autonomous leader, and supporting the antipathy of the medical profession to NPs. It reinforces the accepted social order (Fairclough 2001b). The headlines convey the message to the public that nurses who work outside the accepted social order of what is viewed as nursing, are not safe and are a risk to the public. Reinforcing this notion was a statement by the AMA and which was published in the Sydney Morning Herald, which said, “this attempt to improve nurses’ conditions is nothing more than an unproven and ad hoc experiment with patients’ lives” (Robinson 2002). In this same article the health minister of the time countered these claims by saying that “these highly experienced and highly qualified nurses will now be able to use all of their skills as nurse practitioners rather than working with one hand tied behind their backs” (Robinson 2002).

As if trying to placate both sides of the debate The Age newspaper ran an article with the heading, “Enter a new breed, neither nurse nor doctor” (Dunn 2004). Their attempts fueled the debate rather than placated it, as they undermined the role of the NP and nursing as a profession by suggesting that NPs are not nurses. The article also reinforced the perception that NPs are taking over doctor’s work, by describing extended medical tasks rather than focusing on the potential expert clinical nursing role,

...prescribing medication, admitting patients to hospital and ordering and reading diagnostic test are tasks usually performed only by doctors, but they are among the duties a new highly trained cohort of nurses will carry out… (Dunn 2004)

As already described in the previous chapter, the real potential and position of NPs remains poorly described and supported by nurse managers, so that their tacit compliance at what is said in the media, perpetuates the silencing of nursing and its conformity to dominant discourses that do not acknowledge NPs. The response to Dunn’s article by doctors included such comments as “nurse practitioners are wannabe doctors and nurses have a simplistic view on patient care” (Pollard 2006), clearly undermining NPs. It should be remembered that the legislation in all states in Australia that govern the NP role refer only to those medical extensions to practice, when defining the NP, that doctors are now suggesting make NPs “wannabe
doctors”. The AMA’s position on NPs directly contradicts and undermines the Health Minister through legislation enacted by government, which allows NPs to practice within that extended scope of practice. It has sent a message to the public, who very often read the media before any statutory document, that doctors are the highest authority in health care, over even that of legislation. Another article attempted to promote the NP with this headline, “Why Dr Olly is the new face of the bush” (Shine 2001) and went on to provide views from the public by quoting a community member who said, “there are not many people I take my hat off to, but I take my hat off to Olly. She is one of the best sisters64 we have ever had” (Shine 2001). However, all it really did was to reinforce the Nightingale image of a virtuous and dedicated ‘nursing sister’ on the one hand, and portray the NP as a doctor on the other.

The public view of nurses was confirmed in my role as NP Project Officer in an outback area health service. In undertaking community consultation for NP positions, members of communities referred to nurses as ‘their sisters’. To them the title did not matter nor did the notion of a nurse as leader of health care. As long as they did not lose any more of ‘their nurses’ and as long as they were able to access the health care that they would not have if the ‘sisters’ were not there. This particular community had a part time doctor and their comment was that if ‘their nurses’ could stand in for the doctor from time to time then they would keep her as she would ‘have a life’ (Field Note 14). Again, the public see the nurses as part of the system supporting the doctor, not providing the care as a health practitioner in their own right.

Paradoxically, despite this public debate on the worth of the NP, and as governments continue to promote the NP, the funding arrangements remain the same, setting up for Fairclough’s (2001b) felicitous ambiguity. Such a janus headed situation allows people to think that the government is supporting NPs in such public statements as,

..million dollar models for Nurse Practitioners ……this project began mid-last year to support our nurses in maintaining their high level of skills in an environment where health care has changed greatly, and will continue to do so for up to 10 years (Pivetta 1999).

64 A sister was the term used by the nursing profession to identify RNs. This term was phased out in the 1980s in Australia with the introduction of the business unit of care. Some remote communities still use terms such as ‘sister’ and ‘matron’.
In fact they have not changed the essential aspects of hospital systems and funds that would allow such a change to happen. Eight years after this statement, there was no evidence of progress, with NPs struggling with issues around financial resources for role development cited as a major obstacle to the establishment of NP roles and their subsequent sustainability.

Other media articles also present the notion of support and co-operation by state and national institutions in such phrases as, “...The health care system has taken a major leap forward with the appointment of Australia’s first Nurse Practitioner” (Australian Nursing Federation 2001) and “Nurses are vital for a healthy Victoria” (Department of Human Services 2003). Yet this is not the case because funding arrangements and dominant discourses do not allow it. Other aspects of government ambiguity can be seen in the Medicare arrangements and the Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme where NPs are yet to have access to Provider numbers, despite the fact that state legislation has provided the legal framework for prescribing.

**Another Fence to Jump - The Medicare Act**

The Medicare Australia Act 1973 was established as a universal health safety net to provide the Australian public with affordable, accessible and high quality health care. Medicare was established based on the understanding that all Australians should contribute to the cost of health care provision according to their income and as such is financed through income tax and a Medicare levy (Medicare Australia 2008a). The system provides a number of health care benefit schemes and services on behalf of the Federal Government, the important ones in terms of this study, being the Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme (PBS), Practice Incentives Program (PIP).

These services make provision for Medicare benefits to patients on fees paid to private practitioners and the PBS makes provision for a range of prescription medications to be made available at affordable prices to all Australian residents and those overseas visitors who are eligible to access health services. The system is managed through the allocation of licensed provider numbers, which allows a range of registered practitioners to prescribe subsidised medicines and diagnostic tests such as x-rays and blood tests. Without this licence a practitioner may prescribe medicines

---

65 Federal and Commonwealth are synonymous; they refer to the national government of Australia as separate from the individual state and territory governments.
and order tests, but the patient will pay the full rate for the service. The other aspect of Medicare is that it provides indemnity insurance support to practitioners who have been allocated provider numbers. Nurses are not included in the scheme, however many doctors registered in Australia can enjoy the financial benefits of the scheme (Australian Federal Government 2009a). Other allied health professionals may also obtain provider numbers for example physiotherapists and dieticians. Aboriginal Health Workers are also included in this category.

I reviewed the documents relating to the scheme, the Act itself and also the Medicare Benefits Schedule Book (Medicare Australia 1973; Medicare Australia 2008b). Nurses are not included in the Medicare benefits, and as such, despite having the state legislation and endorsement to support prescribing and ordering of diagnostic tests, NPs cannot obtain provider numbers. Nowhere was a nurse mentioned in their own right. The only nurse that featured was the Practice Nurse who is an employee in a GP practice, in other words doing the work under direct supervision of the doctor and who is paid out of the practice money rather than for their work,

\[ \text{ii.100\% of the Schedule fee for services provided on behalf of a general practitioner by a practice nurse or registered Aboriginal Health Worker (Medicare Australia 2008b)} \]

This gap in the legislation seriously hinders the NPs’ ability to do the job they have been endorsed to undertake, and undermines their clinical autonomy as an advanced practitioner. The gap ensures that NPs remain restricted to working within the public health service under whose provider number they may prescribe and order diagnostic tests, provided the health service has these facilities within its organisation. NPs cannot work out in private practice as a result of this, and cannot give a prescription to a patient to take to a community pharmacy. This can be overcome in most major metropolitan hospitals where pharmacy and diagnostic facilities are available in the hospital. It becomes problematic in regional and remote areas, where health facilities contract out to community pharmacies and diagnostic laboratories or to services in another regional town. NPs in these cases are forced to refer the patient to a GP, which negates the reasons for having the NP employed in the service. They become an expensive commodity and the patient is handled by two practitioners for the same

---

66 Practitioner in this context is any professional who sets up a practice in order to deliver health care services. In this way, hospitals, as much as private GPs have provider numbers.
presentation. Participants confirmed my findings. Yet, when I refer back to the evidence provided in Chapter 1, NPs were originally introduced to provide better access to health care in isolated outback communities, in areas where doctors were absent. They were never intended for metropolitan areas when they were first announced. Although the legislation, professional bodies and government of the states made provision for this new role in health care in the bush, the evidence shows that the omissions of nurses in the Medicare Act have effectively neutralised any efforts at change in workforce structure, particularly in the outback where NP services were intended. The social order is maintained through the operation of felicitous ambiguity (Fariclough 2001b).

Bill endorsed the Medicare Act anomalies, by describing his own concerns about Medicare in this conversation,

*I also looked at the Medicare Act and the policies and procedures and all the surrounding documentation in Medicare looking for, well, where are the nurses and what's happening, and that comes up about the provider numbers, because one of my, part of my job at the moment is contact providers when they deliver a service, for somebody with [illness]. So I actually looked up all the providers in [state] and I have complete access to the data base and have a look at who they are, what their qualifications are\(^\text{67}\), etc. and I discovered that there are all sorts of people with provider numbers, but, to get your provider number, the only one that can use the nursing title, in accessing the provider number, is a mental health nurse in [state], everyone else, who you know is a nurse, adopts a new title, to disguise their nursing, so that they can get a provider number, and to give you a couple of examples, we've got diabetes educator, home services diabetes nurse educator, which we're used to, which is a post graduate qualification, quite empowering, you know, does many of the things that a nurse practitioner would be doing, if they are in private practice, they drop the title nurse, call themselves a diabetes educator and we will give them a provider number. Another one, ...\(^\text{68}\) therapist, and you think, oh, ... therapist, why would they want a provider number, well, they can get a provider number for PBF scheme, you know, the pharmaceutical benefits scheme, because they need to write scripts so that a customer can then take a script into the association that gives out the ..., get the ... at a discount price, through the pharmaceutical benefits scheme. So we'll give the ... therapist a provider number. Well, I don’t know of a ... therapist that's not a nurse. So that I found interesting (Bill, Interview 8, p. 2).

If the discourse that Bill reveals is extrapolated to other nurses, then they have to disguise their identity in order to do the work they are prepared and educated for and

\(^{67}\) The work that this participant undertook involved research which gave him access to health care data bases.

\(^{68}\) The title of the role is too specific to the context of this conversation and it has been removed to protect the participant.
this is certainly supported when reading the Medicare guidelines for allied health services (Australian Federal Government 2009a). No other profession that I could find has to go to these lengths to practise effectively and in the way that they are legally allowed to do in accordance with state legislation and professional endorsement processes. When I checked this with the Medicare Benefits Schedule (MBS), this was indeed the case, for example, in regard to immunisation, the MBS states that,

Immunisation services provided by a practice nurse (item 10993) Item 10993 can only be claimed by a medical practitioner (not including a specialist or consultant physician) where an immunisation is provided to a patient by a practice nurse on behalf of the medical practitioner (Medicare Australia, 2008b, p. 714)

Practice nurses are nurses who work for a general medical practice. Although much has been done to standardize their scope of practice, there is still a great diversity of responsibility, decided upon by the doctors within the general practice they are employed by. For example, some practice nurses merely take bookings and contact patients, whilst others are running follow up clinics in much the same way that NPs would do, except that practice nurses are salaried workers and do not get any of the Medicare financial benefits from the work they do, neither are they endorsed as NPs. The payments are given to the doctor who has the provider number and under whom the nurse works in a supervised clinical arrangement. Practice nurses are not prepared for, nor have the legislative authority to order any tests or prescribe. So NPs cannot provide the basic primary and preventative health care such as immunisation, because they do not have a provider number. Practice nurses can manage this under the direction of the doctor. There are many aspects of NP practice that are stifled because of this. Amy identified her frustration at not being able to practice as a NP in the facility she worked at for this very reason. She simply said that the major obstacle for her was,

...not having a Medicare provider number and PBS, I couldn’t expand my role. ...and then without any provider numbers or anything like that, ..., the whole thing is... well then who funds for it, and I can't actually write any pathology or anything because then they'll get charged the whole whack. In many ways I felt that I was functioning as a clinical nurse specialist or clinical nurse consultant (Amy, Interview 4, p.7).

69 Practice nurses can be registered or enrolled nurses. The enrolled nurse role is not discussed in this study.
Amy had to refer the patient to the GPs for any work relating to prescribing and diagnostic testing. When searching the policy, I found that The Productivity Commission Report (2005) also identified the Medicare Act as a barrier,

There are also regulatory and funding barriers to the wider practice of nurse practitioners, for example:

... as there is limited opportunity for nurse practitioners to operate under the Medicare Benefits Scheme, it is difficult for such roles to exist, when clients who use a nurse practitioner are required to pay full fees (Productivity Commission, 2005, p. 40).

The felicitous ambiguity (Fairclough 2001b) is exposed. Whereas the government is promoting the NP, publicly claiming to support the role, is providing scholarships to nurses who are studying in the Master of Nursing (Nurse Practitioner) programs, yet they prevent NPs from practising because the funding arrangements, created by the Federal Government, prevents them from doing so. This is despite state legislation having made provision for NPs to prescribe and order diagnostic tests. The resistance to change by amending federal legislation to make provision for the legally and professionally endorsed NP to achieve the tasks they are authorised to do, is significant. This was also identified by the Productivity Commission which stated that “the experience with nurse practitioners also illustrates that such major change can be very difficult to progress in the face of opposition from key workforce groups” (Productivity Commission, 2005, p. 41), meaning, no doubt, the doctors and CFOs. By not allowing NPs to achieve those aspects of their work that is legally acceptable, they cannot be the autonomous professionals that the ANMC NP Competencies lead us to believe.

Old Contests – New Focus

The influence that doctors have over preventing NPs succeeding has been magnified by media releases and communication statements, particularly from the AMA, government statements and parliamentary communications. The Productivity Commission Report made reference to the outcome of such unhelpful behaviour,

While the State-based reviews produced a variety of evaluative material relating to different nurse practitioner roles, this material could have been better used and roles

70 It should be noted that the Rudd Government (2009) has announced funding to allow NPs to obtain provider numbers. The process will require a change to the Medicare Act. The last update on this matter was that the new bill had failed to gain support on the first hearing in Parliament.
implemented earlier, had there been a greater level of coordination and a core body providing impetus to the task. The second area of difference is that the accreditation of education and training, and registration of nurse practitioners, would be undertaken nationally, avoiding the fragmentation evident today. A third difference relates to nurse practitioners’ scope of practice — under the Commission’s proposals, a more transparent process would have taken place to assess the appropriate level of access for nurse practitioners to the MBS and PBS (Productivity Commission 2005, p. 301).

Although this report was published in 2005, the MBS and PBS system has still not commenced the process for the necessary amendments to incorporate the NP into them. At a recent Nurse Practitioners’ Conference the key note speaker was Roxon who is Australia’s current Minister for Health. She told the audience how aware she was that the legislation was hindering NP implementation and that it was important to rectify this. However, she said that it would not be an easy or quick process because of the other stakeholder’s opposition, again reinforcing the fact that the doctors have the power to slow at the very least or completely veto such a change (Field note 15). This was confirmed in information provided in the Productivity Commission Report which outlined some of the responses from theAMA in relation to the development of the NP role,

Many doctors and pharmacists have been reluctant to accept the introduction of nurse practitioners, expressing concern over a number of issues, including with prescribing. Recently, the AMA has stated that patients are being ‘short-changed’ when offered care by a nurse practitioner instead of a GP: When GPs examine a particular ailment, they are assessing the whole person. … [Nurse practitioners] don’t have the diagnostic ability to analyse patient history and look at symptoms with regard to total systems in the body. Nor can they work out management plans for an individual that take into account the whole person (Productivity Commission 2005, p. 42).

The AMA has been opposed to the NP from the beginning and has used the media at every opportunity to publicly denounce the NP in favour of the medically employed Practice Nurse such as this statement,

**New MBS Item Needed To Cover General Practice Nurses Working Under GP Supervision**

AMA President, Dr Mukesh Haikerwal, said today that the AMA wants more general practice nurses working in general practice under the supervision of GPs, but a new Medicare Benefits Schedule (MBS) item number is needed to maximise their impact on patient care. Dr Haikerwal said the Government must provide a single MBS item number for all clinical tasks carried out by general practice nurses (Australian Medical Association 2005d).
The interesting thing is, if the AMA really wanted to “maximise their impact on patient care” they would be considering contracting NPs into their practice who are far more skilled and prepared for the job than practice nurses are. This is by virtue of the rigorous preparation and legislative authority that NPs have, and which practice nurses do not have. This play on words describing the Practice Nurse being able to undertake the same activities as the NP is what Fairclough (2001b, p. 87) calls “naturalization”. Fairclough says that,

...the naturalization of the meanings of words is an effective way of constraining the contents of discourse, and, in the long term, knowledge and beliefs. The naturalization of interactional routines is an effective way of constraining social relations which are enacted in social relationships. The naturalization of subject positions self-evidently constrains subjects, and in the longer term both contributes to the socialisation of persons and to the delimitation of the ‘stock’ of social identities in a given institution or society. Naturalization then, is the most formidable weapon in the armoury of power and therefore a significant focus of struggle.

The language used by Dr Mukesh Haikerwal in the AMA statement suggests that NPs cannot do the work of doctors, however practice nurses, under medical supervision can. It suggests that NPs cannot practice safely despite the fact that they are educationally prepared in the business of diagnostics, prescribing and ordering diagnostic tests, within a specialty practice area. The position taken, fueled by the media, perpetuates the medically dominant ideology and reinforces the belief that NPs cannot be safe in clinical practice. The hidden factor in all of this is that what NPs may do is threaten the financial security of GPs, rather than their lack of ability to provide safe and effective clinical expertise. By using NPs, they would have to be equal partners in the practice with NPs, thus enjoying the financial benefits of the MBS and PBS system as much as the doctors do; whereas the practice nurses are employed with a salary determined by the GP practice. Their position in this matter was confirmed in the following AMA media statement,

General Practice Nurses are defined as those nurses employed to work within a general practice setting as a member of a general practice team. The AMA does not support the “independent nurse practitioner” as reflected in the variety of State/Territory legislated roles for nurses where levels of independence remove the general practitioner as central to delivery of primary care. General Practice Nurses (GPN) make a valuable contribution to the profession of general practice and, while

---

71 There are NP candidates preparing for practice in GP practices at the time of writing. It is not yet known if they will be employed by the GP in the same manner as the Practice Nurse, or whether they will be allowed to practice as an independent practitioner in partnership with the GP.
their role is complementary to that of the general practitioner, it is integral and adds value to the delivery of primary health care services in the general practice setting.

The clinical roles of the General Practice Nurse may only be undertaken under the direction of the general practitioner in accordance with agreed practice protocols and where the General Practice Nurse is appropriately skilled and trained to undertake specific tasks. The role of the General Practice Nurse must not include
- Formulating medical diagnosis
- Referring patients to specialists
- Independent ordering of pathology or radiology
- Prescribing medication and issuing repeat prescriptions”
(Australian Medical Association 2005a)

The AMA, who are to all intents and purposes one of Australia’s most successful union or industrial body, and who hold out to be representative of the medical population, clearly indicate their distaste for the competition that NPs represent to their standing in health care delivery. So sure is the AMA of their standing as superior to all others, that I found this position statement on their website,

The AMA is pushing the Government to pave the way for more general practice nurses to ease the impact of doctor shortages around the country, but strongly warns against the introduction of independent nurse practitioners. At its weekend meeting, the AMA Council of General Practice (AMACGP) reaffirmed its position that quality care for patients and access to that care is best achieved in a setting that is coordinated by GPs. AMACGP Chair, Dr Rod Pearce said a move to independent nurse practitioners would dumb down the Australian health system.

The best way to ease the pressure on the general practice workforce is to build primary care settings in which nurses are an integral part of the general practice team, Dr Pearce said. The right way to go is to have nurses complement and assist the work of the GP, not have nurses become a substitute for GPs. General practice nurses help doctors see more patients and spend more time with patients who have chronic or complex illnesses – but they do so as part of the general practice team under the supervision of a GP.

Accrediting nurses to go out and independently diagnose, prescribe and refer patients is the wrong way to go. Independent nurse practitioners cannot and should not replace the expertise and care provided by GPs. It would be consigning patients in areas of workforce need to inferior health care. The State Governments endorsing independent nurse practitioners are looking for an easy, and vastly inferior, solution – which is also an irresponsible and dangerous path to follow
(Australian Medical Association 2005c)

The fact that the AMA deems that they can influence the government with such a harrying campaign, provides an indication of just how secure they believe their position is in their power over the government. Yet still, the role that NPs can actually play in health was highlighted by the Queensland government when it first
announced that they would be introducing NPs into their health system by stating that NPs,

…Target specific communities or groups to encourage health prevention, health promotion and self-maintenance of individual health care.
• Develop inter-disciplinary partnerships across services to develop models that share resources and services of expert nurse practitioners.
• Build on existing health care services and provide quality health care in partnership with the patient, the area medical practitioner and other key health workers in the designated area of practice.
• Prevent unnecessary hospital admissions by providing appropriate medical care to patients, thus allowing them to remain in their preferred place of residence.
• Reduce waiting times in emergency and outpatient departments (Queensland Government 2003).

It has contradicted the AMA’s position on NPs, yet the evidence presented in this study, indicates that whilst the governments in Australia openly support the NP, they are not following through by changing the necessary legislative and funding processes for this to occur. Nurse leaders have also attempted to clarify the AMA’s position on NPs,

Nurses no longer the doctor’s handmaiden
A recent media release from the AMA called upon the Federal Government to extend the Practice Nurse Incentive Program to all general practices in the country. It is heartening to see the important role of the practice nurse acknowledged by the AMA. It is disappointing, however, to find in the same press release practice nurses portrayed merely as ‘helping doctors see more patients’. Practice nurses offer a wide range of clinical and health promotion services and improves the quality of care received by patients. The deception of nursing as a servant of medicine is not only regressive and offensive to the many thousands of nurses who play a key role in primary healthcare teams in Australia, but once again reinforces the dated image of nursing. It is of particular concern that this negative attitude is resurrected at a time when healthcare systems around the world are facing a critical shortage of nurses (Nelson 2005).

Unfortunately, this statement was not released to the general public, but rather distributed in a local nursing journal. Whilst the AMA was broadcasting their opinions publicly in the newspapers and on the World Wide Web, the nursing responses were being circulated within a population that was already sympathetic to the contemporary issues of nurses. The fact that the dominant group has free access to the public media, and nurses, who are seen as traditionally invisible, have circulated their responses only to those affected by the AMA’s position, reinforces the silencing of nursing. It does nothing to raise the public profile of nursing, or to
correct the inconsistencies in the information provided to the public by those opposed to nursing change and so a dominance is perpetuated and as Fairclough (2001b, p. 42) says,

Producers [the media] exercise power over consumers in that they have sole producing rights and can therefore determine what is included and excluded, how events are represented and even the subject positions of their audience.

This means that “the effects of media power are accumulative, working through the repetition of particular ways of handling causality and agency” (Fairclough 2001b, p. 45). With the emergence of the network society and the accessibility of the Internet to a larger global population, this is even more significant than simply the media releases that have emerged from the AMA in the newspapers. Not only are their media releases and position statements used and reproduced by newspapers, but they are also displayed on the Internet, further reinforcing the traditional ideology of the central medical figure around which health care revolves.

I undertook a search on the AMA Website under ‘Media Releases’. There were 31 media releases from July 2000 to February 2008 and not one had any form of support for the NP role, in fact they were distinctly opposed to anything the governments were attempting to introduce, other than what they wanted. Their whole approach to tackling the problem in public was very high handed and unduly forceful, suggesting an overly protective strategy in the protection of status quo. One position statement said this,

From the President – The battle starts now
'High hopes were once formed of democracy; but democracy means simply the bludgeoning of the people by the people for the people.' – Oscar Wilde, The Soul of Man Under Socialism, 1891.
Ask any doctor these days and I reckon they will agree with Wilde's cynical view of democracy. There is very much a sense that we are being 'bludgeoned' by the competing ideologies of our democratically-elected politicians. The politically-motivated desire to force doctors to bulk-bill or to compromise their principles with unsatisfactory 'no-gaps' products; the overt push by one end of the political spectrum to introduce managed care; the control of GP training being wrested away from the profession; the progressive demedicalisation of hospital management; politically expedient but inappropriate substitution of doctors with nurse practitioners or other allied health professionals; and the encouragement of big corporate players to move in and take over general practice.
There has never been a time more threatening to the future of medical practice in this country.
(Australian Medical Association 2000)
The language of this statement suggests an arrogance and surety of their position, in relation to the government and everyone else connected to health care. Whilst nursing as a profession has been talking about a new advanced nursing role, supported, in theory by health care departments, a role that can provide clinical support in areas where there are gaps in current health services, the AMA are telling of doctor substitution. The gaps, it seems, are where NPs are actually being employed, and in doing so this is exactly what they are doing. The fact is that most NPs in the Australia are not in remote services as predicted, but in EDs that are overflowing to record capacity and beyond, much of which is in the triage 4 and 5 categories after hours\(^2\). This is because GP practises largely run a 9 – 5, 5 day week service, although there are practices that open until 9pm. Such a situation contradicts the AMA’s position in which they attest that GPs provide an essential and first line service. Hospitals have state and nation wide key performance indicators to meet in EDs and it includes waiting times set by national trends. Extend these times and hospitals lose funding through penalties imposed upon them by the state governments. The current workload in EDs across the country with the after hours triage 4 & 5 presentations means that the national time limits are often blown out, to the funding detriment of the hospitals concerned. The hospital solution to this has been the employment of NPs to manage the triage 4 and 5 patients. This has emerged because the GPs, who the AMA claims to represent, choose their hours of work, after which the public has only one access to care available to them, and that is the ED. This situation becomes a contradiction in terms of essential services and who manages them because the GP, who claims to be the first line of care, is only this in what is termed normal working hours. Despite NPs now beginning to show their worth in acute services, nurses still play down their worth.

\(^2\) Hospital services refer to after hours as being when most community related health services close, this being between the hours of 5pm and 9am on weekdays, and the 24 hour periods of weekends and public holidays.
This cartoon was printed in a nursing journal and not in the public newspapers, evidence that nurses remain silent in outlining what nurses really do. Despite the fact that NPs can prove their effectiveness in places such as EDs, the way nurses noiselessly respond to opposition as the AMA reinforces that which has been highlighted in Buresh and Gordon’s (2002) studies where conversations from nurses attending their workshops described a preference not to speak out. One such conversation documented in their research, suggested that nurses internationally do not stand up for what they believe in because “such public communication will lead to a narcissistic self-aggrandizement” (Buresh & Gordon, 2000, p. 32). If NPs are emerging as a worthwhile role in addressing gaps in health care, then there is no need to hide. Nurses should be stating their worth publicly, yet evidence shows that this does not happen.

The silence has been reflected in other ways when one considers that NPs were first discussed and planned for as far back as 1990, and the first NP was employed in 2001, which means that state legislation was already in place for NPs to practice, yet there are so many issues to deal with today. The fact that in the years between 2001 and 2009, these debates on funding and legislative support is still being argued, the NP is not the clinical leader that nursing as a profession says it is, nor is it autonomous. The dominant discourse, with the symptoms of medical control does determine how the NP role has and continues to develop. Together with the preference for silence in nursing they keep NPs as subservient workers with no
change to models of health care delivery anytime soon contrary to professional nursing and national health care strategy. NPs remain within the traditional model of nursing that is used to support the work that doctors do. They remain dependant, not autonomous. Another symptom of these powerful drivers is the requirements for NPs to work under clinical practice guidelines (CPG). CPGs form a major part of NP scope of practice and nurses cannot practice as NPs until these guidelines are in place.

**Gates in Place - Clinical Practice Guidelines**

CPGs were implemented as part of the NP scope of practice from the very start of the NP movement in Australia. CPGs are methodically produced statements which provide a guide and a process of clinical support to the NP regarding the management of care in a particular situation of diagnosis, based on context of practice (Goolsby 2001; Victorian Government 2006). Australia has adopted this approach for NP practice, and in some states NPs are required to have CPGs in place prior to becoming endorsed with the NMRAs. Other states will sanction the NP, but they cannot practice as such until the CPGs have been approved by the Minister for Health. In Victoria’s publication on CPGs for NPs, it has been stated that “guidelines help to define the role and scope of practice of the nurse practitioner’s clinical practice” (Victorian Government 2006, p. 5). The guidelines also include the formulary from which the NP may prescribe and it outlines the lists of diagnostic tests that the NP can order. CPGs are evidence based, and the rationale for them is to improve the quality of health care delivery whilst reducing ineffective or harmful interventions so that patients receive the best interventions available at the time (Victorian Government 2006). CPGs are not meant to hinder clinical judgement but rather are there as a support to an approach to care and should be utilised by the whole team, not just one person within that team. Confused with CPGs are clinical protocols, pathways and standing orders. Whilst none of these are the same, CPGs may incorporate all of them (Goolsby 2001; Wallin 2005). Already, there is confusion in definition. There are some states that actually use the term ‘protocols’ rather than CPGs, for NP practice (Western Australia Government 2003). This confusion has manifested in participant conversations as well, reinforcing the view that players within a particular environment will adopt the most common discourse. In other words, the ideology promoted by the covert power of medicine is perpetuated because “the orders of discourse are ideologically harmonised internally
or at social level with each other” Fairclough (2001b, p. 25). Jane (Interview 2, p. 7) said that she worked within certain clinical guidelines and that from a legislation point of view, I’m only covered to practice at a level that is covered by the protocol. If I go outside of the protocol I won’t be covered, identifying the confusion between the two terms caused by the interchangeable use of both protocol and CPG in her discussion.

Protocols are more prescriptive in nature than CPGs and are used as standing orders for RNs to initiate treatment, on doctor’s orders, in other words, the nurse maintains the position of subordinate in this instance. CPGs on the other hand allow for experiential and individual decision making within what is a guide to best practice, so anyone using the guidelines, should have the authority to make decision based on individual judgment, which NPs have. Immediately there is confusion between these processes when developing the NP position. The protocols call for restrictions in practice rather than supporting practice and Jane confirmed this. She was only allowed to work as a NP within those areas that had a guideline. This was confirmed in my own experience as a NP Project Officer (Field note 16). Part of my job was to assist in the development of CPGs. Not only were they exhaustive in their preparation, but they also had to be supported by a local group which included a pharmacist and a doctor, and they had to be reviewed by the state government pharmaceutical committee, then the health minister of the state, before being operational. This process took anything up to 2 years for one CPG. This meant that, in accordance with good evidence based practice, the CPGs were already outdated before they were implemented in practice. It also meant that for every clinical presentation that the NP wanted to manage, a CPG had to be developed and go through the same process each time. So, for anything else external to the agreed CPGs, the NP was not allowed to work as a NP, they had to revert to the scope of practice of a RN. The example above meant that the NP in question, was only allowed to treat minor cuts, respiratory tract infections and urinary tract infections in the NP role, everything else had to be treated as a RN, requiring endorsement and support for the final decision making by a doctor some 600kms away.

More recently, some states have attempted to make things easier by posting all the approved CPGs on their health website, and from which NP candidates in that state, can draw from when choosing what CPGs they will work with, the rationale being
that these CPGs have already been endorsed by the minister. This is still a lengthy process nevertheless, because those individuals are still required to follow the process of endorsement from the state. One state has made an even more significant move to having formularies approved by the minister for health, which then gets posted on the website for use by categories of NPs. The list is then updated regularly rather than having to review individual guidelines. The guidelines in this state then, whilst still in use and lengthy, are in control of the local health services, and therefore do not require ministerial approval, only local approval. The state endorsed formulary then gets added to the guideline.

Participants referred to the CPG preparation as tedious in development. The final outcome of what could or could not be used was also determined by a local committee, which comprised of doctors and pharmacists from the health service. The reliance on others for the final CPG development was confirmed in state Government Assembly readings where a speaker was noted to say that “the role of nurse practitioners will be specified in the protocols and will actually support doctors” (Nurses Amendment Bill 2002 Western Australian Government, p. 3803). Joe confirmed this reliance by relating his experiences around the development of his CPGs, which not only outlined his reliance on doctors and pharmacists to approve them in their own time and way, but also how he was used as a go-between in a turf war between the pharmacists and the doctors,

... part of the process of designation is that the formulary component of the CPGs is signed off by the chief pharmacists... ...so he’s got the CPGs ...delays in reviewing them... then he submits them to the drug sub committee which is a hospital committee set up... with doctors who then pulls apart the protocols...comment on it and its become a bit political because the drug sub committee is saying we disagree with this antibiotic regimen....but my CPGs have been reviewed signed by the trauma committee, the head of plastic surgery, the head of our department …well they say they disagree with them and they are not signing them off so the drug sub committee are using me as a means to trying to get to the doctors who they see as working beyond what they think are the correct guidelines and are using me as a political football... (Joe, Interview 3, p. 10)

Although this behaviour was not explicit obstruction to the development of the NP, it did provide an indication of the degree of control that doctors and pharmacists had over approving nursing activities. It seemed that the turf war was more important that approving CPGs for NP practice. This demonstrated a situation in which the discourse of the players identified the hierarchy of dominance (Fairclough, 2001b),
and the NP CPGs were not as important as the argument between the other professionals involved with CPG development. What is significant in this also, was the participants’ acceptance of the need for CPGs without much question. In other words they were adopting the dominant discourse without even realising they were doing it (Fairclough 2001b). This is also evidenced in Joe’s comment when he said that after the approval process he had *CPGs that allow me to practice either independently or collaboratively with the [department] specialists* (Joe, Interview 3, p. 2).

If CPGs are developed to support practice in a way that encourages inquiry and support in application (Goolsby 2001), then the way in which CPGs are being developed for NPs is not for the ease of practice. CPGs in this instance become a symptom of the powerful discourses; doctors’ control over health and financial funding processes that are supportive of it. In her speech, the minister for health identified this clearly,

> We must move beyond old contests – like the fight against government intervention in health services. And we must move beyond false contests, too – like the imaginary trade-off between a greater role for nurses and safe, strong patient care; or the battle between public and private health; or the division between State and Commonwealth health responsibilities. These false divisions – often the sites of dramatic political battle - have created significant problems in the way that health services in this country are delivered. They have led to government regulation which is often poorly matched to its alleged aims, and ensured that the health landscape is dotted with badly designed markets (Roxon 2008, p. 6)

Yet, at the NP Conference recently, she also acknowledged that the process of change will not come easily (Field note, 15). In response to Roxon’s speech, ‘The Australian’ newspaper published an article entitled “Doctors told to reform or lose pay” in which they outlined Roxon’s position on health care reforms (Ryan 2008). Ryan (2008) quoted the AMA as saying that “they [Australian Medical Association] are at war over her [Nicola Roxon] support for giving nurse practitioners more prescribing and diagnostic rights, traditionally the domain of doctors under PBS and Medicare”. The hurdles relating to the CPGs are only one symptom of this dominant discourse in operation. As if these hurdles have not been enough to deter the NP from practising, the evaluation of NPs shows a marked skewing towards medical dominance as well. What has emerged is that NP effectiveness has been measured
against financial and medical indicators, but the base line rules are not the same as those provided for doctors.

**Junior Medical Doctor or Advanced Nurse?**

The evaluation of NP work is one such example of a symptom of power which is not in support of NPs.Whilst the nursing as a profession has clearly documented competencies that relate to NPs enhancing care within a nursing framework (Australian Nursing and Midwifery Council 2006a), the requirements are set for NPs to prove their worth benchmarked against doctors. Joe spoke about his evaluation and key performance indicators when he referred to it in financial terms such as ‘seen by’ times and patients’ length of stay (Joe, Interview 3, p.6). Although the organisation expected Joe to be measured against the registrars, he was also expected to do both the nursing and the medical work whilst the registrar just did the medical work (pp. 8 & 9). This approach only serves to reinforce the unique expectations of one category of employee in a system that is supposed to have standard human resource practices. NPs are expected to do the job of two different professionals yet are employed to do the job of one. This puzzle is not only endorsed by the human resources departments, but also by the NPs themselves, reinforcing the traditional nursing stance, which supports not only the silencing of the nursing voice, but also the notion of bleeding some more, referred to in Chapter 6, in order to advance. It reinforces the fact that NPs are dependent on others to function and they are also used as a financial commodity in a cost cutting exercise. When asked what he would like to see happen differently Joe said,

> I guess the things that I would like to see done differently but its out of my scope of influence so you know it about support in that role, its about getting the nursing executive to have a better understanding of the nurse practitioners ...um they have this belief that it is just a cost saving exercise and it’s about nurses taking over the world and it’s like they just don’t get it… (Joe, Interview 3, p. 8)

His frustration around the nursing executive not understanding what he did further reinforced the ineffectual leadership that DONs seem to have in the organisational system. The DON, who is the leader of nurses in any organisation, in the case of Joe, allowed NPs to be measured against registrars, which is acceptable if the base measurements were equal; but they are not, the NP did the nursing and the medical work whilst the registrar did the medical work and had a nurse to assist with the entire activity. And the DON endorsed this and the NP accepted it.
The symptoms in the operations of dominant discourse thus have emerged. Firstly that NPs are a commodity to be managed in financial terms and the commodity measured not as a nursing role but one restricted to outcomes comparable only to the tried and accepted medical model of care. Nowhere, was there evidence of measuring effectiveness of outcomes from the patient’s perspective or from the real financial value of patient throughput which was measured in the length of stay of the patient in the department. In Joe’s example the NP was perceived as more expensive because he took longer with his patients yet, he did the work of two people and he did it comprehensively, treating the whole patient throughout the episode of care, and not just parts of it. Jane tried to described her worth from a patient outcomes perspective,

.....but also from the patient’s perspective, if I know what needs doing as if I have a patient whom I think might have (presentation), I know certain things need doing, if I am in a position to start and get those things done, then that patient is not going to sit for two or three hours, waiting for someone to sign off on a blood form or a chest x-ray form or an echo. It can all be done. By the time the doctor sees him I’ve got the evidence kind of support the diagnosis, and hopefully from those the effective and efficient out patient care, get them admitted without leaving sick people sitting in the corridor...My hope is that we’ll be able to continue to expand the service and optimize clinical outcomes of patients who aren’t waiting for treatment, to us it is obvious, it is needed (Jane, Interview 2, p. 7).

Jane’s perspective was focused on what the outcomes to the patient were; yet, Jane was still not operating in a NP position and was still struggling to get the documents prepared for approval. It appeared that what Jane was highlighting in actual patient outcomes was not important in her organisation to the final outcome of the role. A search of the literature indicated that what Joe and Jane were experiencing, is consistent with other NPs evaluation processes internationally. Joe’s experience where length of stay and similar budgetary indicators have become the standard measure for NPs, based on what the doctor normally does (Busen & Englemann 1996; Dahle et al. 1998; Cooper et al. 2002; Horrocks et al. 2002; Kernick & Scott 2002; Kinnersley et al. 2005; Kirkwood et al. 2005). Cindy supported the holistic approach of being able to provide comprehensive and timely care to patients. It seemed though that it was not enough, because her position had not yet been approved, despite her proposed model outlining cost effective care. She said that her role could not only support effective patient outcomes within her unit, but that her work could also assist regionally,
I can do direct referral to our [clinical] unit, which is traditionally has to be assessed by a nurse and a doctor, one hour each, I can cut that time down to being assessed by a nurse practitioner to make their decision, also there's some remote area who doesn't have a prescriber, we might go in, do a clinic, which they have traditionally seen a doctor over in say, for example, K.... [name of town] or something like that, or to do a clinic for a day or two, just to make sure that the clients in a remote are being looked after and have no other issues... (Cindy, Interview 6, p. 7)

The act of developing a business case by no means guaranteed Cindy employment as a NP; it was viewed as a project and it seemed that her indicators were not yet convincing enough for the role to be implemented. Yet her proposed role was consistent with the streamlining of health services and cost reduction approaches.

Throughout these interviews there have been divergences between organisational expectations and nursing/clinical expectations, which have indicated a negative influence to achieving the full potential that the role can bring to health care delivery. The state and national vision of a holistic and advanced nursing role has become lost in the financial and medical dominance at the local level. It must be remembered that projects to develop NP roles are being funded by the very government that funds the health care organisations that are not supporting the NPs. One is supporting the NP by providing project funding; the other is not allowing that project to translate into a sustainable position for employment of a NP. This together with the internalisation of organisational discourses by the NPs, despite their anxiety at the tension it has created in their work, has set the stage for diverging expectations of what NPs are and should do. This internalisation processes emerges in the participants’ conversations and positions them within the organisation in a way that gains approval of themselves, whilst still allowing them to become this professional called a NP. Fairclough (2001b) makes reference to this idea by saying that people adopt the dominant discourses in their daily practice because it is internalised and the norm. In the case of the NPs, they are conforming to competing discourses; the budget and its constraints on practice, and the traditional discourses in which nurses have always been the subservient worker.

The need for NPs to create a space to influence clinical decision making processes within an organisational environment which does not overtly support the role, may have commenced with these participants long before they embarked on their career.
change, through their unconscious adoption of the traditionally accepted social order. What we are seeing is the subservient role of the nurse being changed in a way that threatens the traditional leader of health, the doctor, because, by the authority of legislation and professional policy, the NP can legitimately stand alongside the doctor as a leader in health. The use of medically and financially focused clinical indicators to measure the value of the NP, despite the allocation of unequal workloads, is one way of maintaining the control over NPs by that traditional order.

**Beyond Old Contests**

Since the emergence of NPs, international literature indicates a consistent similarity in NP performance indicators to that used by participants in this study. In the USA, the role of NP has constantly been measured against the medical model of care. The National Nursing and Nursing Education Taskforce (2005) undertook a search of the literature on how the NPs were measured. Over 1000 documents were reviewed for NP effectiveness, following which a cohort of NPs was asked to complete a questionnaire relating to their work. The results show that frequently the effectiveness of NPs was measured against patient satisfaction, bio-medical parameters such as morbidity rates, cost efficiency parameters for example seen by times, and chart audits based on the medical model. Nowhere in this literature was there reference to the nursing models, the comprehensive patient outcomes and the continuity of care that are described in policy documents both nationally and internationally (New South Wales Health 1995; South Australian Government 1999; Victorian Government 1999; Department of Health Western Australia 2003; Queensland Government 2003; ACT Health 2005; National Nursing and Nursing Education Taskforce 2005; Australian Capital Territory 2005; Australian Nursing and Midwifery Council 2006a). These general tenets are reflected in the ideal NP in this government statement,

The Nurse Practitioner role is intended to add value to health services and enhance the delivery of health care services.

The Nurse Practitioner is a Registered Nurse educated to function in an advanced clinical role. The scope of practice and tasks performed by the individual Nurse Practitioner will be determined by the context (or clinical area) in which the Nurse Practitioner is authorised to practice… (Queensland Government 2003)

The NP in reality is being directed to conform to measures that are medically and financially focused. The ideal of a professional nursing role achieving its potential is
not considered external to the policy documents around NP professional standards. So prevailing are finance and medicine in directing nursing that throughout the period of international and national NP development, randomised control trials (RCT) dominate, comparing the outcomes of NPs to doctors in many different practice settings. Of significance is the number of trials which are undertaken with no nursing input apart from the fact that the NP role is the subject of trial (Hill et al. 1994; Mundiger et al. 2000; Horrocks et al. 2002; Kinnersley et al. 2005; Woods 2006). Nursing outcomes were described in scientific phrases such as “no significant differences were found in patients’ health status… physiologic test results for patients with diabetes (p = .82) or asthma (p = .77) were not different” (Mundiger et al., 2000), and “…compared to the CR patients the RNP suffered from lower levels of pain (P< 0.0001), had acquired greater levels of knowledge (P<0.0001). The articles still however, demonstrated a comparable outcome to clinical care delivery by NPs to doctors. The fact that NPs have withstood the rigor of scientific evaluation by their medical counterparts, using their gold scientific standards of RCTs, is significant. However, the underlying tenet maintains a dominance of medical and financial discourse, with nursing being the silent partner in relation to how the role is measured and implemented (also see chapter 4 and 6 for the way in which the role is evaluated).

There have been attempts to counteract medical and financial focus. Nurses have attempted to join in with RCTs (Ahrens & Padwojski 1990; Dahle et al. 1998; Cooper et al. 2002). However, consistent with RCTs, combined nursing and medical research teams have evaluated the role still using medical dominated parameters embedded in a cost benefit discourse. There are however, more references made to patient satisfaction and the quality of care, despite the consistent theme of cost value, related to a reduced length of stay, improved quality of documentation and examination times. More recently nurses have begun using other methodologies, specifically around social research, in an attempt to review the role of NP from a different perspective, in which the qualitative role of the NP has been examined, focusing on continuity of care, comprehensive care and value added aspects of care (Keyzer et al. 1995; Busen & Englemann 1996; Mahnken et al. 1997; Chambers 1998; Torn & McNichol 1998; Armstrong 1999; UK Department of Health 1999; Keyzer 2001; Perala 2001; Watts et al. 2001; Williams et al. 2001; Jones 2003; Buppert 2004; Gardner 2004; Perron et al. 2005; Affara 2006; Atkins 2006). Despite
the growing evidence showing the quality and cost effectiveness of the NP role using RCTs as well as social methodologies, the findings are not used or reported to substantiate the planning of NP roles. This was also noted as a concern in the Productivity Commission stating that evaluation and development “has been ad hoc, jurisdictionally based and drawn out” (Productivity Commission 2005, p. XXI) although the Commission also highlighted pockets of progressive development,

…recent experiences provide ample evidence of the problems of achieving major job redesign within the current regime. For example, the introduction of nurse practitioners to Australia — a profession which has existed in some other countries for forty years — has been a drawn out process and is still encountering resistance from parts of the medical profession (Productivity Commission 2005, p. XXI)

This variation in local organisational support has emerged throughout participants’ interviews, however, the full extent of the market driven forces controlling NP progress rather than the evaluation of what the role can do, was highlighted by the Productivity Commission,

…Also, as noted previously, health workforce shortages in rural and remote areas have encouraged a variety of innovation in job design and scopes of practice. For example the shortage of medical practitioners in these areas has been a key driver for the introduction of nurse practitioners in Australia........Such initiatives offer the prospect of more timely provision of services or, in some cases, access to services that would otherwise have been unavailable (Productivity Commission 2005, p. 215)

Rashotte (2005) suggested that NPs are merely an instrument within the health care system which is to be used efficiently and effectively so that NP positions are only considered when there are no other options. This view was reinforced in that only one of the participants of this study was employed as a NP. The others, although authorised to practice as NPs were in different positions which although considered to be advanced have different responsibilities such as this conversation,

*I am actually registered as a Nurse Practitioner; I am not appointed as a Nurse Practitioner...... I’m currently a clinical expert in managing the care of patients ....I also have a role as administrator, a researcher and educator so it’s my job to educate both staff and patients on all aspects of care* (Jane, Interview 2, p. 2).

The notion of ‘clinical expert’ allowed Jane to operate at an advanced level but she was not allowed the authority and responsibility that NPs are afforded. Paradoxically, the cost effectiveness of the NP is useful in managing budgets as well. My field notes
have shown that some services have attempted to sustain the NP positions by placing NPs on the medical registrar’s budget and roster (Field Note, 17). Although this allowed the NP to practice in the substantive role, it was held out to be a short term answer to a management problem. DONs suggested that it would only be managed in this manner while registrar positions remained vacant. This activity perpetuates the notion that NPs can only be employed when there are deficiencies or gaps in the medical service and this has also been identified internationally (Fairman 2009). The implementation framework used in many jurisdictions created contradictory tensions by suggesting that NPs work within a nursing framework as they are not substitutions for doctors as the AMA maintains they are (Australian Medical Association 2005c), but at the same time, health care organisations, managers and NPs are placed in registrar positions to overcome vacancies as it suits the financial management of the organisation. Through the constraints on budget, services have not only reinforced the AMA’s fears, but they have merely repositioned the NP role so as to suit their financial needs. Although this position illustrates how the health care system needs and uses the role of NPs, they remain silenced as nurses because they are filling a vacancy in the medical workforce rather than undertaking an advanced nursing role that has merit in and of itself. The nursing aspect of the NP role is eroded by the manipulation of the NP scope of practice to suit present budgetary circumstances.

Whilst budget and the role it plays in maintaining controls in NP implementation prevails, it contravenes the professional line of what nursing as a profession is striving for and further highlights the powerlessness of nurses to initiate change despite the perceived authority they have for making that change. The divergent discourses reveal tensions between professional idealism, financial/professional dominance and local reality, which is challenging the status quo of what is known and accepted as truth claims within health as an institution. The emergence of a new role and therefore a new model of care and division of labour are challenging the existing legitimate power and discourse of health care institutions which supports Fairclough’s (2001b) opinion that the powerful groups maintain the legitimate power. A planned new model of care and the tension this brings was also highlighted in international peer reviewed journal articles. One in particular sums up the experiences from another country succinctly,
A variety of driving forces and pressures have encouraged emergency nurses to augment their conventional nursing skills; skills which were previously often the province of medicine. Initially this involved managing the care of patients with minor injuries but more recently, and in line with North American trends, emergency nurses are diagnosing and managing patients with increasingly complex injuries and pathology. …… there is a need for continued debate on the future of the health care workforce, informed by research, to facilitate correct and cost effective decision-making. To effectively develop a workforce fit for the future and define advanced practice in nursing, interprofessional silos need to be challenged. The ideological mythology surrounding nursing in particular, needs to be exposed, to prevent an obsolete and introspective focus, rather than patient centred philosophy (Brook & Crouch, 2004, p. 215).

Although this article focuses on silos, it does highlight the need for change in order to make a space for the role of NP. Augmenting ‘conventional nursing skills’ with those that are traditionally the domain of medicine means that nursing has to let go of their traditional position to accommodate a role that straddles both nursing and medicine. This also means that medicine has to let go of some of their tasks as well. This chapter has shown that this shift in labour division occurs, not so much because of the negotiation between two professions, but because the economy of health requires it in order to produce what is termed cost efficiency in health care delivery. Nursing is made visible in this debate, but is also invisible because it has not yet fully been admitted to that negotiation table. NPs strive to become NPs because of their altruistic beliefs in their ability to enhance the care of patients but are blocked because of the way that the budget is allocated in health care agencies and by the focus on fee for service in the provision of primary care by doctors.

The Australian reality is that nursing as a profession is struggling in the shift of the division of labour, with the introduction of the NP. It could be argued that nursing leaders have, like Nightingale continued to guide a certain progression of NPs by accepting the conditions placed upon their implementation, not by professional collaboration but by what is allowed or imposed upon them. The views between the levels of government and a professional vision show divergences where the profession and national government declare support for the NP role through policy and legislation, but local services of health do not, using budgetary constraints and management veto as reasons for their resistance. This reinforces the traditional conformity of the nursing workforce within a traditionally medical led system, where nurses are unconsciously adopting the language and form of social convention in a way that positions NPs within a system which remains resistant to the new role,
whilst paradoxically holding out to support it. Brook & Crouch (2004a, p. 211) suggest that there needs to be a “process of conjugation between the two disciplines [which] has been driven by the demands and pressures on the health economy”, something that national strategy is advocating but has not yet been adopted in this country.

The traditional stance of nursing is another strand in the complex web of influence affecting NP development. The hidden influence of how and in what way discourses operate to maintain the status quo is made evident in this study. In Chapter 8, in reflecting on the discourses exposed in this study, I explore how values such as altruism in nursing implicitly guide and situate the aspiring nurse back into their traditional position as invisible, stoic and uncomplaining. This view is perpetuated by nursing leaders and the NPs themselves so that negotiation around shifting professional boundaries is further confounded by the positions that nurses take on nursing advancement, either consciously or unconsciously.
Chapter 8 - Through the Looking Glass

'I don't know what you mean by "glory",' Alice said.
Humpty Dumpty smiled contemptuously. 'Of course you don't -- till I tell you. I
meant "there's a nice knock-down argument for you!"'
'But "glory" doesn't mean "a nice knock-down argument",' Alice objected.
'When I use a word,' Humpty Dumpty said, in rather a scornful tone, 'it means just
what I choose it to mean -- neither more nor less.'
'The question is,' said Alice, 'whether you can make words mean so many different
things.'
'The question is,' said Humpty Dumpty, 'which is to be master -- that's all.'
(Lewis Carroll in Alice through the Looking Glass in Oxenbury 2005, p. 128)

Alice’s confusion and questioning of the meanings of words and how they are used
resonates with the experiences of the NPs in Australia. Like Alice, NPs in Australia
are facing divergent expectations and interpretations of their role. Nor is the vision of
the NP role from the nursing profession necessarily aligned to the interpretations of
the wider health care system. Tradition and history play their part and language
articulates what is viewed as the truth and knowledge in creating the fabric and views
of a society. Foucault argued that the history behind the reality is closely related to
the way in which relations of power have been transformed over time (Foucault
1972). He suggested that society looks back on its origins in order to plan for the
future in a way that allows history to inform our knowledge and view of today in the
way we think, speak and act. This assumption supports the traditional underpinnings
of contemporary nursing as the knowledge of ideas is handed down through history,
and manifests in the way nurses conduct themselves within the multidisciplinary
team, as well as in their expectations about nursing (Buresh & Gordon 2000; Nelson
& Gordon 2004). This chapter reflects on the discourses that have surfaced through
the analysis of interviews and technical literature in the previous chapters. I use these
reflections to explore how the value of altruism is embedded in nursing, having both
negative and positive effects on how nursing is advanced. Altruistic values are
positive because they serve to motivate NPs to succeed, but are negative in their
effects because such beliefs mean that their arguments cannot be made in language
that makes sense to the organisations that block their advancement.

In this study, I wanted to go beyond those stepping stones and stumbling blocks
known to exist in advancing nursing and to peep through the looking glass at what
lay behind the discourses that impact on nurses’ development. I sought to analyse the
technical literature on the advancement of nursing knowledge and practice, and to explore the history of ideas that has given rise to the present attempts to advance nursing practice, with particular reference to the NP, and how these differ to the reality that NPs describe in their struggle to establish themselves in the workplace. Using a critical discourse analysis framework based on Fairclough’s (2001b) interpretation of language and power on the three levels of social organisation, role development of the NP has been examined in this study. The premise for the study was that NPs act and behave in a way that society has shaped them and that this new role called the NP, challenges the health care institution by testing the boundary of nursing practice that is controlled by powers behind the overt discourses in health care.

What has emerged from the data, is a dichotomy between an altruistic vision of nursing as a profession in the value of the NP, and a truth claim of what the NP really is (or is not) in a commodity driven health care system. At the beginning of this study I suggested that nursing as a profession has not gained the autonomy it sought for NPs. I have argued that nursing has merely shifted its sphere of influence in what is still a traditionally driven health care system. Here nurses are located as a profession reliant on medical decision making in order for them to carry out their work. The doctor is portrayed as the leader in a clinical practice setting where it is still accepted that the medical model of care is the major framework. Traditionally, this powerful medical positioning has resulted in doctors being at the head of health services as much as at the helm of clinical decision making. In this organisational structure there is no space for a mixed medical/nursing role like the NP. From this study, evidence has emerged to suggest that, as Fairclough (2001b) contends, these power relations are usually hidden, but have become more overt as nurses are struggling against the norms resident in the established power equations.

The struggle that has arisen through the implementation of the NP role is as much out of the nurses’ unconscious compliance to the dominant discourses, as it is out of the operation of dominant discourses themselves. These two opposing positions work simultaneously in shaping the implementation of this new nursing role. The outcome is in reality far less even than the shifting of the profession’s sphere of influence, because both the NPs and their nurse managers who are supposed to support their
development, have struggled against these overt obstacles, and opposing discourses within which they operate.

This chapter will reflect on the discourses examined in previous chapters, and will use this information to examine the opposing forces that are working together to shape the NP role. In accordance with Fairclough’s (2001b) levels of organisation, the discussion will broaden analysis to that of nursing as an order within healthcare as an institution, because, in this examination, NPs are merely one small part in the whole collage of perceptions and deceptions working to maintain the health care system as we know it. Yet it is this one small cog in the wheel, the NP, that has served as the catalyst for such a large public debate and a significant challenge to the status quo of the health care institution. The invisible nurses become visible not because of their professional or clinical worth, but because of their new hybrid role that challenges the status quo of a traditional health care structure.

*The Royal ‘They’*

In my discussions with my supervisors, I have talked about ‘they’ who are not allowing NPs to progress; ‘they’ are dictating what nurses can or can’t do. But who is ‘they’? ‘They’ is not a magic rabbit hopping in and out of discourse boxes and hats. I have shown that this is not a simple matter. On the one hand ‘they’ is in reality the claims of those using discourses of health care driven by financial controls residing in a commodity oriented health care system. On the other hand ‘they’ is also the hidden power within the traditional structures of health care. Although this traditional power has overtly shifted to a chief financial officer, the covert control still remains with the doctor without whose services, health resources and funds cannot be allocated. And over and above the contest, the ‘they’ is the complex and intricate web of bureaucracy which drives the system and which has the power to allocate or withdraw funds based on statistics and trends of health, but which has no real control over operational activities as to how those funds are used.

Society has been led to believe that health care delivery is what is viewed in the annual hospital reports. The reports are consistent with Foucault’s “notions of truth” (Rabinow 1997, p. 37) because these glossy magazines provide pictures of nurses with smiling faces, new equipment, new services and other good news stories and a financial report, which provides enough information to keep people happy but which
conceals the real utilisation of funds. By their very standing in society, health care institutions are given the authority to speak the truth through the CFO as representative of health care. But by speaking the truth in this way, what is maintained is the dominant ideology through which the institution of health and their web of texts exist across the three levels of social organisation that Fairclough (2001b) highlights. It also maintains covert authority to those traditionally in power and whose interests lie behind the claims, texts and discourses of health care. ‘They’ remain pivotal to funding and resource allocation, to maintaining the status quo of health care despite government policy directives and initiatives such as we have seen with the NP development. But this is not the only power that affects the NPs.

Another symptom of the systemic relations of power creating further complexity in the mix perpetuates the status quo of health care – specifically this is the role that maintenance of tradition plays. ‘They’ is also the NPs and other nurses involved with development of NP roles who through their own belief systems, perpetuate the subservient nature of nursing through the ways in which they act and describe themselves. Nelson and Gordon (2006 p. 19) referred to this when they said that nurses still rely on the “virtue script” which has not changed in 100 years of nursing. Fairclough (2001b) says that society, through the social institutions such as legislation and education, perpetuate ideology of the groups that dominate and adopt its discourses without realising ‘they’ are even doing this. In this way the status quo of the traditional leaders is maintained because all the players within the system adopt and use the discourses of the dominant power. Nursing, is a caring profession as such not only because of the traditional power brokers of health, but because the nurses themselves believe and ratify this.

**Nursing as Altruism versus Nursing as Commodity**

It is for this reason that I now focus on the two sides of a coin; firstly as viewed by nurses, and secondly as viewed by the economists of health, in relation to nurses and its definition as the caring profession. If health care is viewed from Fairclough’s (2001b) standpoint, then participants in a society, such as nurses in health care, unconsciously adopt the actions and language of the dominant power because they are exposed to them on a daily basis, and so the use of such words makes sense. As a result of constant exposure nurses internalise these discourses as their own. The influence of the past thus shapes the way they are and the way they position
themselves in that social order. In this way the political economy of health and the tradition of nursing are intertwined so that they together, they interact in the operations of the dominant discourses that affect the outcomes of any contest over the re-distribution of power, such as the NP role establishment.

The evidence in this study has shown that on the one hand there are those nurses who seek to advance their profession through the advanced practice role of NP, and on the other hand the traditional health care division of labour is maintained through the unchanged processes of resource allocation for health care, which they themselves accept as normal. Jane spoke of this when she referred to the fact that she was a NP but not working as one, still having to conform to the usual work practices embedded in the traditional nurse/doctor relationship despite the doctors being very junior and inexperienced.

You are working at times with very junior residents on the ward who have not met these kind of patients before and aren’t really competent to make definitive clinical decisions. So you have to foresee that, but we don’t have any authority to do that, so it always has to be medically supported, but we are often finding ourselves in a situation having more lot more knowledge than some of the medical staff themselves (Jane, interview 2, p. 4)

Joe also highlighted the traditional nurse/doctor relationship when he talked about the fact that he would not have got his NP role established without the doctors’ support,

The underlying theme that I got from particularly from one consultant who I have a very close working relationship as well as a personal friendship is that the reasons it took off the ground is that these guys have known me for a long time and so they trust my judgement and they are happy to run with it...you know God love doctors they very much personalise things and you are a good guy and we know you and you can do it but if we don’t know you then we won’t support it (Joe, Interview 3, p. 3).

Mary, (Interview 1) told of a situation in Chapter 5, where she was unable to progress her role as NP, because the DON would not even consider such a change, because it went outside of the traditional health care workforce configuration in that organisation (Mary, Interview 1, p. 5). Whilst the states and federal governments continue to promote NPs as a cost effective solution to escalating health care costs, the health services which still remain in the service of medicine through the funding allocation system, do not embrace it. Neither do they try to do things differently in a
system that although it says it wants change, has not reviewed the way in which it is funded in order to facilitate those changes. This process was described in Chapter 7. It is exemplified by Mary’s statements, where the DON showed no desire to even consider the implementation of a NP role. There have been other examples of DONs not supporting change to facilitate NP role establishment throughout this study. The funding allocation still requires the medical episodes of service as the measurement of health care need and the consequent resource allocation. The AMA’s unashamed and public conceit in their media statements reinforced this view that doctors hold the power in the health care system. This was evident in a document released by the AMA as a position statement that provided details of what the AMA believed the government should do to encourage doctors to work in rural and remote areas. Despite NPs being developed for this very geographic area by the government, the AMA have persisted in their lobby for more funding whilst discounting the potential of the NP role,

The AMA does not support a role for independent nurse practitioners. This, however, does not preclude the capacity for highly skilled nurses, working as part of a collaborative primary care team led by one or more GPs to be supported in the delivery of services to remote areas where access to health care is often very difficult. These nurses should:
- Have appropriate clinical experience and training
- Be supported through the provision of appropriate communication technologies to ensure that treatment can be properly co-ordinated with the supervising GP(s)
- Be governed by appropriate clinical decision making protocols developed by GPs in consultation with clinicians (Australian Medical Association, 2005, p. 8)

NPs do have appropriate clinical experience and training; they are able to properly co-ordinate treatment. NPs do not need clinical decision making protocols supervised by GPs because state legislation provided NPs with the authority to manage care within an identified scope of practice. They can work collaboratively with GPs and still achieve what the AMA is suggesting. The difference is that NPs do not need to be supervised by GPs or be employed by GPs to do this work. It can be contended then, that the role of NP, whilst being proclaimed the panacea that will accomplish nursing advancement simultaneously as it solves health care’s financial woes, will only be realised as such if the actual funding arrangements and shifts in power bases are altered.
The conversations and technical literature in this study have provided examples of how nursing as a profession remains subservient within what are accepted discourses of relations in health care. Medicine remains pivotal to health care delivery where doctors are seen as the generators of health dollars, and other professions such as nursing revolve around them as mere costs in the health system as this system pays for nurses’ labour. This has also been well documented in other studies that examine practical issues of NP role implementation and which situate the nurse in that traditional health care paradigm in Australia (Keyzer et al. 1995; Mahnken et al. 1997; Gardner 2004). The invisibility of nursing is exposed in how health services avoid sustainable implementation of NPs. As this study has shown, organisations accept funding for NP projects but do not make use of this opportunity to examine new models of care which involve the NP that would, in the long term, reduce the costs of health care provision. Instead, health services use the expertise of well trained nurses who are endorsed as NPs but employed into alternative nursing positions, so that these nurses do not have the authority to become fully functioning and autonomous decision making members of the health care team. This is not what was envisioned or anticipated for the NP role not only by nursing as a profession and by the government, but also by national and international research about the role. Van Offenbeek and Knipp (2004) demonstrate this attitude towards NPs in their Dutch study when they concluded that,

Innovative forms of advanced nursing practice can only enhance the effectiveness of care processes when they are embedded in a work structure that is internally consistent and adjusted to the task environment and the available skill-mix (p. 680)

In other words NPs can only progress by conforming to the existing health care structure of that country. Other studies have shown that nurses have been caught up in the debate around professional roles and divisions of labour which does not encourage the advancement of nursing practice, least of all the role of NP (Hegney 1997; Drayer & Brown 2000; Dingwall & Allen 2001; Kernick & Scott 2002; Jones 2003; Hoque et al. 2004; Copnell & Bruni 2005; Faresjo 2006). All too often though, nurses have perpetuated the situation by their silence and their belief in nursing as being governed by altruistic values because, as an American professor of nursing said, “patients and families will know that [what nurses do] naturally just from watching what the nurse is doing” (cited in Buresh & Gordon 2000, p. 32).
The breadth of the divergence between nursing as a commodity in a business driven health care system and the altruistic view of nursing is still governed by "the politics surrounding the professional groups and the larger policy landscape" (Fairman 2008, p. 185). If I refer back to the earlier chapters in which the history of nursing was explored, the focus of the altruistic view of nursing is in its particular definition of what counts as caring. This has been the single factor that nursing has tried to control in its endeavour to becoming a profession, suggesting that caring is what nurses do well. As previously discussed in Chapter 3, caring is also synonymous with women’s work and women care for people the world over and in all walks of life, it does not necessarily take a nurse to do that (Clifford 1995; Kitson 1999; Chiarella 2002; Fineman 2004; Nelson & Gordon 2004; Copnell & Bruni 2005; Gordon 2005). The difference is that nursing as a profession has attempted to capture the concept of caring in a scientific form known as the nursing process (Serle 1987; Keyzer et al. 1995; World Health Organisation 1996; Kitson 1999; World Health Organisation 2002). However, because of what Nelson and Gordon (2006, p. 25) call the “feedback loop” nurses continue to receive support from others when they perpetuate the “virtue script”, not because they embrace and use knowledge and science in their care for patients. The problem arises in the contemporary world of patient bed-days and randomised control trials, that caring as a motivation does not fit, nor does it remain in the control of the nurse (RN) because much of what formerly counted as the visible elements of caring component of the nursing work are being steadily given to less qualified workers such as patient care assistants (Dingwall & Allen 2001; Peral 2001; Jenkins-Clarke 2003; Hoque et al. 2004). It is this divergence in discursive effects that sets nurses apart from mainstream health care in the contemporary social order and it is this that I will explore in this chapter. These divergences are the crux to the delays to NP role acceptance and whilst this stand-off between two opposing positions continues, nurses will remain a commodity to be controlled and manipulated by those who are in charge of health care resource allocation. The concept of the altruistic nurse as caring no longer works, yet nursing leaders still talk about nursing, love and caring in the same sentence as if there is some naturalised ordering (see Chapter 5 for previous discussion of this).
Moderated Love

In this following section I turn to an exploration of the way in which discourses about altruism have been used to position nursing and continue to contain its most recent advances. In Professor Leggs’s oration at the 42nd Patricia Chomley Memorial Oration for the Royal College of Nursing Australia Conference, entitled ‘Nursing: a Moderated Love’, Legg (2008, p. 3) said “there are times when I actually do wonder why I am still a nurse”. She went on to say that the reasons for her motivation were and still are, “the learning opportunities that one has, not in formal education, but learning from and being inspired by, other people”. She told the audience that she had good role models when she trained some 40 years prior, and that,

They were hard working years, but we were trained and educated by women of vision and focus, who had sheer and utter dedication and commitment to patient care and to the development of us as young student learners and as professionals (p. 4).

The vision she refers to is the hard subservient work that indeed nurses of that time carried out under doctors’ orders (McBryde 1979; Bassett 1992; Nelson & Gordon 2004). Dingwall and Allen (2001, p. 65) refer to this dedication and hard work as ‘emotional labour’ because service occupations such as nursing have to manage their emotions in ways that are consistent with the roles and tasks of the job, as part of the service offered by an organisation. Emotions in the labour of a caring workforce are therefore “subject to acts of management” (Hoschchild 1979, p. 551). Because jobs that require emotional labour are predominantly women’s occupations, Dingwall and Allen (2001) suggest that the full worth of this work is not properly acknowledged or economically rewarded and open to exploitation (p.65). Dingwall and Allen (2001, p. 65) noted that,

Emotion work has also become a key element of the nurses’ mandate, part of a claim to a distinctive jurisdiction in the division of labour in health care…and it justifies their status as a separate and independent profession, worthy of respect from any other health care profession.

Because of this mandate, health services both nationally and internationally have tried to measure and quantify caring to create a financial value (Bolton 2005; Cooke 2006; Orrock & Lawler 2008). This, according to Orrock and Lawler (2008, p. 1) creates the “fractured self” with nurse managers because of
...first the historical and continuing ethos of nursing as humanitarian, caring work; second, the increasingly technocratic expectations of health care systems and the people who control them; and thirdly, the consequent clash of values structures and ideologies that are at play in current western health care systems.

However, in the face of financially measured caring, such national leaders as Legg have continued to promote a view of altruism in her “re-enactment of the moderated love” which, she suggests is what will support nursing leaders of the future. Legg compared nursing leadership to a horse whisperer where horses are led through the need for connection. In this way she said, the new generation of nurses will be “soul seekers” (p. 8) and the attributes of a nurse leader will include,

Prophetic – in discerning the soul/spirit realities in a given situation
Missional – in communicating the values/ethics of the profession
Pastoral – shepherding the people by leading, nurturing and protecting
Teaching – communicating the wisdom of care through engaged scholarship

(Legg 2008, p. 9)

This view of altruism in nursing leadership and the future of nursing as ‘future makers and shakers’ is so discordant with the experiences that NPs are having in establishing themselves that I am left wondering if the CFO of a hospital or a clinical director73 of a unit would be happy to be ‘whispered’ to in a ‘moderated love’ and if they would allocate funding to a NP based on these humanitarian ‘connections’ in the contemporary world of health. Although nursing has chosen caring to identify itself, this focus has prevented the profession from moving forward because such a value does not afford nurses a position of mutual understanding with the political economy of health care (Etzioni 1969; Moore 1970; Meiksins & Watson 1989). Dingwall and Allen (2001) contend that the ‘Golden Age’ of nursing in which care and dedication was mandated no longer supports nursing, because many of the identified caring tasks of yesterday such as bathing and feeding, are allocated to patient care assistant roles74 today as a cheaper option to nursing care. Rather, as O’Brien (1994, p. 407) says “in essence, the [unacknowledged and under-renumerated] emotional labours of nurses are constructed as the key vehicle for realising health agenda developed by medical and administrative authorities.”

73 This is usually a specialist doctor in the clinical discipline relating to the service. The role frequently has financial responsibilities as well.
74 Patient Care Assistants (PCA) is one of many titles for carer assistants who have a short training program in the care of patients. They are not a regulated workforce and can be employed to undertake those manual tasks of practical caring support that used to be very much a part of a registered nurse’s role, termed activities of daily living.
If I refer back to Chapter 7 where the economic position of health care was examined, then agendas of others in the health care system such as the CFO, do not support the altruistic view that nursing holds. Yet, the altruistic position is still promoted by nurses without thought of what might constitute caring practices in the contemporary health care environment. Whilst the ANMC NP Competencies attempt to position the NP within that contemporary health care structure by stating that NPs “provide health service leadership” (Australian Nursing and Midwifery Council, 2006), the message is contradictory not only because there are leaders of nursing that tend not to enact it, but the very NP Competencies themselves are paradoxical because the same document refers to NPs as identifying “the values intrinsic to nursing”, which we know from the information in this study, refer to traditional and altruistic values of nursing. I contend that such a view provides no space for those extended practices that NPs have been awarded through legislation and which cross the traditional boundaries between nurse and doctor. The tension between what the NPs can do that traverses medical and nursing practice, and what nursing views as important in that practice has manifested in conversations such as this below from the participants,

…don’t forget that we are actually nurses with specialised fields, we are not doctor’s substitutes, we’re not pretend doctors, like people, you know, want us to think, you know, think we are. I think we have to look out, as nurse practitioner we look after a person holistically, not just medical, even though we have the medical skills, more clinical skills to look at their medical needs, we also have that nurturing undertone as the nurse, to look at other aspects of this person, which, I don’t think the doctor actually has the time to do it. (Cindy, Interview 6, p. 9)

Such a view is located within the visibility/invisibility debate from previous chapters because Cindy’s attempt at identifying herself as a nurse presents a picture of a merged nursing and medical professional where the nursing component in the practices she describes are termed nurturing. We recall also that Joe, in the previous chapter, showed how he was measured against financial outcomes embedded in medically focused clinical performance indicators such as length of stay and episodes of care, rather than his ability to provide an enhancement in the care of a patient. The NP therefore has been set up against a backdrop of divergent views of how the role is to be worked or practised. The tension demonstrated in the participant conversations suggests that the ANMC’s position on NP leadership and autonomy is not
necessarily what is supported by organisational directives. The real use of nursing as a commodity, despite so called contemporary advances in autonomy, was magnified by Professor Nelson, quoted in The Star Newspaper in Toronto recently,

If there's one thing nurses know, it's that tough economic times tend to mean cuts to the profession. This has been the pattern over the decades, where nursing from Toronto to Manchester to São Paulo has all too frequently been the health-care service sector that takes the hardest and deepest cuts when the economy takes a nose dive (Nelson 2009).

Managers in health care, many of whom are nurses, have had to conform to financial control. This has been referred to in the restrictive commodity of health in the British National Health System (NHS) where leaders of health are a part of a dependency culture that inhibits personal, organisational and economic success through the need to be constrained by financial indicators relating to health trends known as the balanced scorecard (Kaplan & Norton 1996; Hoque et al. 2004). Hoque et al. showed that autonomy or freedom to make decisions as a manager was directly related to how well they did in financial key performance indicators. “Three stars” Hoque et al. (2004, p. 356) allowed managers a “range of freedoms” relating to the business of managing the service. In other words, managers were not actually free to make decisions although they were afforded ‘freedom’ based on compliance to budget indicators, and then only within certain jurisdictions set out by the NHS. Legg’s altruistic approach, much like those leaders mentioned by Buresh and Gordon (2000), would fail to have an impact in such a budget driven environment. As Nelson (2009) continued in the Toronto newspaper article,

Even today, when we finally have the data to show that quality nursing staff is strongly correlated with patient outcomes (including mortality), the question continues to be raised. The tradition of seeing nursing as a resource to be built up in good times and trimmed back in lean times dates back to the very beginning of professional nursing.

The impact that this use of nursing resource has on nursing was reinforced in a recent Australian state’s reform, which showed that nursing, despite the rhetoric of influence had no authority in health service outcomes. Managers are powerless to influence change and,

75 Manager in this particular study was anyone in charge of a clinical unit, which included any health professional. Frequently the managers were (and are) nurses.
…not only did they [nurse managers] report a progressive deconstruction and subsequent demise of their role identity (that traces its provenance to the Nightingale Matron), but a perception of many of the study’s participants of a new post-reform self was insignificant, worthless and of no value to the health care organisation (Orrock & Lawler 2008, p. 2)

In other words, the role nurses play remains invisible and silenced, even as nurses become managers of health care services. NPs, as much as their nursing managers, are unable to influence health policy as any successful implementation of NP positions would suggest, and contrary to ANMC views, nurses are pawns in the health care system, to be used in roles convenient to the organisation. This has been consistently demonstrated by the participants interviewed for this study. Their struggle to have any influence at all emerges in their conversations and in their inability to actually practice as NPs. This is because nursing services in Australia are factored into service provision within a health service revolving around access to medical services, and nursing leaders seem powerless to change this. Caring, therefore, as much as nursing leaders promote it, is not a factor to influence any change in the way health care is delivered and funded. As shown in Chapter 7, international examples of NP implementation show that the dominant theme for NP employment was cost efficiency rather than what nursing could contribute to that provision of care.

In Chapter 7, the way in which funding is allocated to health care services was examined. The positioning of medical and nursing labour was identified as located within a medically driven funding allocation of health care services. NPs under this arrangement are unable to offer their services to health care organisations as self-funded professionals who bring funding with them for the provision of care. Because of this, there is no place for nursing leadership in its current use of both traditionally and altruistically situated discourse to influence how things happen or to enable individual nurses to break free of that system. The irony of the situation however is that NPs can provide a service similar to that of doctors because it is not actually the doctor that generates the need for a health care service in the first place. What is hidden under the current resource allocation (both tertiary and primary), is that the dollars follow the patients who seek access to health care and for which hospitals are funded, through their episodes of care, to pay doctors or hospitals that provide the care. This perspective on funding arrangements is not discussed anywhere, and although the AMA takes a line of argument on safety to demean the...
NPs’ skills and abilities, their argument is covertly financially driven, rather than clinically. NPs are a proven cost effective alternative and the AMA members would stand to lose income as a result of the NP role’s full introduction as health service providers. Participants have talked about the fact that there is no budget for their positions, yet NPs do not represent a cost to health care services, in fact, as identified in the previous chapter, they can save money for the government because they are a less expensive option to care delivery. The system supported the continued medical dominance in the funding arrangements, and nursing has tacitly supported it through the use of an altruistic positioning taken by profession preventing NPs from reaching their financial and clinical potential.

Despite legislation and policy, this study shows that the NPs who participated in this study struggled to influence change, nor are they wholeheartedly supported by their nursing managers. Based on the findings in this thesis, there seems to be an element of inertia where those nurses in authority are not able to initiate new models of care that would support nursing as a profession, but also save the health dollar. What this suggests, is that nursing positions may have a title of authority and leadership, but they do not seem to have the legitimised authority that allows them to produce changes. This situation does not appear to be peculiar to Australia. The findings from this small in-depth study are replicated internationally (Asubonteng et al 1995; Arnold 2004; Bolton 2005; Cooke 2006). Concepts and phrases mobilised in nursing texts such as ‘collaboration’, ‘autonomy’, ‘part of a strategic team’, ‘influencing policy’, appear to be no more than rhetoric. These words are a constant presence in this thesis and amount to no more than subsumed titles and roles that have little ability to act with agency, that is with any ‘autonomy’ however that word is defined. Nurses as leaders whether they are NPs or nurse managers appear unable to achieve the autonomy that is their right through legislation and regulation. Also, they are not shifting their sphere of influence within the health care team structures. The status quo of a traditional health care order is thus maintained, in spite of the policy, the legislation and the government’s media statements that support nursing involvement in changes to health care delivery.


**Bring Back the Matron**

The Australian experiences described in this study are not isolated from the global nursing perspectives either. As much as the international literature used in this study has shown that NPs find it difficult to influence health care change, so too is the management of nurses in other countries. The texts used in this study clearly outline this, but none as much as a recent National Health initiative in the UK, where manager roles were significantly changed in both title and job description. I have included a discussion on this UK experience because the events described there not only show how little influence nurses have but also how nurses themselves support and endorse, both tacitly and overtly, changes to their own profession even though the impact of that change is detrimental to progress in the nursing profession. The described situation in which nurses find themselves in the contemporary arena of health care is not exclusive to NPs. These effects occur to nursing more generally. NPs are just one component in the larger financially driven wheel of health care, where the altruistic and traditional view continues to be encouraged of nurses so as to be capitalised on by others. The NHS in the UK recently demonstrated how enmeshed the approach to nursing as a commodity is. In 2004, that country’s government made a decision to change existing nurse manager roles to bring back what they described as the traditional role of the matron. This change was widely communicated as a cost effective solution to cutting infection rates.

Up until the 1980s DONs were called matrons. Under the former service focused health care system, matrons oversaw nursing services in a way that was practically focused around the maintenance of hygiene, nursing procedures and policies. With the advent of business units in health systems, DONs (the new matron roles) took on a range of other business related activities as well, and this has been discussed in Chapter 7. It is unclear in what followed as to how much of this significant change to a nursing role incorporated the views of senior nurses and was merely the manipulation of a tradition for the sake of an NHS led need to re-aggregate care. Moreover, there is much about this move by the government of the UK through the NHS that mirrors motivations and concerns that have led to the promotion of the NP role by Australian government. The description of the process for change outlined below warn of on-going difficulties for the implementation of NP roles if roles can be aggregated, disaggregated and dissolved for the meeting the ends of a
bureaucracy. The extent to which bureaucracy makes changes regardless of any governance or influence nursing managers may have in an organisation was outlined in a BBC News article recently.

The UK Government found it appropriate to place the matron back in service, not because nursing leaders wanted to lead with care, but because infection rates from MRSA\textsuperscript{76} were soaring, and the Government believed that the reintroduction of the matron would assist in reducing the infection rates (BBC News 2008). The article stated that “senior charge nurses will assume the duties of matrons used to have as part of the Scottish Government drive to reduce hospital infections” (BBC News 2008) and that “all charge nurses would be put in charge of cleanliness to cut hospital infections”. The article did not give credit to the infection control processes that every hospital in the developed world should be following\textsuperscript{77}. The article went on to say that,

…in some respects this is about going back to the future as the senior charge nurses will have the same responsibility for ward hygiene as matrons used to have – set in the context of 21\textsuperscript{st} century environment (BBC News 2008).

The matron role was supported by others across UK and which had been implemented in other UK health services since 2004. For example, Arnold (2004) wholeheartedly supported bringing back “those straight-laced matrons” whilst Bolton (2005) described the new matron role as a “vital link between operational and strategic management” (p.5). What is interesting in these articles is the ignorance of what it means to be a person in charge of a clinical environment. A fundamental aspect of clinical practice, whether it is a nurse, a doctor or a cleaner, is cleanliness and infection control. It is part of the job of everyone in a clinical area, and the auditing of practice rests with the nursing director, charge nurse or others in charge of those places\textsuperscript{78}. This point was also made by Woods (2005), quoted in The UK Telegraph, when she stated that the introduction of the matron into the NHS had not reduced hospital infection rates. In fact according to statistics, rates of infection had

\textsuperscript{76} MRSA is Methycillen Resistant Staphylococcus Aureus which emerged as a hospital acquired infection a number of years ago. The infection has significant negative effects on ill and compromised people and has cost governments across the world millions of extra dollars in hospital expenditure.

\textsuperscript{77} In most major hospitals in mainstream western health care the accreditation and quality standards require very structured infection control measures to be demonstrated and implemented.

\textsuperscript{78} Whilst I have not referenced this, an examination of any reputable hospital policy in the context of what is termed the Western World, would reveal this information.
doubled since the introduction of matrons because the problem and the solution go “much deeper” than introducing a new role. Woods noted that the new matron role was “dreamed up by politicians” and its only “appeal” was that people can have that “sentimental attachment to nursing as it used to be 40 years ago.” Woods noted that infection control was “not rocket science” and it did not need a matron to do it. Kermode (1994, p. 112) commented that in large public hospitals such as this NHS example, “managers and bureaucrats use the tools of re-aggregating work, rationalisation of activities and staffing levels, re-organisation and re-structuring of organisations and awards as ways of controlling the productive process”, in this case, the reduction of MRSA infections. Kermode (1994, p. 113) noted that in these settings nursing has always been a part of the bureaucratic wheel and as such is subject to “consistent domination by another professional group and multiple layers of bureaucrats”. It is not surprising that the NHS went about changing roles in the way they did.

What the BBC article did not reveal was that these nurses, who were now being charged with managing cleanliness, had the responsibility of the unit budget under the business unit concept of health. Therefore, of concern was whether another layer of management was created or whether the manager workload merely increased in breadth of activity. Bolton (2005) confirmed that managers were expected to manage both the clinical and the fiscal aspects of unit management and that nursing had adopted these new directions as part of its “professionalisation project” (Bolton 2005, p. 7). However, nothing had in fact really changed, except the role title, because since the introduction of the neo-liberal business unit concept in health care in the 1980s, in Thatcherite reforms almost everywhere, nurse managers have been responsible for all clinical and financial activities at the ward or unit level, including the control of infection (Kermode 1994; Klein 1995; Antrobus 1999; Doolin 1999). The selling of the matron role was outlined in a document released for the purposes of introducing the matron role into the NHS entitled “A Matron’s Charter: an Action Plan for Cleaner Hospitals” (Department of Health 2004). In this document, the role of the matron is outlined clearly and commences with a quote on cleanliness by Florence Nightingale, followed by a “modern” matron’s statement,

“A clean environment is dear to all our hearts. As a Matron I know that it is my responsibility to take the lead in this; however, I cannot do it alone. Teamwork, clarity of role, and recognition of the value of the cleaning staff are all key to
improvement. I cannot over-emphasise the importance of a culture of good housekeeping and hygiene practice.” (Edwards, quoted in Department of Health 2004, p. iv)

Bolton (2005) identified language that had been used to sell the matron role with words such as “leadership” and “care co-ordinators”. The position taken by NHS strategists was that the matron role would be “high profile management” and would boost the public confidence in the NHS (Bolton 2005, p. 8). What was even more disturbing was that this change to job description came “following a review of the senior charge nurse, following concerns about recruitment and retention” (BBC News 2008). The leap from recruitment problems to changing a job description to combat infection which was costing the government significant amounts of public money is incongruent. The actions support Dingwall and Allen’s (2001) opinion of healthcare being delivered in a competitive environment where the tax dollar has to be shared around and where financial officers are the directors of change making assessments purely on the budget balance and not on patient need. The decisions being made in regard to the matron changes were endorsed by nursing leaders, thus approving the use of nursing as a commodity and not as a profession. It remains to be seen whether another health care professional group such as medicine would have allowed such changes to their role and scope of practice. If the very public debate that the AMA has used in Australia to protect doctors’ interests is evidence of this, it would not happen (Australian Medical Association 2000; 2003; 2005; 2006). The NHS example shows how change can reinforce the silencing of nurses and, as Bill noted in his interview when talking about the management of the service he worked in,

*These people have come from backgrounds such as communications, banking, you know, all sorts of things, nothing to do with healthcare and yet they’re making decisions, enacting policies in the department of [service], turning it in to reality, that is having direct ramifications on the services of people* (Bill, Interview 8, p. 15).

Bill’s example, as much as the NHS workforce changes, has reinforced the silencing of the profession. Nurses accept their silencing by tacitly supporting the manipulation of nursing roles due to budget need, hidden in the language of support and caring, and so become a commodity of health care resource allocation rather than as a professional group whose skills are needed for effective, safe clinical practice.
Bill highlighted silencing from the NP perspective, supporting Kermode’s idea that nurses remain within a cycle of dominance by others,

*It is interesting in that, we talk about, you know, exclusion, not being recognised and not being there, and yet, by us not being there, it gives a real indication about how the government views the role of nurses, and how you know, no matter what we do, and all the fights we have, it's not changing.* (Bill, Interview 8, p. 12)

The development and intervention of the UK Matron role focused on nursing to resolve a cost issue; it did not affect medicine in any way. Yet it is a well-rehearsed argument that now locates cause for the rise of resistant bacteria to the medical over-prescription of antibiotics and presented Western health care systems with the problem of MRSA. From such a well-informed position then it is not merely unclean hospitals, as has been suggested through the media and through the nurses’ tacit acceptance of this change that meant that the severity and rates of hospital infection have risen. As Woods (2005) confirmed the NHS lead the public to believe that “The buck would stop with the matron. But, according to many, this was an oversimplification of the matron’s role and the root cause of MRSA…”

The examples demonstrate how nurses are constituted as a commodity and not as agents of care in their own right. They are subject to cost saving initiatives even when they are not the reason for the budget shortfall. Nurses’ silence and dedication appears to have been an easier option for the CFOs to manage than doctors who, despite the difficulties on the financial front, remain in control and constantly and instantly contest any erosion or changes to their role. This situation has been evidenced through the language in media statements by the AMA in this study. The position of nurses and doctors in the traditional health care system is no different from 100 years ago. Because of this traditional acceptance of hierarchy, NPs in Australia are as much subject to role manipulation as exemplified by the UK Matron example. This has been demonstrated throughout this study, in the participants’ inability to work as a NP and when they do work as a NP, their acceptance of larger workloads with medical indicators to assess their role value. Yet, government media releases have stated that NPs are a cost effective solution to escalating costs (Perry 2002; Sugden 2005). The AMA’s position statements used in this study, and also in the example provided in Appendix 8, in which the AMA state that “a move to independent nurse practitioners would dumb down the Australian health care
system” show that the NP role is clearly not what they want, as they continue to
denounce it and promote the Practice Nurse role as its alternative. The Practice
Nurse, of course is employed by the GPs, and is supervised by them, whereas the NP
would be an equal partner. The medical dominance in vetoing or supporting health
care changes remains central to the health care system, despite consistent calls for
cost reduction initiatives.

Despite the government seeking innovative ways to reduce costs, it is the very
budgetary standpoint that is used as an excuse not to implement the role. The NP
participants in this study have shown that their skills have been utilised in less
confronting nursing roles such as the CNC or NUM role so that health services are
gaining financially and clinically, by having the additional expertise of the NP skill
without the cost or required authority. Cooke (2006, p. 223) supports these claims in
an examination of what the author refers to as “seagull management and the control
of nursing work”. Under the marketing guise of “improving public protection and
empowering consumers of health” Cooke (2006, p. 224), showed that neoliberal
NHS reforms embodied incongruous trends through “quazi-markets” and “managed
competition”. This achieved the economic results of reduced length of stay of
patients in hospitals, whilst simultaneously increasing the number of patients moving
through the health system so that, in financial terms, the increased number of patients
accessing the service whilst reducing the number of days a patient remains in
hospital, reflected as a financially viable and productive business unit. The negative
side of this financial activity occurs where nursing is used as the commodity by
which these outcomes are achieved. The services are “getting more for less” because
nurses now have heavier workloads, with patients with higher acuity levels79 and
there is a consequentially reduced caring component to the work because nurses are
“now working on an assembly line”, rather than providing the “holistic care” to
patients (Cooke 2006, p. 225). The income for doctors in this situation is not
affected, in fact, because of the funding arrangements more doctors are essentially
required in order to meet the increased demands for the service resulting from
increased patient throughput.

79 Patient acuity is a measure used to describe the severity of illness in a patient. The higher the acuity
the more complex the illness presentation is and the more intensive the management of the patient
requires.
In this funding arrangement, the NP, as a nurse actually does not cost the health care service anything because nursing is part of the funding arrangement based on medical episodes of care. Yet, actual cost containment focuses on the number of nurses required to care for patients, and relies on the supply of nurses to provide that care\(^{80}\). Therefore the supply and demand of nurses affects the number of patients a hospital can cater for. When the supply of nurses is reduced the number of patients admitted is reduced, therefore despite increased patient throughput hospitals cannot admit patients if there are no nurses to care for them. The commodity of nursing thus becomes the hidden pivot in the cycle of funding despite those same funding arrangements overtly focusing on medical availability. In this instance, the level of nurse and their cost becomes a focus of budget so that NPs are seen as an expensive option because lesser qualified nurses can be used to provide patient care.

This is the position that the NPs describe when they refer to the fact that they are being employed into lesser nursing roles. However, as discussed in Chapter 7, some health services are side stepping this problem by employing NPs on the junior registrar budget, such as those in neonatal intensive care units. Although their skill is being utilised, NPs in this situation are being removed from the nursing workforce and are being aligned with the junior medical workforce. So nursing still remains a commodity and nurses, regardless of their level of skill and standing, are moved around to suit both budget and need. By moving NPs to a medical roster, nurses are still being silenced because NPs are not being recognised as nurses in this instance. The doctors are still overtly accepted as the key to funding and health care delivery practices and NPs are still used as a commodity.

\textit{‘God Love Doctors’}

The examples provided in this study support the evidence that has emerged within the small group of NPs who participated in my study. Whilst it is only one small group of nurses, their experiences together with other sources of data brings to the surface for examination the discourses dominating in the contested area of national health in Australia. This situation is replicated in other developed countries which are governed by a commodity driven health care system, and which still remains

---

\(^{80}\) There are many ways to measure the nurse/patient ratios, all of which are under constant debate because they do not capture the intensity of nursing care required, rather they work on the financial allocation of bed days and patient throughput. The lowest nursing skill level becomes an important factor in reducing the cost of care.
medically driven by the way in which it is funded and managed. The medical control over what is the truth claim described as supporting best clinical practice, is really the fiscal business of health and has little to do with clinical. The AMA has used this truth claim to their financial advantage as the representative body of doctors in Australia. Whilst the AMA’s views are not general to all doctors in Australia, their consistent anti NP media releases overshadow any supportive roles that doctors may be playing in NP development at an organisational level. As the data in the previous chapters has shown, the concern is not so much what NPs can do but what NPs can take away from doctors. The concern is if they obtain provider numbers that allow the NPs to practice in a fee for service arrangement, then these nurses are no longer part of the commodified nursing but rather they become providers of care. The AMA uses the argument that NPs do not have the educational preparation and ability to manage the uncertainties in clinical practice as shown in this statement,

Medical education and training are prerequisites for medical practice. Nurses and nurse practitioners’ lack of medical education and training precluded them other than under medical supervision, from:
  a. requesting pathology tests;
  b. making medical diagnoses;
  c. requesting X-rays or other investigations;
  d. prescribing medication;
  e. referring patients to specialists; and
  f. deciding on the admission of patients to, and discharge from, hospital.
(Australian Medical Association 2004)

In fact, as discussed in earlier chapters, if one examines NP positions in such specialties as neonatal care, NPs are working in registrar positions, therefore they are by their very position deemed safe to practice. The Productivity Commission (2005) has also documented substantial evidence that indicates the reticence of the medical profession to support the development of NPs, and has in turn hindered NP role implementation further reinforcing medical dominance. This drawn out process and control over NP implementation by doctors that the Commission referred to was clearly highlighted by Joe in Chapter 7. Joe talked about the fact that if it was not for his relationship with the consultants, he would not have established his NP position, he played the doctor-nurse game (Friedson 1971; Cockerham 1992) without realising it. Further examples of veto imposed and influenced by doctors are seen in the wording in a gazetted code of practice for NPs which stated,
Before undertaking treatment of a client, a nurse practitioner should give due consideration to consulting with any other health care worker who may have additional relevant skills or knowledge (Western Australia Parliamentary Proceedings 2005, p. 4582).

This particular passage was discussed in the Council of the relevant state parliament with considerable debate ensuing over the condescending nature of the wording. Doctors present at the session did not see anything wrong with the wording, whilst nurses felt that,

...the proposed code moves to undermine the recognised level of expertise by requiring a Nurse Practitioner, before doing anything even if it falls within their scope of practice, to consider referring the patient to another health professional, possibly a doctor or radiologist for example (Western Australia Parliamentary Proceedings 2005, p. 4581)

This position that the nurses involved in the debate took was based on the fact that ANMC NP Competencies (Australian Nursing and Midwifery Council 2006a), locally developed CPGs and state legislation embedded within the state’s Nurses Act already provided enough guidance for practice, without an additional constraint. The code, they argued placed further constraints to practice in such a way that it effectively neutralized the efficacy and clinical decision making ability of the NP in managing care. The request to either remove this clause from the document or to amend it was overturned (Western Australia Parliamentary Proceedings 2005). Jane (Interview 2, p.4) referred to this situation when she said that she was working with very junior residents who had not worked with the type of patients presenting to the unit where she worked. She found herself having more clinical knowledge than the registrars, yet no authority to act despite being legislatively able to do so. Like those nurses in the past, NPs have been enabled whilst being constrained within a system ruled by those with power and not those in power. The DONs, as much as the NPs, position themselves in a way that allows the profession to move forward, whilst simultaneously constraining it. Legg’s (2008) ‘moderated love’ only reinforces this view and gives those in control the freedom to capitalize on the caring nature of nursing in making fiscal changes to a subservient nursing workforce, often using those same nursing managers to drive any change, hence the opinion by NPs that DONs are not supportive of their role.
Grint (1997) suggested that an important element of management is the way in which it has been constructed and this is dependant on the characteristics of the players within which it occurs. The position that the leaders in health care take will affect how management values and views resources, including the divisions of labour that are created, and how those human resources are used (Hewison 1999; Porter-O'Grady 1999). Legg’s ‘moderated love’ does not allow nursing to be viewed as a contributing member of a cost constrained health care environment because caring, such as she described, cannot have a financial value except as an intangible asset. Whilst the altruism of caring is maintained as the cornerstone of the nursing profession, nurses will continue as a commodity to be hired and fired around medical episodes of care not because they provide a caring environment but because their value, exposed as caring by nursing leaders, cannot be represented as contributing to the supply of health service delivery. What is perpetuated is that nurses have always provided the care that doctors prescribe and nurses have accepted this in the continued unconscious position they take, whether as a NP or a nursing manager at the executive table. Thus nurses in influential positions can only attempt to shift their sphere of influence, using the language and actions of that traditional power.

**Sphere of Influence – Peeping into Looking Glass House**

But oh, Kitty! now we come to the passage. You can just see a little PEEP of the passage in Looking-glass House, if you leave the door of our drawing-room wide open: and it's very like our passage as far as you can see, only you know it may be quite different on beyond. Oh, Kitty! how nice it would be if we could only get through into Looking-glass House! I'm sure it's got, oh! such beautiful things in it! Let's pretend there's a way of getting through into it, somehow, Kitty. Let's pretend the glass has got all soft like gauze, so that we can get through” (Lewis Carroll in *Alice through the Looking Glass* in Oxenbury 2005, p. 18)

In her first address as the Chief Executive Officer of Royal College of Nurses Australia (RCNA) wrote that “nursing leadership needs to be re-energised” (Cerasa 2009, p. 10). Cerasa adopted an altruistic line in describing how nurses as role models and leaders need to “nurture the new generation” and that “we need to inject new life into our profession and renewed passion into those who lead us forward”. Her entire article was about ‘nurturing’ and ‘mentoring’ and was altruistic in much the same way as Legg’s. She did state that our “future is bright” and that nurses “have never had as much respect on a political level” nor have nurses had “so much

81 Also referred to in Chapter 5, where nurses were shown in pictures portraying other aspects of the organisation, rather than those related to nursing as a contributing member of a health care team.
time and attention from governments”, referring to the current Health Minister’s statements of providing greater roles for nurses in the health system (Roxon 2008). It should be remembered from earlier chapters that Roxon had also pointed out that it could be a long road of negotiation to change things because of the control that medicine has over the health system, particularly in relation to the legislation that still prevents NPs from having provider numbers (Field note 13). Roxon said that “by redressing the historical bias towards medical intervention and acute care, we will be redressing the historical bias against the traditionally female nursing workforce” (Roxon 2008, p. 8). However, no matter what approach the government takes, there remain three issues that prevent nursing from moving forward; the particular view of altruism that nurses have, the traditional remunerative environment of health care in which the doctor remains pivotal to how the finances of the system are organised, and the now neoliberal market driven nature of health care.

When Roxon talks about nurses, she talks about all levels of nursing, not just NPs. When Cerasa and Legg talk about nursing, they talk about all levels of nursing, not just NPs. The pivotal feature here is how nursing as a commodity and a profession will be used in the future and whether nurses will have a say in what actually happens. Despite leaders wanting to re-energise themselves, we are faced with many other nursing and non nursing roles that are eroding the NP and the RN role in what is termed cost effective use of the workforce; the patient care assistant, the GP practice nurse, the physician’s assistant and the extended practice of the enrolled nurse, to name but a few current health care initiatives that are being encouraged, funded and publicised as the solution to some of the health care cost blow outs and the nursing shortages we face in the Australian health care system. We are reminded of this manipulation of nursing by the recent advertisement in The Weekend Australian referred to in the previous chapter, for an Executive Director of Nursing, who has operational, workforce and nursing responsibilities but can also be a professional chair with academia (Chittenden 2009). The job, by description is so large that the person employed will not be able to focus on any one aspect of the role particularly well, effectively watering down the influence of nursing at the management table. As much as that job description was so large, it is no different from the reductionist approach the UK has taken with reintroducing the matron role. Both of these examples provide evidence of nursing leaders and nursing being used in the way wanted by the health care institutions. Nothing has changed. Nursing,
whether it is the NP, the manager, or the patient care assistant, is a commodity which is driven by financial and medical need, and not by nursing. Leaders can only “peep through the gauze of Looking Glass House” but cannot enter it.

Participants in this study have described the DONs as ineffective and this view has been supported by literature that has shown how DONs are not positioned to lead, but rather to comply with management directions which do not embrace change involving the nursing advancement that NPs represent. Nursing leaders and those who took part in the early pilot programs of NP programs would say that the implementation of NPs was to meet a health care delivery need particularly in the rural and remote regions of Australia (New South Wales Health 1995; Victorian Government 1999; Australian Capital Territory 2002; Department of Health Western Australia 2003; ACT Health 2005; Australian Capital Territory 2005). But, was it? The fact is that there are very few NPs in rural and remote areas, and there are significantly more in metropolitan specialist positions. The fact is, at the time of writing, there were only 300 endorsed NPs in this country, and of those, a significant number are not yet employed as NPs, and a very small number are employed in the very places that the NP movement commenced its life on; rural and remote Australia.

**The Songs and the Tunes**

This study has shown that there remains one dominant power behind the health care industry that informs and drives it, despite the cost of health care being labelled as an explicit discourse. This hidden power is medicine as an institution, whose public and institutional influence began just over 100 years ago. Fairclough (2001b, p. 30) says “as well as being determined by social structures, discourse has its affects upon social structures and contributes to the achievement of social continuity”. Therefore medicine, like all other players in the social order of health, act and behave in the manner that is interpreted and perpetuated by the institution itself over time.

Because these institutional symptoms are so entrenched in its traditional hidden power relations, nurses as much as doctors and other health care professionals act and behave in the way that the institutional knowledge and culture has determined. As Wodak (2001, p. 37) has noted, “no individual and no single group determines the discourse or has precisely intended what turns out to be the final result”. Although the symptom of covert power is supposed to be a focus on cost and budget, the
system relies on medicine to make possible that funding, so the traditional power brokers have not actually changed. Although doctors and nurses may not consciously view it in this way,

...as far as social world is concerned, social structures not only determine social practice, they are also a product of social practice, and social structures not only determine discourse, they are a product of discourse (Fairclough 2001b, p. 31)

Therefore, it can be argued that all the players work unconsciously in accordance with the prevailing ideologies that are in operation in the institutions of the social order, and which are manifested in the symptoms that are displayed as a result of it. It can be argued then that the contemporary view of the profession of nursing has been disguised in a dance that nurses, including NPs, perform with their medical colleagues, moving to the same tune but singing in a different key without realising it. That melody for the dance is the compilation of fiscal policy, health care tradition and nurses’ view of themselves. This study has exposed the songs being played that beguile the NPs into believing that they can make a difference in the current health care environment. As Fairman (2008, p. 9) says,

The social status of nursing is based upon its historical perception of a woman’s profession...[and this is]...part of an interrelated system that constitute[s] a central piece of social imagery around which institutions and technological systems such as health care are constructed and maintained.

Whilst it can be argued that, “nurses really do need to become indispensable by being truly multidisciplinary while retaining the central nurturing function in service delivery” (Pearson 2003, p. 629), nursing remains ambiguous about what ‘nursing’ and ‘non-nursing’ work is. Pearson’s idea of ‘nurturing’ does not encourage nursing to move into a contemporary health care workforce because nurturing does not have a financial value and the value of nurturing is no longer a RN’s function, it can be done by all levels of nursing. Thus “nurses are asked to justify their existence and describe their central importance...the virtue strategy is clearly not working” (Nelson & Gordon 2006, p. 27). On the other end of the continuum, nurses have created a space in science by embracing the technical and scientific paradigm in their education which Nelson and Gordon (2006, p. 26) call the “knowledge script”. This knowledge script has manifested in NP practice through the legislation not endorsing the use of nursing activities, but rather medical activities, through the extended tasks of prescribing and ordering diagnostic tests. These activities, instead of progressing
nursing, have instead encroached on what is normally accepted as doctors’ work. The traditional cycle of dominance emerges even in the creation of new nursing knowledge, and nurses, as much as the health system itself, has embraced it.

Despite this knowledge script transgressing the boundaries between nurse and doctor, as the previous chapters have highlighted in analysis by such authors as Buresh and Gordon (2000), nursing still holds onto the traditional caring factor as special to nursing. The paradox then is that nursing has used a medical knowledge script in order to advance as a profession, but at the same time still holds onto the virtue script through its leaders, who maintain that the virtue strategy is the cornerstone of the nursing profession. In their attempts to align with mainstream health, nurses in clinical, education and management have adopted the medical texts to identify their professional space and so the progression for NPs has been to impinge into the medical territory and those medical tasks which doctors identify as the cornerstone of their practice referred to in Chapter 7. One could argue that this is no different from PCAs encroaching on those aspects of nursing that nurses claim as the cornerstone of their practice, such as nurturance and caring (Dingwall & Allen 2001; Jenkins-Clarke & Carr-Hill 2003). The nursing profession has thus unconsciously given up the very cornerstone of its profession, the virtue script, whilst replacing it with a knowledge script that conforms to patterns of traditional health care dominance, in order to advance, whilst simultaneously still holding onto that same forfeited virtue script in its attempt to identify nursing as a profession.

The root of the matter is that the scientific and technical nature of health care has been embraced by nurses in an attempt to shift their sphere of influence in health, but because nursing remains ambivalent in what it really wants as a profession, it has in fact, not shifted any sphere of influence at all. The world of health care is still managed by those external to nursing and nursing remains a commodity within it. The profession of nursing has tried to align science and caring in the university education for nurses, in other words attempting to keep the virtue script whilst including the knowledge script, and this has created tension between what NPs should be doing and what they really do. The resolution of that tension can only occur by making a space for NPs and nurses in the contemporary world of health care where nurses focus on what they can contribute to the clinical knowledge and
competence of care (not caring) rather than to professional knowledge and professional boundaries.

If we refer back to the declared autonomy in NP practice claimed by ANMC, then this becomes a negotiated space around professional boundaries and not just within a nursing boundary. Beil-Hildebrand (2002, p. 265) says that “professional autonomy characterises the outcome of negotiations between organised occupational groups and the state and not directly of class conflict at the workplace”. Class conflict, as has been revealed from the data in this study has merely set the NP apart, because in seeking to identify autonomy within the traditional nursing framework, NPs have been put at odds with the occupational groups with whom they work and interact on a daily basis. Fairman (2008, p. 185) says that,

Physicians and nurses still negotiate to define the borders of responsibility and authority for clinical care, and these contracts continue to be framed by the politics surrounding the professional groups and larger policy landscape.

Through the discursive positions of the ANMC, the legislation, the health services and the nurses, NPs have emerged as a hybrid health worker, evolved as neither nurse nor doctor (Fig 13). However as research has shown if used within the budget framework of health, NPs can be a cost effective professional and not just a commodity in health care.

![Diagram](image-url)  
*Figure 13 Nurse Practitioner as a hybrid health care worker*
This chapter has examined the discourses around the nature of nursing from the global health care context. It has examined how nurses, represented by NPs and also their nursing leaders, position themselves within the system, which perpetuates the altruistic position of nursing that has been accepted for the past 100 years, through the actions of the nurses themselves, as much as the institutions that are integral to health care delivery, such as education, financial funding arrangements and organisational structure. It has shown how, because of it, nurses themselves perpetuate the dominant discourses of health in which nursing is a commodity and doctors are the suppliers of health. Nurses and allied health workers revolve around the needs of that supplier.

Whilst the players of the role of superintendent have changed to the CFO, medicine still influences decision making, and nurses have supported it through their adoption of the accepted language and actions that work to maintain this position. As we have seen, this does not fit with the contemporary cost containment approaches in health care. As a result of this nurses have always been, and still are, a commodity in health, dictated by the supply and demand of illness, where the needs of the service revolve around the work generated by medicine. NPs in this model of service delivery may never succeed, simply because there is no provision for them to become suppliers of health care as their scope of practice has endorsed. In the current situation, NPs are being moulded according to service needs, based on the directives from traditional dominant power brokers. Their services would be best served by finding “new ways to concentrate power in the hands of the people who need it most to get the job done putting authority, responsibility, resources and rights at the most appropriate level for each task” (Hewsion & Stanton 2003, p. 20).

It is not so much the traditional standing of professions that is important, or the space they hold in the social organisation of health, it is the health care needs of the community and how best those health care professionals can deliver them within the budget provided. The introduction of the NP has heralded an opportunity to break down the traditional barriers that prevent care being delivered because professional turf protection controls how the health dollar is spent rather than patient need.

There are more ways to think about how a society decides who should provide health care and how these decisions are negotiated than deferring to the typical, seemingly
monolithic characterisation of medicine and its concurrent cultural authority without tearing down physician’s facility for what they do best – the intricate and painstaking ability to see relationships between patient symptoms and a particular diagnostic label (Fairman 2008, p. 194).

NPs are the catalyst for change. Now is the time for change in nursing in order to ensure the future of nursing as a profession in a cost effective model of interdisciplinary care and the role nurses play in the work that Fairman identifies as central to medical dominance. This chapter has exposed the intricate web of actions and texts that reinforce the hidden power of health care in a way that maintains nursing as a subservient commodity as long as they are seen as a part of service provision rather than clinical work.

In Chapter 9, the findings of this study are summarised, and reflected upon. I examine the efficacy of the research framework in exposing the truths around NP implementation and I reflect on the limitations and strengths of the study. Whilst this research does not offer solutions, it has exposed the discourses that influence the role of NP in Australia, and the professional boundaries at which they are situated.
Chapter 9 - Dancing to the Tune

‘Will you walk a little faster?’ said a whiting to a snail.
‘There's a porpoise close behind us, and he's treading on my tail.
See how eagerly the lobsters and the turtles all advance!
They are waiting on the shingle--will you come and join the dance?’ (Lewis Carroll in Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland in Oxenbury 1999, p. 167)

This study has drawn together an abundance of information from the NP perspective and from the literature that informs and regulates NP practice. It has enabled the many stepping stones and stumbling blocks that litter the path of NP implementation to be examined and to identify those that are not what they may seem. Examples of these stumbling blocks are the clinical practice guidelines, the endorsement processes, the recruitment processes and the legislation informing NP scope of practice. These are major pieces of work that were written to enable NP practice but in fact have also hindered their practice.

As I reflect on this study, I am reminded of those reasons why I undertook the study in the first place. As a NP Project Officer, I had the privilege of working with the first NP employed into a position in Australia. What frustrated me but also saddened me was how this pioneer NP was played to the political tune of the time and how very soon after the hype of the great announcement was over the reality of the stumbling blocks of implementation became not only evident but also isolating. No longer was the fanfare of health care leaders there to assist us in establishing the role.

I am reminded that in the eight years since that first position, the same area health service has just two out of a possible 15 positions filled because of the very issues that have emerged from this study. This study started out as one based in rural and remote Australia but the small numbers of NPs in these regions necessitated expanding the study to include all NPs endorsed in Australia. Although the population for this study remained small the views and positions of the participants, supported by technical literature, has shown that it does not matter where the NP is situated, the dance, the melody and the words to the songs remain the same.

This study sought to critically analyse the technical literature on the advancement of nursing knowledge and practice and how the language and views within it impact on the way in which the NP is developing. In order to understand the way NPs are
situated in health, it was important for this study to appreciate how the influences from the past affect nursing today by exploring the history of ideas that have given rise to the present attempts to advance nursing practice with particular reference to the NP.

The aims of the research were to examine the position that NPs take within the organisational environment of health and to identify the social and political hurdles that are affecting role development in Australia using text and language to identify discursive practice. As such this study examined the NP scope of practice in the context of nursing as a profession with a history and as a subset of health, in which the position of NPs is dependent and is informed, by larger and more dominant discourses. The Australian context of NP practice was examined by exploring the journey of NPs through their conversations in interviews, and through analysis of technical literature related to the NP. The information gained was used to examine the diverging and converging themes in practice between rhetoric of policy and the truth of implementation.

**Reflections**

Reflection is very much part of the nursing framework. As nurses we are taught always to reflect on our practice (Castledine 1999; Kitson 1999; Benner 2001; Chiarella 2002; Mantzoukas & Jasper 2004; Linde 2005; Perron et al. 2005; Legg 2008). We are told that as leaders we need to reflect on our past and examine our present in order to plan for our future. As clinicians, we are told to reflect on the day’s work. In developing our portfolios for advanced practice, we are told to maintain journals and narratives of the work we do. When I reflect on discourses that have emerged from this study I am constantly reminded of our ties to the past. It is important to reflect on these ties because, as Wodak (2001, p. 7) comments,

>The relevance of language use in institutional settings is reiterated, and a new focus on the necessity of a historical perspective is introduced…in which the concepts of power, ideology and history figure centrally.

Nursing as a professional body, has only been formalised for a little over 100 years. Women such as Nightingale, Fry and Fliedner are just a few of the nursing leaders who attempted to establish nursing as a respectable profession despite their orientation to the religious viewpoint of subservience and dedication. I am drawn to
the present with the notable leaders of nursing who are perpetuating that model of nursing in a world where NPs are trying to find a space in the market driven health care system. The tensions for NPs is thus created between the ANMC NP Competencies, which was developed by nurses for nurses, whilst trying to merge this nursing focused approach with the technical and medical extensions that identify NP practice in legislation and in the workplace. As such my reflection turns to the ANMC NP Competencies which were examined in Chapter 3.

The document in question was developed following a major research project in 2004, funded by the Australian Nursing and Midwifery Council, and the New Zealand Nursing Council, to develop standards and competencies for NPs (Gardner et al. 2004). The key feature of this is the fact that this document drew information from nurses. It did not include the contemporary human resource policies of health and its political economy where the budget is driving the search for more cost effective models of care. In fact the underlying tenet is entirely altruistic. It uses words that are ambiguous and confusing. In the face of serious nursing shortages and dwindling public funds, the reality of today’s health care market is not one of progression of a profession because of what the profession wants or can offer, but on cost reduction. Because nursing is, and always has been, a commodity in health service delivery and not really in the centre of influence, the most obvious place for cost reduction to occur has been in the roles and levels of nurses and the ability to employ the most effective role of nurse for the least cost. This has made room for a multitude of alternate nursing roles and extensions to nursing practice. Despite these signposts in health direction, discourses examined in Chapter 8 outline the extent to which nurse leaders hold onto nurses’ altruistic past and Fairman’s (2008) descriptions of the social status of nursing, which is based on historically determined perceptions of women’s work.

However, this thesis goes beyond the social status of nursing, it exposes the political and economic drivers of health and how nursing has not caught up with the current state of play. The use of Fairclough’s (2001b) three levels of social organisation has allowed for the exposure of positions that influence NP role development by identifying tensions at the boundaries of traditional health care authority in what is accepted as doctors’ work and nurses’ work. The theoretical framework sanctioned the examination of the inter-textual play between tradition, budget and policy, all
with their conflicting views on what the NP should represent in the health care workforce. Because CDA allows for literature to be used throughout analysis, I was able to draw widely on other studies with diverse theoretical frameworks, both nationally and internationally. This not only corroborated my data, but also strengthened its objectivity in analysis. I was also able to use this literature to uncover the hidden verities of the NP conversations, through the examination of similar and parallel issues that have been exposed by other researchers. I was able to compare them to the NPs views and the technical literature used in my study, between and within Fairclough’s levels of organisation.

**Strengths of the Study**

CDA, and more specifically Fairclough’s framework, has been a good choice for this study. It has allowed the examination of the hidden power relations within which nursing operates. It has allowed the rhetoric of policy to be exposed for what it is, and it sanctioned the identification and analysis of the symptoms of power that prevent NP from smooth implementation in their roles. More importantly, it has not only exposed the plight of NPs, but it has gone behind the lines to expose the real position of nurses and the profession of nursing in a politically and economically driven health care system. Whilst other theoretical frameworks would have uncovered the explicit social issues, they would not have enabled the depth of analysis of the social situation that CDA has. As Wodak (2001, p. 2) says,

CDA may be defined as fundamentally concerned with analysing opaque as well as transparent structural relationships of dominance, discrimination, power and control as manifested in language.

This point was apparent especially when I was seeking out literature that may assist me in finding the most appropriate theoretical framework for this study. In the beginning I explored many different critical social theory perspectives, but none answered the questions of why nurses were finding it so difficult to implement the new role of NP. Whilst we all, as nurses, know the overt structural impediments to nursing, nothing allowed me to go behind those barriers to see why they were such, and who was allowing them to block nurses’ attempts at development. CDA allowed for this window to look behind those overt structures.
Because of my own naivety of the discourse surrounding me, I too was a victim of the dominant power and the adoption, without thinking, of the words made available in the discourses of that power. What this study did for me as a teacher of nursing, was to raise my awareness of the opacities as well as the more overt operations of power, of which I was also both a casualty and an active player. The difference for me was that I have always challenged the boundaries of nursing, often being referred to as a rebel. In fact I was merely challenging the traditional boundaries in my own attempts to shift my sphere of influence without understanding what was preventing me from doing so. This study has allowed me to understand the shackles that hold nursing back, and to figuratively break free of them, in so doing, I am now able to share the findings through teaching and through dissemination of the study.

The NPs in Australia today are also rattling those chains of tradition. They are challenging the boundaries of a traditional health care system and in so doing are creating a space for new models of care that will support changes to nursing and to the health care of Australia. What has become clear to me through this study is that NPs are nurses with passion and drive. Whilst they are unconsciously subservient in their attempts to become leaders, they are determined, with one thing in their central view, and that it is the people who are the patients and those others in their communities who rely on nursing services to achieve optimal health outcomes. The altruism of nursing is both strength and weakness in this instance. It is a strength because that is what keeps NPs focused on the work they do that revolves around their patients, and a weakness because they are conforming to the tradition of nursing and to the dominant discourses of health which hinder their ability to care for those very same patients that drive their desire to change models of care.

**Limitations of the Study**

A major limitation for this study for me was part of the very discourse that prevents nurses from succeeding. Over the period of this study, I have changed jobs three times, firstly because of my own career choices and secondly because of the findings emerging from this study. When I first commenced the study, circumstances at two of the organisations and my positions within them were such that it became clear to me, that what I was finding in my data was in direct conflict to the beliefs of the organisations within which I worked. For me to have completed this study in either of those positions would have been detrimental to both myself and the participants of
this study and to the dissemination of the findings. I would have come up against extreme pressure to maintain silence on my findings because they directly related to, and conflicted with, the organisations where I was employed. For me, being employed in a university at the completion of this study has allowed me the freedom to pursue the analysis in the correct environment for both objectivity and for the dissemination of these sensitive findings.

CDA theorists such as Wodak, Scollon and Fairclough tell us that as a CDA researcher we are a part of the study. I have found this difficult in the light of the fact that I have been a nurse holding senior positions and which are the very subject of a significant aspect of the data in this study. This was most difficult in my role as a DON. During my time in this position I carried out all the interviews for this study. I was careful not to say that I was a DON, when introducing myself to participants, saying only that I was a doctoral student. If participants had known the position I held, I am of the belief that much of the information that they shared with me would not have been told. Likewise, in listening to that information I had to be very careful not to comment, but to maintain my objectivity by listening and encouraging. This was the time that I needed my supervisors most. I found myself having to debrief on how I was feeling about the information that I was told, and also how that information was raising the truths about my own work as a DON. I found that I had to step away from the whole study at this point and it was during this time that I made the decision to move into a university position, so that I could deal with the data in a more objective manner. In effect, I have succumbed to those very dominant discourses that control nursing. However, by being in a university setting, I have also given myself space for the freedom of speech that is so necessary to complete this thesis, and to share its findings with a broader nursing and health care community.

Another limitation to this study was the smallness of the sample size available for interview. Although CDA allows for a diverse selection of methods for data collection, I found that the small number of participants that I was able to interview limited access to direct experiential knowledge. The information from participants afforded a rich and detailed description of what was actually happening at the coalface of NP implementation and was integral to analysis of the discourses at all three levels of organisation. Although Fairclough (2001a) does not advocate for any number or levels of samples in the information gathering process, rather he refers to
the saturation of data as the indicator for how much is ‘enough’, I do believe that more could have provided further in-depth examinations of how those uncovered discourses were at play in the real world situation of NP practice. Although I believe that saturation was reached in terms of evidence to demonstrate common experiences, I enhanced information with parallel experiences in both national and international encounters where it supported participant descriptions.

**Shifting the Sands**

I once had a mentor who said that if you are facing a mountain, you need to take one slope at a time. Once you have reached the top of the slope, stop and celebrate your success, but remember that the summit is where you want to go. Changing how nurses are positioned in health care is a very large mountain. The path to the top of that mountain is winding with traditional, political, economic and professional stumbling blocks at every turn. Not only are the stumbling blocks in the way nurses view themselves and therefore allow changes to occur to them, but also in how the rest of society views nursing, that is not congruent with the potential of nurses in health care delivery. The discourses uncovered in this study have identified just this.

In order to make changes, change must be embraced. In order to embrace the changes, leaders have to have already done that in their minds and have the summit in sight. To do that leaders of nursing in this country must share a common vision and they need to be visible. Whilst the Chief Nursing Officer of Australia has just become president of the International Council of Nurses, in her role as national leader in Australia, there is no evidence of her leadership relating to the Australian health care issues that are not only changing the face of health care delivery, but are doing to significantly impact on how the nursing workforce is utilised. This was made evident when I was writing up the last chapters for this study when I attended a nursing conference which was entitled ‘Nursing – a Sound Investment for Healthy Returns’. I mention it here, because the experience reinforced the discursive environment between policy and nursing as a profession, which continues in its silencing of the nurses, and only reinforced the findings of this study. A keynote speaker of the conference was the current Minister of Health, Nicola Roxon. She took the opportunity to launch the discussion document ‘National Health and Hospitals Reform Commission Report’ (National Health and Hospitals Reform Commission 2009). Roxon spoke extensively of nursing and the role this profession
could be playing in the delivery of health based on ‘better patient access’ through the use of competence and skills of the health care workforce which is not limited by professional boundaries. When I reviewed this report later, it supported much of what has been referred to in this study in stating that “we have a fragmented health system with a complex division of funding responsibilities and performance accountabilities between different levels of government. It is ill-equipped to respond to these challenges” (National Health and Hospitals Reform Commission 2009, p. 3) and that “the system is provider focused, rather than patient focused” (p. 51). Recommendations from this report included,

[We recommend] a new education framework for the education and training of health professionals:
• moving towards a flexible, multi-disciplinary approach to the education and training of all health professionals;
• incorporating an agreed competency-based framework as part of broad teaching and learning curricula for all health professionals” (National Health and Hospitals Reform Commission 2009, p. 31)

Whilst this document and Roxon fully endorsed the potential that nurses have for reforming health care, the Chief Nurse of Australia, also at the conference, was unable to articulate strategies of nursing change when questioned in a subsequent panel discussion on workforce strategies for the future, despite the national health reform document in question being readily available.

For leaders to change, they have to understand why they should change. As Hoque et al. (2004) suggests, nursing leaders need the freedom to make change and not just the freedom to do what they are told. They must be conscious of the discourses they use and how it is used, and how they adapt to it and how they position themselves within it. It is for this reason that national and international research has to be undertaken using the same framework that has been used in this study in order to broaden the search for new ways to support nursing and to explore those discourses that are used by, and also constrain, nurses and nurse leaders. Awareness needs to be raised on those powers that are constraining them in the way that I have raised the awareness to the powers constraining the developing NP role.

It is the contention and evidence of this thesis that once nursing leaders ‘see’ the discourses, they can change the way they operate within them. I believe that for nursing to advance, this body of work is essential. I say this because, in my search
for supportive literature for this study, I found few studies that examine health care discourses in relation to the affect they have on nursing, and the subsequent position that nurse leaders take in the health care system. Whilst the overt symptoms have been constantly identified, there is little that drills down to the discourses and power behind those symptoms. Researchers like Buresh and Gordon (2000), Nelson (2004) and Fairman (2008), have identified much of the historical issues surrounding the tradition of nursing and their work has supported the findings of this study, but it has not identified those factors hidden from view, that drive those issues. This work is essential for further research that will not only inform nurses but will also expand on my small Australian study.

But changing the outlook of leaders in nursing is not the only recommendation to arise from this study. If I refer to the previous chapters where the funding of health care was discussed, I outlined the fact that although the overt structure of funding is based on the medical episode of care, nursing does have a pivotal role in any cost containment exercise. Overtly this is achieved in the current economical focus of health care in the way nurses are used as a commodity based on patient numbers rather than patient care. Covertly nurses become managers of that care as much as doctors in legitimised roles such as NPs. As I have shown, medicine, through the voice of their industrial organisation, the AMA, has taken a line that NPs will provide a second rate health care system because they are ill educated for the role and unsafe. This diversion detracts from the real issue of how much it costs the health care service to keep a doctor, and what value their service brings to patient care. Research has already shown that such roles as NPs can direct care if the access to health care funding was based on patient need and not service provision and they can do so at far less cost than doctors can. Whilst as Fairman (2008) says, there will always be a place for those specialists in medicine, research has also shown that NPs can become a cost effective alternative in many health care delivery situations, and this has been exposed through the literature used in this study. Further research therefore needs to build on the findings from this study, and from those others referred to in it, to expose the position of medicine in health care service delivery and its contributions to it, in relation to cost and overall clinical outcomes, and the potential of nursing roles such as NPs.
Conclusions

There were doors all round the hall, but they were all locked; and when Alice had been all the way down one side and up the other, trying every door, she walked sadly down the middle, wondering how she was ever to get out again. Suddenly she came upon a little three-legged table, all made of glass; there was nothing on it but a tiny golden key, and Alice’s first idea was that this might belong to one of the doors of the hall…on the second time round, she came upon a low curtain she had not noticed before, and behind it was a little door about fifteen inches high: she tried the little golden key in the lock, and to her great delight it fitted! (Lewis Carroll in Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland in Oxenbury 1999, p. 19)

I found this study both challenging and inspiring. It was challenging because I never anticipated the position of nurses that emerged from the data and it was inspiring because it provided me with insights into why NPs behave the way they do. It allowed me to develop a deeper understanding of the difficulties that NPs face, and it allowed me to ‘see’ why it is occurring. I am enlightened by the experience and I believe that now I can go forward in my teaching, armed with a different view, a view on which I can assist others to develop skills to deal with the opacities of power that they face in their daily practice, and to which they do not yet have the insight into. In some small way, I hope that by exposing these discourses to students, I will be able to help change nursing in the future, in a way that allows NPs to become an integral part of the decision making processes of health care delivery, and not just a spectator of it.

Expanding on this study is essential with regard to the broader leadership of nursing and in the way that the funding of health marginalises nursing and prevents this profession reaching its full potential. What I have found in relation to this is the symptoms of hidden power, and what has been exposed in this small study, unquestionably runs far deeper in the broader environment of health.

This study is crucial also because it contributes to necessary change in the way nursing students are socialised. Until the hidden power and its symptoms are exposed, change will not occur because nurses will continue to adopt those dominant discourses silencing them without even realising it. The political economy of health will continue to use nursing as a commodity without nurses’ consent or active participation.
I hope that this study, and those studies that follow it, will be tiny golden keys that assist our nursing pioneers in developing the role of NP, to do the job they are so capable of doing.
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